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Abstract
This dissertation presents an energy efficient 2.5D chiplet-based architecture for
real-time probabilistic processing of high-velocity sensor data, from an autonomous
real-time ubiquitous surveillance imaging system. This work addresses problems at
all levels of description.
At the lowest physical level, new standard cell libraries have been developed for
ultra-low voltage CMOS synthesis, as well as custom SRAM memory blocks, and
mixed-signal physical true random number generators based on the perturbation of
Sigma-Delta structures using random telegraph noise (RTN) in single transistor de-
vices.
At the chip level architecture, an innovative compact buffer-less switched circuit
mesh network on chip (NoC) capable of reaching very high throughput (1.6Tbps),
finite packet delay delivery, free from packet dropping, and free from dead-locks and
live-locks, was designed for this chiplet-based solution. Additionally, a second NoC
connecting processors in the network, was implemented based on token-rings, allowing
access to external DDR memory. Furthermore, a new clock tree distribution network,
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and a wide bandwidth DRAM physical interface have been designed to address the
data flow requirements within and across chiplets.
At the algorithm and representation levels, the Online Change Point Detection
(CPD) algorithm has been implemented for on-line learning of background-foreground
segmentation. Instead of using traditional binary representation of numbers, this ar-
chitecture relies on unconventional processing of signals using a bio-inspired (spike-
based) unary representation of numbers, where these numbers are represented in a
stochastic stream of Bernoulli random variables. By using this representation, proba-
bilistic algorithms can be executed in a native architecture with precision on demand,
where if more accuracy is required, more computational time and power can be al-
located. The SoC chiplet architecture has been extensively simulated and validated
using state of the art CAD methodology, and has been submitted to fabrication in a
dedicated 55nm GF CMOS technology wafer run. Experimental results from fabri-
cated test chips in the same technology are also presented.
Primary Reader: Dr. Andreas G. Andreou
Secondary Reader: Dr. Ralph Etienne-Cummings
Third Reader: Dr. Philippe O. Pouliquen
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Advances in optics,2,3 and the proliferation of cheap CMOS image sensors, have
enabled the creation of commercially available larger tiled image arrays, such as the
Kestrel and Simera,4 CorvusEye 15005 and Sentinel CA-247,6 with billions of pixels
based on essentially what is cell-phone camera technology. Wide area motion imagery
(WAMI7) from giga-pixel sensor systems, is a rapidly growing data resource for civilian
and defense applications (see Figure 1.1). These air-borne systems, aboard a moving
platform such as a small plane, a UAV or an aerostat, are capable of capturing imaging
objects with an accuracy of 0.2 to 0.8 meters at a distance of a few kilometers with
giga-pixel image sizes, and temporal resolution of a few frames per second8 (3 to 15
fps). Advanced imaging technologies such as analog,9–11 or all digital12,13 event based
cameras, can circumvent the challenges of limited frame rates, but the latter have
not found their way yet into WAMI systems. Hence, WAMI processing pipelines rely
1
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extensively on motion dynamic information.
Availability of full motion high resolution data over large, city-size, geographical
areas (≈ 100km2), offers unprecedented capabilities for situational awareness. The
dynamic nature of the imagery offers insights about actions and patterns of activ-
ities that static images do not. Civilian applications of WAMI data, allow for the
monitoring, intelligent control of traffic across large geographical areas, inference of a
hierarchy of events and activities, and ultimately to recognize “life-patterns”.14 Ad-
ditional applications include the coordination of activities in disaster areas, and the
monitoring of wildlife. Algorithm development for WAMI tasks is facilitated through
databases such as CLIF,15 VIVID,16 and data management standards.1
In this dissertation a system architecture for real-time high-velocity data process-
ing is discussed, originating in large format tiled imaging arrays used in wide area
motion imagery ubiquitous surveillance systems. A 2.5D System-on-Chip (nano-
Abacus), implements the architecture using a silicon interposer and four application-
specific chiplets. High-performance and high-throughput is achieved through approx-
imate computing, and fixed-point arithmetic in a variable precision (6 bits to 18 bits)
architecture. The architecture implements a variety of processing algorithms classes,
ranging from convolutional networks (ConvNets), to linear and non-linear morphologi-
cal processing, probabilistic inference using exact and approximate Bayesian methods,
and ConvNet based classification.






Figure 1.1: Examples of wide area imagery (from1)
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Figure 1.2: Processing pipeline.
was developed to emulate the computational structures for a System-on-Chip (SoC)
that will be fabricated in the 55nm GF CMOS technology. Mapping the algorithms
on a reconfigurable computing platform has a dual goal: (i) algorithm exploration and
(ii) architecture exploration. The processing flow begins with raw pixel values from
a camera, implementing De-Bayering interpolation, non-uniformity correction, cam-
era motion compensation, background/foreground segmentation, object attributes
extraction, object tracking, and object classification. This processing pipeline was
implemented entirely using event based neuromorphic and stochastic computational
primitives. This FPGA-based designed system, upon which nano-Abacus was based,
was capable of processing in real-time 160 x 120 raw pixel data running on a recon-
figurable computing platform (5 Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGAs).
The overall design philosophy of nano-Abacus System-on-Chip, as well as its final
assembly and choice of the different available processing units is presented in Chap-
ter 2. The 2.5D nano-Abacus SoC comprises of a 50mmx64mm silicon interposer (5
metal layers, four stitched reticles) and five “chiplets”. Two of the chiplets are COTS
4
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components; a Xilinx Zynq-7100 die for operating system support and high speed
I/O, and a high-bandwidth memory stack (Tezzaron GEN4 3D DiRAM ). Three ad-
ditional heterogeneous chip multiprocessor (CMPs) “chiplets” are chosen from a pool
of four, designed in 55nm GF CMOS, implementing mixed-signal programmable and
reconfigurable processors for energy efficient, high velocity Big-Data computing from
motion area imagery. The nano-Abacus SoC is not an ASIC, but rather a proces-
sor architecture that can be hardware or software re-configured, with three of four
“chiplet” processor designs, all with common physical standard footprint and logi-
cal interfaces. The nano-Abacus chiplet-core consists of a high bandwidth memory
interface (DDR DRAM PHY ), a Level-1 token ring network on chip (L1 network)
allowing each processing unit to have access to the external DDR memory, a Level-2
switched circuit mesh network on chip (L2 network) for the communication among
processors, and a general purpose input/output port (GPIO).
The design of a new clock tree architecture (the Conical-Fishbone tree) well suited
for the operational requirements of the nano-Abacus chiplets is presented in Chapter
3. The design ensures that the impedance seen at the output of each of the tree active
drivers is exactly the same on each clock tree level, and it is inspired by the shape of
an inverted cone. Driven by the clock at the tip of the inverted cone, subsequent levels
of the clock tree hierarchy are driven in a geometrical progression. If several cross
sections are created in the inverted cone, and one considers each of these resulting
rings to be one of the many nets in a Fishbone clock tree, one can observe that if
5
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a ring is excited evenly from the ring below, the circular characteristics of the wire
will make the effect of reflections be exactly the same along any place in the wire.
Simulated outputs of a 1.25GHz clock propagated through the clock cell in the DDR
DRAM PHY shows a maximum skew of 31.8ps for clock outputs spreaded evenly for
almost 14mm long. These simulations have been done considering all the extracted
parasitics from the clock tree layout.
The architectures for the first and second level NoCs are discussed in Chapter
4, a Level-1 token-ring network on chip (L1 network), a Level-2 switched circuit
mesh network on chip (L2 network). While the design of the physical layout and
performance of the L1 network has been challenging, the L2 network necessitated
an innovative design approach characterized by the requirements of no packet loss,
minimal usage of resources (reduction in silicon area), and a minimal finite latency for
a packet to get delivered, warrantying no dead-locks or infinite loops (live-locks) for
packets. The results of the theoretical analysis, as well as extensive simulations, are
presented, demonstrating that the L2 network is capable of meeting the operational
requirements while operating in excess of 300MHz, with a theoretical maximum
total throughput of 9.8Tbps, and a 1.6Tbps total throughput for the implementation
in these chiplets.
Chapter 5 presents the design of the nano-Abacus chiplet high performance PHY
interface. The DDR DRAM PHY IP interface is a high speed mixed-signal design
task with strict physical layout and placement constraints. Through an innovative
6
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and physical design methodology, a simulated throughput of 2.5Gbps per bit line,
per direction, is measured. The connection to each of the hosts is done through a
bidirectional 64-bit DDR interface, allowing for a maximum bidirectional throughput
of 320Gbps. A detailed System Verilog model of the memory was supplied by the
memory vendor, allowing to perform close to full-chip logical simulations. Creating
an interface to this external memory posed several challenges that had to be addressed,
such as the design of custom architectures for programmable delay lines used in the
equalization of every bit line coming from the memory, the design of algorithms in
performing delay training, the custom design of clock tree cells.
Key ultra-low voltage library components are designed, simulated, fabricated and
tested, and results are presented in Chapter 6. More specifically, analog and SRAM
cells that can operate at subthreshold voltages (as low as 400mV). For the ULV
SRAM, an asynchronous driven architecture capable of operating at 400mV power
supply has been fabricated and tested successfully. This block SRAM component has
been incorporated in a fully customized CMOS standard cell library. Additional work
employed CAD tools to fully characterize the behavior and geometries of each cells in
the standard cell library when operated in sub-threshold CMOS. At a power supply
of 600mV, the performance of the SRAM blocks has been measured to 374MHz for
the 64 words cell, while the largest block (512 words) is measured operational at
136MHz.
In Chapter 7 an event-based stochastic architecture for the Adams/McKay Bayesian
7
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Online Change Point Detection algorithm (BOCPD48) is reported. Change point
analysis (CPA), also known as change point detection (CPD), is the identification of
sudden and often small changes to the statistical parameters or the output of a system
that is in the form of sequential data. Often CPA is employed for the segmentation
of a signal to facilitate the process of tracking, identification or recognition. Here the
algorithm by Adams/McKay for online Change Point Detection is used. The archi-
tecture employs probabilistic event representation and computational structures that
natively operate on probabilities. A fully programmable multicore CPD processor
was synthesized in VHDL. This first architecture approach is capable of processing in
real-time 160 x 120 raw pixel data running on a single Kintex 7 FPGA (Opal Kelly
XEM7350-K410T). The architecture was also, fabricated in three 55nm CMOS test
chips. Experimental results from the test chips are presented in this chapter.
The system architecture for a Bernoulli random number generator with a true
probability p = 0.5, is the subject of Chapter 8. The architecture is based on the per-
turbation of an analog Sigma-Delta modulator using random telegraph noise (RTN)
from a single MOS transistor. The architecture involves multiple feedback control
loops analyzed and simulated to assure stability. A test chip that incorporates 144
units was designed and fabricated in the 55nm CMOS technology. Each RNG unit
occupies ≈ 2200µm2, and it was simulated to operate from 1MHz to 25MHz while
consuming ≈ 432nW per MHz.
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The 2.5 D nano-Abacus System on
Chip and Chiplet Architecture
2.1 Design Methodologies and Challenges
When designing micro-chips, different approaches can be taken. One can perform
logical synthesis and Place & Route in a flat fashion, or a more modular bottom up
approach could be taken. The term logical synthesis will be given to the translation
of hardware description written in VHDL or Verilog, into a netlist of logical cells
belonging to a particular standard cell library. On the other hand Place & Route
tools will take that translation from the logical synthesis, and will perform the actual
physical implementation of that netlist, laying down the actual layout for every single
cell and performing the corresponding metal interconnections. For small silicon areas,
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usually flat Place & Route results in a more efficient outcome regarding power, area
and timing, mainly because the used Place & Route tools are provided with all the
degrees of freedom for the considered design. When bottom up approaches are used,
at every level of hierarchy considered, the degrees of freedom are reduced, and then
the result obtained might not be optimum. In the flat Place & Route, logic that
might be repeated several times in different modules, could be just collapsed into a
single unit, resulting in area reduction and less power dissipation. So, when would a
bottom up approach be the answer? As technology advances, chip areas are increased,
and feature sizes decreased, resulting in very large relative silicon areas, for which
the complexity and time used performing Place & Route increases exponentially.
Sometimes the time span used in performing Place & Route for very large designs
could be weeks, and it is just with a simple modification to the design, that this
process needs to be restarted. It is for this reason that modular designs are becoming
more attractive, allowing to keep complexity limited at every level of hierarchy.
Bottom up approaches face challenges that flat designs do not. A wider under-
standing of the involved physical design is required. Power distribution and timing
becomes more challenging as these aspects need to be analyzed individually for each
block, and eventually their impact in an upper level of hierarchy. Modular designs
additionally necessitate the specification of additional constraints, such as the timing
requirements in the signals connecting each block to a top level. Dimensions need to
be specified for each block. Shape and size for hierarchical blocks need to be care-
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fully chosen when the broader picture is considered. The position of pins on each
block becomes an important issue. A poor choice for their position might result in
the passing of timing constraints local to the block, but the violation of them when
timing is analyzed in the upper level of hierarchy. Due to the complexity of the de-
signs presented in this work, modular design is a must. Up to six levels of hierarchy
were used in some of the blocks that compose the processing architecture that will be
proposed, making proper physical planning necessary. Fortunately, the choice of this
physical planning path, allowed to reduce the time performing Place & Route for the
top level of all of the chips designed in this project to under a day.
Concepts such as tiling, block abutment and module repetition start showing up
in large designs. In the face of tight timing constraints, abutment of blocks becomes
a necessity, and with it, proper input/output delays need to be correctly equalized as
well as the position of the pins connecting all of the abutting blocks. When having
two blocks utilizing the same clock signal, one block might send data to the other
block, and the later block might send data back as well. Let’s consider the case of
block A sending a bit of information to block B. The input delay constraint for block
B is the time the bit at the output of block A takes to travel from the closest register
in block A to the physical block pin. On the other hand the output delay for block
A is the time that the before-mentioned bit takes to travel from the input pin in
block B to the closest register’s input still in block B. These timings are shown in
Figure 2.1. If the summation of the input and output delays in the abutting blocks
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is not less than the desired clock period, then no optimization in the upper level of
hierarchy will ever allow that clock frequency to be achievable. It is for this reason
that the choice of input and output delays in a block is of the highest importance. In
the design proposed, the existence of several processing units (PUs) will be shown.
These units will need to abut with each other to create a compact overall design,
where analysis of these timing constraints need to take place. When performing this
abutment, additional safe measures will need to take place when designing these units,
such as Place & Route blockages that will prevent design rule violations, or cross-talk
between internal block signals at the place where blocks abut.
An additional concept used in large designs is module repetition. Repetition of
modules not only allow to have a more consistent timing and power distribution over
the chip, but it also simplifies the synthesis of the whole chip. This is the case of the
two networks on chip (NoC) that have been implemented in the design of the chips
presented in this work. For these networks, each node is a block that is repeated all
over.
2.2 Overall Chip Architecture
In this work, the design of four large chips is presented (17.466mm by 14.133mm)
designed in 55nm GF process. Three of the four designed chip multiprocessors
(CMPs) will be mounted on an interposer chip (1µm process of size 50mm by 64mm),
12




BLOCK A BLOCK B
Input delay to BLOCK B Output delay to BLOCK A
Figure 2.1: Input/Output Delays in a synthesized block. Two different
delays need to be taken into account when connecting two blocks that are abutting.
The summation of both delays need to be less than the desired clock period.
along with a state-of-the-art package-less FPGA (Xilinx Zynq 7100 FPGA) and a
3D-DiRAM memory (provided by Tezzaron Semiconductor). Several options were
considered for interconnecting all the chips, but an interposer chip resulted to be the
best one when power needs to be reduced as much as possible. The main advantage
in building an interposer for connecting all of the units, is that the capacitance of the
lines in the interposer is much less than in a PCB, and additionally the overall design
achieved is much more compact. This is depicted in Figure 2.2. Each of the four
chips multiprocessor will perform processing on images of up to 400Mpixels through
the usage of massively parallel processors. All of the CMPs will have access to an
on-interposer 3D-DiRAM memory stack and additionally will communicate with an
on-interposer FPGA. Each of these CMPs is composed of either 64 or 128 process-
ing units (PUs). With the selection of different types of PUs on each chip, different
image-processing flows can be achieved, and it is for this reason that the choice of
these different PUs is desired to be something that can be easily changed without
13
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Figure 2.2: Overall Chiplet solution. In this picture the overall result of the
UPSIDE project is presented, with the interconnection of three of the four CMPs, an
FPGA and a 3D-DiRAM stack. All of these chips will connect through an already
fabricated interposer in 1µm process with a size of 50mm by 64mm.
having to start the design of each chip all over again. The different types of PUs will
be addressed in one of the lasts chapters, because there is no need in knowing what
the PUs will do at this point. The design of the interposer was done by Philippe
Pouliquen and Gaspar Tognetti. A picture of the interposer is shown in 2.3.
When designing large chips, problems such as clock tree integrity, exponentially
increasing time for synthesizing, placing and routing designs, and difficulty in per-
forming minor changes, become more problematic. With very long distances for a
clock signal to travel, mismatch and variations along the die will make it very dif-
ficult for a clock tree to achieve the desired skew, slew and speed. Other options
such as building H-trees with very strong drivers will work, but most likely a modular
design will find this alternative very difficult to deal with, because of the specific
places the clock drivers need to be placed. The amount of time in performing Place
& Route on a design, for tools such as Cadence Innovus, increases exponentially with
14
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Figure 2.3: Interposer picture. Picture of the fabricated interposer. Four 32mm
by 25mm reticles stiched together, with 5 metal layers and standard C4 pads.
the size of that design. Consequently, if modularity is not exploited enough, one can
be found in a situation where several days are required to perform logical synthesis
and Place & Route because of just a minor change to the design. If on the other
hand one can exploit as much as possible the bottom up approach synthesis, taking
advantage of repetition in the design, the time spent could be reduced significantly.
All of the CMPs were designed in this way, breaking the design into smaller and more
approachable problems. The only disadvantage to this approach is that one has to
have a very clear picture of the full chip layout, especially when talking about power
planning.
In the designed chips modularity was exploited as much as possible, with the
main objective of easing the task of assembling the final four chip designs. If no
consideration is given to the content of each of the processing units on each chip,
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only two main designs arise, the one with 64 PUs and the one with 128 PUs. The
design with 64 PUs is composed of eight rows of eight PUs each. The one with 128
PUs is composed of eight rows of 16 PUs each. The whole point in building modular
chips is that major changes can be applied to it without spending any additional time
redesigning anything. The functionality of a chip can be completely changed in just
a few minutes by replacing PUs by other ones. But in order to do so proper planning
needs to take place.
For the communication in between PUs a buffer-less mesh network was designed.
This network will be called the L2 network (L2 stands for level two), and it has very
particular and convenient characteristics that will be addressed in a later chapter. An
additional network, called L1 network, was designed, allowing each PU to have access
to an external 3D DDR memory. If a standard interface can be designed between the
PU and its local node connecting to the L1 network and L2 network, an interface
that does not rely on any particular clock (asynchronous interface), then the two top
level designs for the 64 PU and 128 PU CMPs can be completely abstracted from
the content of the PUs. Each of the PUs will have its own clock tree completely
independent from any other clock in the system. This is the reason why a four-phase
handshaking protocol interface was designed for the communication of each PU with
both L1 and L2 networks. This allows placing “dummy” PUs for both main designs,
and later replace them with the final desired PUs. The L2 network can be seen in
Figure 2.4 and 2.5. The connection to the FPGA for both 64 and 128 PUs designs
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is done through different network nodes, (1, 0) and (1, 3) respectively, because of
physical constraints that will be later mentioned. The communication between the
FPGA and its network node uses the same protocol any of the PUs uses with its own
node, with the difference that serializers and deserializers needed to be used for the
FPGA due to the extremely wide network bus, which is over 300 bits. Additionally,
so that throughput to and from the FPGA could be increased, bidirectional pads were
used for the communication in between the L2 network and the FPGA. These two
figures show the different addresses used for each node when performing destination
based routing on chip.
Access to DDR memory is granted to each of the PUs by incorporating the ad-
ditional L1 network. This network will communicate each of the PUs with the DDR
memory through a high speed memory interface called DDR DRAM PHY. This block
will translate read and write requests from the PUs to the 3D-DiRAM memory. This
network is formed by independent token-ring networks on each of the rows in both
64 and 128 PU CMP designs. Each of these token-ring networks will have a dedi-
cated DDR DRAM PHY port. A total of eight different token-ring networks will be
present for this L1 network, and each PU will communicate with its L1 network again
through a four-phase handshake protocol interface. The L1 network can be seen in
Figure 2.6 and 2.7.
When these CMP chips need to communicate to the outside world, it can either
be done through the DDR memory or through the L2 network connecting to the
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on-interposer FPGA (see Figure 2.2). The L2 network will have an additional node,
apart from the 64 and 128 previously mentioned nodes. This node will have only
access to the L2 network, and the processing unit assigned to this node will actually
be an external FPGA to which the L2 network will connect through the left side
pads of the chip. The FPGA will be able to send and receive packets to and from
the L2 network using the four-phase handshaking protocol, and will also have its own
address, making the communication between FPGA and PUs completely transparent.
The utilization of this asynchronous protocol in communicating the FPGA with the
L2 network is very convenient as it does not require the equalization of any of the
data bits lines with respect to a received clock.
Each of the CMP chips is 17466µm by 14133µm in size. Because of these large
dimensions, as mentioned before, it is impossible to expect the Place & Route tool
to create clock trees with very low skew and slew. It is for this reason that a custom
architecture was designed for the clock trees in the design. Long clock tree cells of
size ≈ 1500µm by ≈ 50µm were designed. These cells would take a clock input and
will generate several clock outputs along one or both long sides, with a skew of only
up to 30ps, allowing clock speeds of up to 1.25GHz to be propagated through these
cells. These cells allow clock trees to be built local to the outputs of these clock tree
cells, making these clock trees much smaller and more reliable. In Figure 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
and 2.7 the different clock cells that allow both networks to be completely in sync
can be seen. Similar cells were used for distributing an asynchronous reset to the
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network.
A highly conductive power grid was designed on top of all the chips. These grids
hold the different power supplies for different voltage domains across the chip and
additionally supply external and locally generated biases that are made available to
all the processing units. The locally generated biases are provided by a local Band
Gap Reference that will be placed in one of the PUs. The total number of external
biases is 16, and 16 is also the total number of locally generated biases. These power
grids were designed in metal 7 and 8, allowing the design of each processing unit
to span from metal 1 to metal 6. If a power supply or bias is locally required in a
processing unit, a simple connection to metal 7 can be generated. It is for this reason
that it was decided that providing a template with the exact position of the power
grid and standard pins connecting the PU to both networks was the way to go for
everybody designing PUs. This template would ensure compatibility when placing or
replacing PUs in the network. Additionally, the clock provided to the PU from the
network node is a programmable one, so if more than one PU slot was needed for
a particular design, as long as the different clocks provided to each of the PU slots
are configured to have the same frequency, these clocks would actually match also in
phase. This characteristic would allow local clock trees to have more than one root,
making local trees have a reduction in their depth, allowing then a better reliability.
This means that, the person designing that multi-slot PU can rely on several clock
inputs that are in phase, reducing the complexity of the local clock trees.
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Figure 2.4: L2 network for the 128 PUs chip. Communication to the FPGA
is done through the (1, 3) node. The communication between node (0, 3) and the
FPGA is done through bidirectional pads placed on the left of the chip. Each of the
packets in the network contains 256 bits of data, making it really difficult to have
that same number of pads in that communication. A serializer and deserializer are
being used to send and receive packets between the N2 network and the FPGA. The
green blocks distribute reset and clock signals.
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Figure 2.5: L2 network for the 64 PUs chip. Communication to the FPGA
is done through the (1,0) node instead of (1,3). The 64 PUs chip is shared with
UCSB (University of California at Santa Barbara), and then some of the chip area
was assigned to them on the left side of the chip, making it more complicated to
perform the FPGA connection through a node addressed (1,3). Each of the packets
in the network contains 256 bits of data, making it really difficult to have that same
number of pads in that communication. A serializer and deserializer are being used
to send and receive packet between the N2 network and the FPGA. The green blocks
distribute reset and clock signals.
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Figure 2.6: L1 network for the 128 PUs chip. Eight different token-ring
networks communicate with the DDR DRAM PHY. The communication between the
DDR DRAM PHY and the DDR memory is done through two DDR buses, where
each bus is composed of 66 signals, 64 data signals and two complementary clocks.
The required pads communicating with the DDR memory are placed on the right side
of the chips.
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Figure 2.7: L1 network for the 64 PUs chip. Eight different token-ring networks
communicate with the DDR DRAM PHY. The communication between the DDR
DRAM PHY and the DDR memory is done through two DDR buses, where each
bus is composed of 66 signals, 64 data signals and two complementary clocks. The
required pads communicating with the DDR memory are placed on the right side of
the chips.
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2.3 Introduction to the CMPs’ Assembly
The general architecture for the four designed CMPs was presented. Three of the
CMPs would contain 128 PUs, and the forth one would consist of 64 PUs. The reason
why the last CMP has only 64 PUs is that part of the area was designated to UCSB
(University of California at Santa Barbara).
Two very distinct NoC architectures were implemented in these chips. A L1
network would provide communication to an external 3D DDR memory through a
custom designed high-speed memory interface, featuring local delay training for each
line coming from the memory . With the help of a token ring network on each
of the CMP PU’s rows, and with an arbitration scheme among rows consisting of
an additional token ring network implemented internal to the high-speed memory
interface (see Chapter 5), every single PU is able to write and read to and from
external memory. With the usage of a 1.25GHz clock, speeds of up to 160Gbps can
be reached in the path going and coming from the 3D DiRAM, for a total of 320Gbps
throughput. Considering that for both write request and read answer the packet size
is 384 bits, 256 of those bits actually correspond to data. Taking this into account,
one can calculate the effective total throughput achieved is 213.3Gbps.
For the second NoC, a novel way of performing buffer-less routing was implemented
in the communication among all of the PUs in a single CMP. This network is free from
dropping packets and it has been demonstrated not to have dead-locks or live-locks
under any condition. The L1 network features a word size of 256 bits, and then the
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same word size was selected for the L2 network as it made it easier to forward packets
from one network to the other.
Simulations were run where every PU would send packets to random destinations.
As it will be shown in Chapter 4, as long as a free link is found by a PU, then a
packet can be injected to the L2 network. In these simulations, for every free link
found by a PU, a packet is injected. This would saturate the network, filling all of
the possible links connecting all of the L2 network nodes. In this scenario throughput
of up to 9.8Tbps were theorized for the 128 PU CMPs, running at 300MHz network
clock. When considering that an asynchronous four-phase handshaking protocol has
been used in the communication of every PU with its network node, the simulated
throughput was reduced to 1.6Tbps. The clock provided to each PU is programmable,
being generated from the one provided to the NoCs. The throughputs mentioned are
extracted considering the case in which the PUs use the same clock frequency as the
NoCs.
From the CMP point of view, communication to the outside world can be done in
two ways. The first one is through external memory, which is shared by three CMPs
and an FPGA on the custom designed interposer. The second one is directly through
the L2 network. On the left side of the CMPs, a bus communicating the FPGA to the
L2 network was implemented. This bus can be thought as the communicating medium
between a PU, which in this case is the FPGA, and its L2 network node. Because
of the limited number of pads, a serializer and deserializer had to be implemented
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in its communicating protocol. Because of the fact that a four-phase handshaking
protocol is still used in this interface, equalization for all of the interposer wires was
not necessary in comparison with the ones connecting to the 3D DiRAM as seen in
Chapter 5.
Power domains with different voltages across the chips were implemented with the
objective of reducing power consumption. Additionally, the usage of a low voltage
standard cell library allowed all of these voltages to be tunable for values down to
400mV (see Chapter 6). A high conductivity grid was implemented for the distribu-
tion of all of the supply voltages, as well as 32 distinct bias network grids capable
of being used by any mixed-signal PU. With C4 bumps, all of the voltage supplies
are distributed across the chip, as well as all of the logical signals connecting to the
interposer. Additional to C4 bumps, bondpads were added in the perimeter of the
chips, allowing for a full functional standalone test-bench without the necessity of
the interposer. Not only logical signals were replicated with bondpads, but all of the
voltage supplies and biases as well.
A novel architecture for performing background-foreground segmentation is pre-
sented in Chapter 7, based on the ChangePoint Detection algorithm.48 This archi-
tecture would provide a very compact design that allows for a massive parallelism
in analyzing high resolution images. Additionally, a true random number generator
based on a RTN perturbed Sigma-Delta converter was designed (see Chapter 8), al-
lowing to generate all of those random numbers required by the CPD architecture.
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Unfortunately, time was not enough to port the design into a PU capable of being
placed in the CMPs, but fortunately students at Andreas Andreou’s lab helped in
the design of several types of PUs. Very diverse ways of processing were introduced
with these units, where some of them would feature charge based primitives, other
ones would rely on non-volatile memory (NVM) or they would be just purely digital,
for example.
2.4 Processing Units
Four CMPs were assembled using the processing units that are described here:
1. M0 PU & dual M0 PU (designed by Alejandro Pasciaroni) (5 PU slots, ≈
12.7M transistors and 10 PU slots, ≈ 25.3M transistors respectively).
This PU implements the CORTEX M0 processor, and an AMBA bus. In the
integration of this processor to the CMPs, peripherals have been attached to the
AMBA bus, augmenting the processor’s capabilities. Due to the considerable
latency to external memory, a memory hierarchy has been locally implemented.
This hierarchy consists of a cache memory attached to the AMBA bus, serving
as an L1 level memory. An additional tightly coupled memory is connected to
the cache, serving as L2 level memory. The system additionally implements
a direct memory access unit (DMA), allowing memory transfers between the
main external memory and L2 memory. These transfers do not interfere with
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the processor’s operation since the DMA can operate in parallel with the pro-
cessor as long as both access different memory locations. Finally, a quad-SPI
receiver/transceiver has been also incorporated to the system.
Two versions of this unit were designed, one of them containing a single M0
processor, and the second one featuring two. Due to lack of space in the 64 PU
CMP, this chip was assigned the PU containing only one processor. In addition
to the bidirectional bus used in the communication of a PU with its network
node, two more interfaces were added to this unit, allowing communication and
booting of the processors without having to go through the L2 network connec-
tion to the FPGA. The first interface is UART, using four wires to communicate
with each of the M0 processors. The second interface is a quad-SPI one, using
ten wires in the communication to only one of the M0 processors for both PU
versions. The signals corresponding to these two interfaces were assigned to
pads of the left side of the chip.
2. 8LMO PU (designed by Martin Villemur) (2 PU slots, ≈ 5.2M transistors).
This design implements the Piece-Wise-Linear algorithm83 for linear functions.
Vector-vector multiplications can be performed for up to 4096 words of 8-bits
each.
3. 1MO PU (designed by Martin Villemur) (2 PU slots, ≈ 5.8M transistors).
This is a squared bi-dimensional array of processors. The processing is done on
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single bit data inputs, with 3-bit local states and local squared inter-connectivity
with unitary distance. This unit is thought for the morphological processing of
binary images utilizing first order statistical filters. This array is coordinated
by a custom Harvard based processor with 13 instructions of 8-bits each. This
processor features three pipelined stages, and an interface based on ARM ’s
AHB-Lite. A 8Kb local memory was implemented.
4. 8NMO PU (designed by Martin Villemur) (1 PU slot, ≈ 3.0M transistors).
This is eight Simplicial Cellular Neural Network (SCNN)84 linear arrays, where
each of them features 64 Piece-Wise-Linear (PWL) processors modified for the
calculation of symmetric functions. The eight arrays can be configured to work
simultaneously as a single 512 processors array, or 8 single ones in a pipelined
fashion.
5. IFAT PU (designed by Jamal Molin) (2 PU slots, ≈ 3.2M transistors).
The Integrate-and-Fire Array Transceiver (IFAT) is a dynamically re-configurable
array of integrate-and-fire neurons mimicking the physical properties and func-
tionality of biological neurons. It’s re-programmable capabilities enables many
potential applications including use as a neural simulator and even visual pro-
cessor for event-based (“spike-based”85) input/output. The IFAT PU imple-
mented for these CMPs is further optimized for low-power and high neuron
density.86 This PU comprises of an array of 32x32 integrate-and-fire neurons
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sharing a single synapse and soma per column (i.e. 32 shared synapses and 32
shared somas). Each synapse is designed using a switch-cap circuit in which the
weight (or amount of charge integration) is proportional to the value of the 5-bit
weight. It consists of a synaptic driving potential that allows the synapse to be
either excitatory or inhibitory. The soma is designed using a shared comparator
such that if the voltage of a neuron is greater than a preset threshold voltage,
a spike is outputted. These spikes are represented by what are called address
events (AEs). This event-based communication scheme allows for low-power
weighted-sums and other neural network configurations enabling a wide-range
of applications. Digital circuitry complementing these analog neurons is used for
event generation, sending events to the neural array, and managing the output
events.
6. CID PU (designed by Gaspar Tognetti, Christos Sapsanis and Jonah Segupta)
(1 PU slot, ≈ 0.7M transistors).
The charge injection device (CID) array is 1 bit vector matrix multiplier which
performs charge-based non-destructive computations using a DRAM memory.87
The CID structure implemented on the CMPs comprises a 156x512 array of
computational DRAM cells which carry out a 1-bit multiplication, i.e. logic
AND based on a charge injection device. Each row in the array computes the
inner product between an incident vector X and a weight vector Wi, obtain-
ing the result in the charge domain. This charge is converted to a voltage
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through a switched capacitor circuit and later converted to digital via a Sigma-
Delta converter. That is, each row gives a 512x512 1-bit inner product in the
charge domain, and is later converted to the digital, yielding a vector-matrix-
multiplication. Noteworthy, both input vector X and weight matrix W may
represent digital values in a unary representation, whether in a PWM fashion
or a pseudo random pulse density.
7. MLE PU (designed by Alejandro Pasciaroni, based on the original work by
Andrew Cassidy) (15 PU slots, ≈ 33.5M transistors).
This unit allows the computation of multivariate Gaussian Mixture models, and
the Viterbi algorithm. This engine has three main blocks: the Gaussian Mixture
Model block (GMM), the Cache memory and the Hidden Markov Model block
(HMM). The GMM receives a vector of 39 dimensions and evaluates a set of
distributions in the logarithmic domain. The resulting values are stored in the
cache memory which acts as a buffer for outputting the values to either of the
NoCs or to the HMM block. The HMM block computes the Viterbi algorithm for
hidden Markov models. The most probable state of a hidden Markov model is
computed based on a sequence of observed events. The block is able to compute
64 models in parallel, each of one having 3 states. Each state has an observation
probability that is modeled by 16 Gaussian mixture distributions which are
provided by the GMM block. Both blocks feature hierarchical memory, allowing
memory transactions to be reduced, saving in latency and energy.
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8. NVM PU (designed by Gaspar Tognetti and Jonah Segupta) (1 PU slots,
≈ 1.9M transistors).
The non-volatile-memory (NVM) processor is a mixed signal 128x512 compu-
tational memory arranged in a crossbar based on the esf3 SST cell. One-bit
inputs xi applied horizontally are multiplied by N-bit weights wij, which de-
pend on the state of a memory cell (e.g. 4-bits). Later all multiplications are
added along columns intrinsically on a current node, yielding an inner product.
The output currents are converted to digital in parallel using 512 current-mode
Sigma-Delta converters. Additionally, it is possible to feed any output of the
array back to the input in a recurrent fashion.
9. 16VM PU (designed by Alejandro Pasciaroni) (1 PU slot, ≈ 3.2M transistors).
The MAC unit performs vector-matrix multiplications. The matrix in this
multiplication M ∈ R16x16, and its input vector x⃗ ∈ R16. The unit is able to
compute four vector-matrix multiplications simultaneously. Both matrix and
vector can be loaded from either of the NoCs, and results can be forwarded to
any of them as well. Additional to the result of the multiplication, an address
can be forwarded with the data allowing to target certain local registers in the
destination PU.
10. 10KC PU (designed by Kayode Sanni) (1 PU slot, ≈ 3.0M transistors).
The 10KC PU is an auxiliary unit that provides additional memory banks for
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other processing units. Programmed through a small processor local to the
PU through the L2 network, this cache PU operates as a standalone unit that
can make read and write request to the main memory through the L1 network,
or send data through L2 network to other processing unit. Each 10KC PU
comprises of 10KB of local memory with a read and write speed of 300MHz.
11. VVM PU (designed by Kayode Sanni) (1 PU slot, ≈ 1.9M transistors).
The VVM PU computes inner products on an array of capacitors using mixed-
signal stochastic circuits. By computing this product as charge in the analog
domain, the energy cost of this computation can be scaled to thermal (kTC)
noise limit, and hence minimize the energy cost to the order of femto-Joules.
Moreover, a switch-capacitor ADC is used to decode this charge into a digi-
tal value with a trade-off of computation time and output precision. The full
VVM PU design comprises of 128 VVM cores that are capable of computing
inner products with up to 9-element vectors at variable precision. Exploiting
charge-based computing, each VVM can efficiently compute on the array at
1.8TMAC/W, and with the full VVM core at 28.6GMAC/W at roughly 8-bit
precision. Additionally, this PU has a throughput of 225MOP/s, where an
operation is an 8-bit MAC. Furthermore, this VVM PU has been adapted for
numerous of signal and image processing applications, including non-uniformity
correction (NUC), fast-fourier transforms (FFT), neural networks, image filter-
ing, and more.
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12. CMC PU (designed by Kayode Sanni) (1 PU slot, ≈ 2.7M transistors).
The CMC PU is a processor used for data manipulation by address remap-
ping. Specifically, this unit can be used for image rotation and translation
through destination-based remapping. Starting with destination addresses, this
PU computes the corresponding source addresses from a rotation and trans-
lation matrix. After computing these new addresses, the processor reads and
write data from the source destination based on the nearest-neighbor to the
destination addresses. Optimized for 20,000 by 20,000 pixel images (400MPix-
els), each CMC PU is capable of processing 120MP/s running at frequency of
300MHz.
13. SP PU (designed by Alejandro Pasciaroni, based on the original work by An-
drew Cassidy) (3 PU slots, ≈ 8.9M transistors).
The SP PU generates a 39 dimensions MFCC (Mel-frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients88) feature vector, having as input digital audio samples. Pre-filtering,
FFT and DCT operations in the log-mel scale are some of the types of process-
ing involved, which are implemented in pipeline fashion. This unit works with
a timing window of 10 milliseconds named frame. In order to get more accu-
rate features, the unit perform the processing on three consecutive overlapping
frames with a sample rate of 16 KHz. The audio sample and each component
of the resulting vector is represented by a 16-bit signed word. Dedicated inter-
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faces has been designed to integrate the unit to the NoCs, so data can be sent
or received to/from both networks depending on the unit configuration.
14. PROG PU (designed by Tomás Figliolia, Kayode Sanni, Christos Sapsanis
and Jamal Molin) (2 PU slots, ≈ 0.4M transistors).
This unit performs the programming, as well as the debugging of the DDR
DRAM PHY, locally generates the clocks used in the CMP, and provides lo-
cally generated biases used by mixed-signal PUs. Just like for both M0 PU
and dual M0 PU units, the signals used in the program and debug of the DDR
DRAM PHY are additional to the ones corresponding to the four-phase hand-
shaking protocol between the network node and the PU.
This unit features four ring oscillators designed by Jamal Molin and Kayode
Sanni, based on,89 and two PLLs providing two programmable clocks each. A
total of eight clock sources are the ones that can be used for both the high-
speed memory interface and the NoCs. Upon a general reset is received on
the network and the PUs, the default clock used across the whole CMP will
be the one provided by the FPGA. A specialized asynchronous block called
SEN CLOCK was designed for the safe switching between two clock sources. A
tree of these units was implemented for both network and DDR DRAM PHY
sides of the chip, allowing any of the available eight clock sources to be used
by either side of the chip. The configuration of the local clocks is done through
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram for the local bias generators.
the L2 network.
A Band Gap Reference can be found in this PU, which is used for the cur-
rent biases of the charge injection device (CID PU) and vector-vector-multiplier
(VVM PU) processing units. The biasing consists of two parts: a Bandgap Volt-
age Reference (BGR) (based on90) and a Programmable Current Biasing DAC
(based on91), followed by a voltage conversion driving two of the bias network
grids. The BGR can provide a stable biasing point for a wide range of tem-
peratures. The basic block diagram is presented in Figure 2.8. The external
reference voltage V refext is provided as one of the external biases. The bi-
ases provided to both CID PU and VVM PU can be generated locally from
two DACs, or external biases can be selected with the programming of the last
analog multiplexer stage in Figure 2.8. A parasitic capacitance of 4nF and
resistance of 310Ω in the biases’ network grids have been extracted and used in
the simulation of this unit.
The four assembled CMPs, using the different presented PUs, are shown in Figures
2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12. Due to the fact that many of the units work by counting,
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Figure 2.9: CMP1 Yupana PU breakdown.
the CMPs were named after the word Abacus in four different languages. CMP1 was
named Yupana, from Inca’s language, CMP2 was named Salamis Tablet, from the
Greek language, CMP3 was named Soroban, from the Japanese language, and CMP4
was named Suanpan, from the Chinese language.
2.5 Power Distribution
The distribution of voltage supplies across all of the CMPs can be observed in
Figures 2.13 and 2.14. Three are the main core voltage supplies, which are VDD PU,
VDD NET and VDD DDR. The first two are used in the NoCs’ side of the chip where
the network nodes and processing units are placed. In each processing unit one can
see both VDD PU and VDD NET available for the PUs, and that is because the PU
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Figure 2.10: CMP2 Salamis Tablet PU breakdown.
Figure 2.11: CMP3 Soroban PU breakdown.
designer can choose which of the voltage supplies is more convenient, according to
the PU’s clock speed requirements. On the high-speed memory interface side, both
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Figure 2.12: CMP4 Suanpan PU breakdown.
VDD NET and VDD DDR are being used. Voltage supply VDD NET is mainly used
on this side because of the necessity of level shifting the signals communicating the
network with the DDR DRAM PHY.
With respect to the pad rings, they have been broken into two C-shape structures.
The reason for this is not only because the core voltages for both the network side and
DDR DRAM PHY side could be different, but also because the voltage levels used in
the communication to the external memory could be different than the ones used in
the communication with the FPGA as well. These two voltage supplies are the ones
named as VDD E DDR and VDD E FPGA. All of the voltage supplies were designed
to be set to 1.2V , with the exception of VDD PU which can be lower than 1.2V . The
division of all of the power domains allows any of them to be tuned individually
without impacting any of the other domains.
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Figure 2.13: Voltage supplies across the 128 PUs CMP. The different voltage
supplies are presented with different colors. One can see the pad rings are divided
into two different c-sections because of the usage of different voltage supplies in the
DDR DRAM PHY and the network. PUs can choose between using VDD NET or
VDD PU.
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Figure 2.14: Voltage supplies across the 64 PUs CMP. The different voltage
supplies are presented with different colors. One can see the pad rings are divided
into two different c-sections because of the usage of different voltage supplies in the
DDR DRAM PHY and the network. PUs can choose between using VDD NET or
VDD PU.
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Figure 2.15: C4 bumps pattern for both Network and DDR DRAM PHY
side. The pattern shown for both sides is repeated all over the CMP chips with the
exception of the area used by UCSB.
All across the chips, C4 bumps were laid out supplying power to VDD NET,
VDD DDR and VDD PU domains. One can see the pattern used on both sides of
the chip in Figure 2.15. In addition to the mentioned voltage supplies, one of the
biases was also made available through these C4 bumps on the network side of the
chip. The reason for doing this is that one of the PUs, whose processing is based on
non-volatile memory (NVM), required an additional high voltage power supply (up
to 2.5V). The gray block in Figure 2.14 is not covered by C4 bumps as it corresponds
to the chip area assigned to UCSB.
As mentioned before, a combination of both C4 bumps and bondpads was available
in every pad. By having this kind of redundancy, testing of these CMPs could be
done without the need of the interposer chip. In Figure 2.16 the pads featuring both
interfaces are shown.
Processing unit PROG PU holds a Band Gap Reference. This unit is capable of
generating local biases available to all of the PUs. A maximum of 16 are the possible
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Figure 2.16: Combination of C4 bumps and bondpads. For the different pad
banks in the CMP chips, each pad cell is composed of both C4 bumps and bondpads.
locally generated biases, and 16 are also the maximum number of biases provided
externally. Table 2.1 shows the usage of the biases for some of the mixed signal
processing units. In this case only two biases are generated locally, BIAS 14 and
BIAS 15.
2.6 On-Chip Programmability of Clocks.
A low frequency clock will be received from the FPGA. Upon performing a general
reset on chip after power-up, the PROG PU unit will set this FPGA clock as the one
used for both the DDR DRAM PHY and the network side of the CMP. Eight different
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Bias Type CMP1 CMP2 CMP3 CMP4
BIAS 0 External - - - NVM PU
BIAS 1 TO 13 Internal - - - -
BIAS 14 Internal VVM PU - CID PU -
BIAS 15 Internal VVM PU - CID PU -
BIAS 16 External VVM PU IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 17 External VVM PU IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 18 External VVM PU IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 19 External VVM PU IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 20 External - IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 21 External - IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 22 External - IFAT PU CID PU NVM PU
BIAS 23 External - - CID PU -
BIAS 24 External - - CID PU -
BIAS 25 External PROG PU(V exta) PROG PU(V exta) PROG PU(V exta) PROG PU(V exta)
BIAS 26 External PROG PU(V extb) PROG PU(V extb) PROG PU(V extb) PROG PU(V extb)
BIAS 27 External PROG PU(V refi) PROG PU(V refi) PROG PU(V refi) PROG PU(V refi)
BIAS 28 External PROG PU(V refo) PROG PU(V refo) PROG PU(V refo) PROG PU(V refo)
BIAS 29 External PROG PU(PLL) PROG PU(PLL) PROG PU(PLL) PROG PU(PLL)
BIAS 30(HV) External - - - NVM PU(4.5V)
BIAS 31(HV) External - - - NVM PU(10.0V)
Table 2.1: Table of biases used by different PUs. Biases 16 to 31, and bias 0
are provided externally. Only two biases are generated locally, the 14 and 15.
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clock sources are present in the PROG PU unit. Four of them are generated by two
local PLLs, and the other four are generated by custom designed ring oscillators. One
cannot start using any of these clocks right away, as they require to be previously
programmed. It is then required that upon power-up, after applying a global reset,
the FPGA clock is the one selected, and remains being selected even after the global
reset is deasserted. Both the ring oscillators and PLLs will then be configured through
the L2 network, and once their output clock is assumed to be stable, a switch from
the FPGA to any of the available clock sources is performed. This switch has to
be done in a safe manner, and then a custom asynchronous block was designed in
performing this clock switch.
When changing the source of a clock, one needs to first turn off the currently used
clock, and turn on the new one at specific times where one knows will not create higher
frequencies than the ones the circuits can handle. A block named Pulse generator
responsible of generating pulses indicating when to turn off and on these clocks, is
presented in Figure 2.17, with its corresponding timing diagram in Figure 2.18. Let’s
consider the currently used clock clk1 i, and the one to which it is desired to switch
clk2 i. When the switch is desired to happen, input sel n i will be deasserted for a
number of clock cycles. Considering independence between the two mentioned clocks
and considering any possible clock source the one governing input sel n i, a series
of falling-edge registers are added, allowing to carry out the clock domain crossing
safely. After this, an edge detector will sense the change, and an RS flip-flop will set
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to ‘0’ its output RS Q. Output signal stop o will be responsible for this. This output
is the one indicating when to turn off clk1 i. Registers are falling edge, and then when
this output is asserted, one knows the clock source clk1 i has just been deasserted,
making it a safe time to turn it off. It is worth mentioning that neither of the clock
inputs clk1 i or clk2 i will be stopped at any time, they are directly connected the
output of a clock source. It is in the next higher level of hierarchy that the clocks are
manipulated before being distributed across the chip. The rising transition in output
stop o will mark the correct time to turn off clk1 i. The next important time is the
one signaling the safe switch to clock clk2 i. All of the registers used in this block
have a preset instead of reset, setting their output to ‘1’ as reset input reset n i is
deasserted. After stop o has been asserted, and deasserted, a pulse will be generated
for output switch o, where the rising edge will once more identify the safe time to
perform the clock change. Both stop o and switch o pulses cannot overlap, they have
to be separated at least by 800ps. This condition has to be considered so that the
clock sources are configured accordingly before performing the switch.
Figure 2.19 shows the block diagram of the two input clock switcher. Two Pulse
generator blocks have been placed, where the clock inputs in one have been swapped
in the other one. Two inputs will control the switch from one clock to the other. Input
sel1 i will perform a change to the clk1 i clock, and sel2 i to the other one. The four
outputs from the Pulse generator blocks will be fed to an asynchronous circuit, for
which the state transition diagram is shown in Figure 2.20. The states in gray are the
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Figure 2.17: Architecture for Pulse Generator block. When switching from
clk1 i to clk2 i, a rising edge in stop o output will indicate the safe time to stop the
first clock, and a rising edge in switch o output the time when the switch should be
done.
ones that will be decoded as the times where no clock should be selected. The states
in red should allow clk1 i to be forwarded, and states in blue should allow the other
clock. In this diagram one can observe that if a clock has already been selected, and
mistakenly one selects to perform a change to that same clock, no clock switch will
be performed. The Decoder output will use the state values in Figure 2.19 to turn off
clk o and to perform the switch safely. Due to the delay involved in performing the
decoding, frequencies up to 2.0GHz were successfully simulated using MonteCarlo.
A successful way of performing a change from one clock to the other has been
shown, but as mentioned before, eight are the locally generated clocks, plus the one
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Figure 2.18: Timing diagram for internal signals of the Pulse generator
block.
Figure 2.19: Block diagram for the two-input clock switcher cell.
coming from the FPGA. Figure 2.21 presents the tree of clock switchers used in the
selection of one of the clock sources. Due to the fact that two are the clock sources
needed for both network and memory interface side, two of these trees will be placed
in the PROG PU. After a global reset, the top most clock switcher will have the
FPGA clock selected as the default one to forward to its output. By changing the
values of the selector signals in sequence from the bottom to the top, any of the clock
sources can be selected.
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Figure 2.20: State diagram for the asynchronous circuit used in the clock
switcher. States in gray signal the turn off of the output clock, states in red signal
the usage of the clk1 i clock, and states in blue signal the usage of the other clock.
2.7 Stitching Logic
When putting together all of the CMPs, almost everything that had to be done
was just the interconnection of all of the placed blocks such as the PUs, network
nodes, clock tree cells (see Chapter 3) and the DDR DRAM PHY, with the exception
of the synthesis of the L2 network node to which the FPGA connects to. No routing
was necessary in between neighbor network nodes as it will be seen in Section 4.3 or
in the connection of a PU to its network node, due to the fact that all of these blocks
abut with each other. Signals that needed to be routed were:
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Figure 2.21: Clock switcher tree used in the selection of one in nine clocks
sources in the PROG PU unit. By sequentially changing the selector inputs from
bottom to top, any of the nine clock sources can be used.
1. Connections in between the DDR DRAM PHY and the right-most column of
network nodes on the chip.
2. Signals in the path going and coming back from the 3D DDR memory to the
DDR DRAM PHY needed to be routed to their respective pads on the right
side of the chip.
3. Signals used in the programming and debugging of the DDR DRAM PHY com-
municating the PROG PU with the DDR DRAM PHY memory interface.
4. UART and Quad-SPI signals on the left bank of pads communicating to the
M0 PU and dual M0 PU.
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5. The FPGA clock needed to be routed to the PROG PU.
6. The general reset signal coming from the FPGA needed to be routed to one
of the vertical clock cells distributing the signal throughout the whole network
side of the chip.
7. Both network and DDR DRAM PHY clocks needed to be routed from the
PROG PU to the corresponding vertical clock cell in the network and the mem-
ory interface respectively.
8. The signal indicating the start of the self-diagnose for all of the network nodes
needed to be routed to each single network node (see Chapter 4). The routing
of this signal was not problematic as it is a very slow one.
9. All the pads providing both biases and power supplies needed to be routed
to the low resistance network grids and the chip core rings, as well as the C4
bumps.
A L2 network node had to be synthesized for the connection of the FPGA to
the L2 network. This network node did not feature a connection to the L1 network
(allowing access to external memory), and only the EAST port was the one available
in the connection to the L2 network (see Chapter 4). Compared to any other network
node in the chip, this node was significantly smaller in area. The addition of an extra
column of nodes just for the connection of the FPGA to the L2 network would have
wasted a lot of area, and because this node is much smaller than any other node in
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the chip, it was a good idea to perform its logical synthesis and Place & Route on
the highest level of hierarchy for the chips. In order to avoid routing problems and
to minimize routing distances, the FPGA network node was connected to node (1, 0)
for the case of the 64 PUs CMP, and (1, 3) for the case of the 128 PUs CMP.
Because of the limited number of pads on the left side of the chip, the FPGA
network node features a serializer and deserializer breaking up the L2 network packet
into pieces of 39 bits. All of the pads on the left side of the CMPs were designed as
bidirectional. Only 41 of those pads are effectively used as bidirectional, all of the
other ones were hardwired to be either an input or output. Figure 2.22 shows the
timing diagram for the exchange of two L2 network packets going into the L2 network
and coming out of it. Signal BUS direction i is driven by the FPGA, and determines
the configuration of the bidirectional pads. The assertion of signal start io with the
transmission of the first 39 bits indicates the beginning of an L2 network packet. The
assertion of send io will indicate the completion of the 281 bits (without considering
the handshaking protocol signals) used in the transmission of data to and from a PU.
2.8 Final Layout Designs and Pinout
Figures 2.23, 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26 show the four CMP layouts with the respective
transistor count. Table 2.2 presents the pinout of the chip, where the pad number
increases clockwise.
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Figure 2.22: Timing diagram for the signals connecting the FPGA to the
L2 network. With a ‘1’ signal BUS direction i indicates that the FPGA is the one
driving the bidirectional pads.
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Figure 2.23: CMP1 Yupana layout (≈ 385M transistors).
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Figure 2.24: CMP2 Salamis Tablet layout (≈ 454M transistors).
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Figure 2.25: CMP3 Soroban layout (≈ 320M transistors).
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Table 2.2: Bondpad signal assignment for all of the CMPs. The number assignment of the pads was done in a
clockwise fashion.
Pad name Pad # Bank Type Description
FPGA NoC reset i 0 Left I Asynchronous general reset for the network side of the chip.
QDSPI tx o(3 downto 0) 1 to 4 Left O Quad-SPI transmit wires from M0 processor number 0 to the FPGA.
QDSPI rx o(3 downto 0) 5 to 8 Left I Quad-SPI receive wires from the FPGA to M0 processor number 0.
QDSPI cs ld o 9 Left O Quad-SPI chip select from the M0 processor number 0 to the FPGA.
QDSPI clk o 10 Left O Quad-SPI clock from the M0 processor number 0 to the FPGA.
UART tx 1 o 11 Left O UART transmit wire from M0 processor number 1 to the FPGA.
UART rx 1 i 12 Left I UART receive wire from the FPGA to the M0 processor number 1.
UART rst 1 i 13 Left I UART reset wire from the FPGA to the M0 processor number 1.
UART clk 1 i 14 Left I UART clock wire from the FPGA to the M0 processor number 1.
UART tx 0 o 15 Left O UART transmit wire from M0 processor number 0 to the FPGA.
UART rx 0 i 16 Left I UART receive wire from the FPGA to the M0 processor number 0.
UART rst 0 i 17 Left I UART reset wire from the FPGA to the M0 processor number 0.
UART clk 0 i 18 Left I UART clock wire from the FPGA to the M0 processor number 0.
N2 FPGA ack i 19 Left I
Four-phase handshaking protocol acknowledge in the flow of packets out of the
CMP.
N2 FPGA req o 20 Left O Four-phase handshaking protocol request in the flow of packets out of the CMP.
FPGA N2 ack o 21 Left O Four-phase handshaking protocol acknowledge in the flow of packets into the CMP.
FPGA N2 req i 22 Left I Four-phase handshaking protocol request in the flow of packets into the CMP.
BUS direction i 23 Left I
Input signal configuring who can drive the inout signals start io, send io and data io,
the CMP or the FPGA.
start io 24 Left IO
If this signal is asserted during the transmission of a piece of a L2 network packet
to or from the FPGA, this means that this is the first piece of the packet.
send io 25 Left IO
If this signal is asserted during the transmission of a piece of a L2 network packet
























































data io(38 downto 0) 26 to 64 Left IO Signal carrying data from a L2 network packet to or from the FPGA.
FPGA link down o 65 Left O
Every link in the L2 network is diagnosed, and the EAST link of the FPGA L2
network node is not an exception. This output indicates if there is any problem
with that link.
FPGA NoC diagnose i 0 Top I Signal indicating the start of the L2 network links’ diagnose.
VDD E FPGA(power supply) 1, 2, 43, 84 Top POWER Power supply for the output pads driving connections to the FPGA.
VSS(ground)
3, 10, 17, 23, 30,
37, 44, 51, 58,
64, 71, 78, 85,
87, 89, 91, 93
Top POWER Ground pads.
BIAS 0(power supply)
8, 15, 22, 28, 35,
42, 49, 56, 63,
69, 76, 83
Top POWER External bias 0. This bias is actually a power supply used in CMP4.
BIAS 16(bias) 4, 45 Top BIAS External bias 16.
BIAS 17(bias) 6, 47 Top BIAS External bias 17.
BIAS 18(bias) 9, 50 Top BIAS External bias 18.
BIAS 19(bias) 11, 52 Top BIAS External bias 19.
BIAS 20(bias) 14, 55 Top BIAS External bias 20.
BIAS 21(bias) 16, 57 Top BIAS External bias 21.
BIAS 22(bias) 19, 60 Top BIAS External bias 22.
BIAS 23(bias) 21, 62 Top BIAS External bias 23.
BIAS 24(bias) 24, 65 Top BIAS External bias 24.
BIAS 25(bias) 26, 67 Top BIAS External bias 25.
BIAS 26(bias) 29, 70 Top BIAS External bias 26.
BIAS 27(bias) 31, 72 Top BIAS External bias 27.
BIAS 28(bias) 34, 75 Top BIAS External bias 28.
BIAS 29(bias) 36, 77 Top BIAS External bias 29.
























































BIAS 31(bias) 41, 82 Top BIAS External bias 31.
VDD NET(power supply)
5, 12, 18, 25, 32,
38, 46, 53, 59,
66, 73, 79
Top POWER Power supply for the network side of the CMP.
VDD PU(power supply)
7, 13, 20, 27, 33,
40, 48, 54, 61,
68, 74, 81
Top POWER Power supply for the network side of the CMP.
VDD E DDR(power supply) 86, 90, 04 Top POWER Power supply for the output pads driving connections to the 3D DDR memory.
VDD DDR(power supply) 88, 92 Top POWER Power supply for the DDR DRAM PHY side of the CMP.
DDR CMP clk n i &
CMP DDR clk n o
0 Right I/O Negative clock in the path from external memory to the CMP, and vice-versa.
bits DDR i(0 to 63) &
bits HOST o(0 to 63)
1 to 64 Right I/O 64-bit buses in both ways from the CMP to external memory and vice-versa.
DDR CMP clk p i &
CMP DDR clk p o
65 Right I/O Positive clock in the path from external memory to the CMP, and vice-versa.
VDD E DDR(power supply) 0, 4, 8 Bottom POWER Power supply for the output pads driving connections to the 3D DDR memory.
VSS(ground)
1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 16,
23, 30, 36, 43,
50, 57, 64, 71,
77, 84, 91
Bottom POWER Ground pads.
VDD DDR(power supply) 2, 6 Bottom POWER Power supply for the DDR DRAM PHY side of the CMP.
VDD E FPGA(power supply) 10, 51, 92, 93 Bottom POWER Power supply for the output pads driving connections to the FPGA.
BIAS 0(power supply)
11, 18, 25, 31,
38, 45, 52, 59,
66, 72, 79, 86
Bottom POWER External bias 0. This bias is actually a power supply used in CMP4.
VDD PU(power supply)
13, 20, 26, 33,
40, 46, 54, 61,
67, 74, 81, 87

























































15, 21, 28, 35,
41, 48, 56, 62,
69, 76, 82, 89
Bottom POWER Power supply for the network side of the CMP.
BIAS 16(bias) 49, 90 Bottom BIAS External bias 16.
BIAS 17(bias) 47, 88 Bottom BIAS External bias 17.
BIAS 18(bias) 44, 85 Bottom BIAS External bias 18.
BIAS 19(bias) 42, 83 Bottom BIAS External bias 19.
BIAS 20(bias) 39, 80 Bottom BIAS External bias 20.
BIAS 21(bias) 37, 78 Bottom BIAS External bias 21.
BIAS 22(bias) 34, 75 Bottom BIAS External bias 22.
BIAS 23(bias) 32, 73 Bottom BIAS External bias 23.
BIAS 24(bias) 29, 70 Bottom BIAS External bias 24.
BIAS 25(bias) 27, 68 Bottom BIAS External bias 25.
BIAS 26(bias) 24, 65 Bottom BIAS External bias 26.
BIAS 27(bias) 22, 63 Bottom BIAS External bias 27.
BIAS 28(bias) 19, 60 Bottom BIAS External bias 28.
BIAS 29(bias) 17, 58 Bottom BIAS External bias 29.
BIAS 30(bias) 14, 55 Bottom BIAS External bias 30.
BIAS 31(bias) 12, 53 Bottom BIAS External bias 31.
FPGA NoC clk i 94 Bottom I Clock supplied by the FPGA.
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2.9 Power Up Sequence and Configura-
tion
During the power-up sequence, configuration packets will have to be sent to the
PROG PU, and then Table 2.3 presents the different configuration packets required to
configure and debug the DDR DRAM PHY, to program the local Band Gap Reference,
and to configure the ring oscillators and PLLs. The power-up sequence is as following:
1. Right after powering the CMP, a reset pulse is sent by the FPGA to the CMP
through the input pad FPGA NoC reset i. With this reset, both of the network
and memory interface parts of the CMP will take their clock signal from the
FPGA supplied clock through input FPGA NoC clk i, selected by PROG PU.
This clock is expected not to be higher than 100MHz. The reset pulse is rec-
ommended to have a duration of a few clock cycles (at least 3) from the clock
supplied by the FPGA. This reset pulse will set both NoCs to a known state,
and will also be forwarded to the PUs in case a mixed-signal PU, like PU NVM,
requires it.
2. A pulse needs to be sent through input FPGA NoC diagnose i (this is a very
slow signal and requires a pulse duration of at least 8 FPGA clock cycles). This
will command all of the network nodes to diagnose the links to their neighbors.
Because of the large number of signals connecting two network nodes, one had
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to come up with a scheme to diagnose the correct functioning of every single
network interface. This will allow the local routing tables in a node to be
modified automatically if any interface happens to not work properly.
3. One needs to now identify which of the PUs are reachable, due to the fact
that some network links could be down, inhibiting certain PUs to be usable.
Consequently, the FPGA needs to send a ping packet to every single PU. If the
target PU is reachable, then a ping answer will be received by the FPGA. This
ping answer will additionally contain information about the state of the local
connections to the neighboring nodes. If a PU is unreachable, the sent ping
packet will keep circulating in the L2 network until its time counter overflows,
in which case the packet is dropped. The time counter is addressed in Chapter
4, and it represents the time a packet has been circulating in the L2 network,
increasing by one count for each hop the packet suffers.
4. If PROG PU was successfully reached, packets are sent from the FPGA to the
PROG PU configuring the local PLLs and ring oscillators. After this, assuming
stability at the output of the local clock sources, packet 0 from Table 2.3 is sent
to the PROG PU, configuring the clock switcher tree. This will allow to select
any clock source for either the network or the DDR DRAM PHY. After the safe
clock switch was perform, one can additionally send another packet to configure
the local PLLs and ring oscillators, to speed up their frequency if desired.
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5. The configuration for the local Band Gap Reference can be set with packet 18.
6. The FPGA will now have to send a packet to each reachable PU with the local
clock configuration. This local clock is generated from the selected clock source
in the PROG PU.
7. After the PU local clocks are configured, and considered to have settled, then a
reset packet is sent to every reachable PU. With this packet one can select the
reset pulse duration.
8. With the general reset through input signal FPGA NoC reset i, the communi-
cation between a PU and its network node is disabled. This is done so that
if a PU is malfunctioning, then this will prevent it from filling the NoCs with
unwanted traffic. If one knows which of the PUs are working correctly, then a
packet to each of these PUs is sent from the FPGA, enabling the PUs to send
and receive packets.
9. At this point the network side of the CMP is functional, and then the DDR
DRAM PHY needs to be configured. The DDR DRAM PHY clock has already
been configured, but now both local clock trees seen in Figure 3.5 need to be
reset. This is done by sending packet 1 and packet 2 to PROG PU.
10. After this, all of the internal blocks to the DDR DRAM PHY need to be reset in
sequence. The FPGA needs to send packet 3, packet 4 and packet 5 in sequence.
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11. As it will be mentioned in Chapter 5, in the path coming from external memory,
programmable delay lines will be trained to ensure the correct reception of bits
from the 3D DDR. One can configure manually the programmable delays in the
interface to the 3D DDR memory, or one can opt to have them trained. At this
point, if desired, the programmable delay values can be set by sending packet
6 to the PROG PU. If one will use these programmed delays, then packet 7
is sent to PROG PU indicating the usage of these values. After this, packet 8
is sent to PROG PU enabling the transmission of the training sequence (con-
figured with packet 22 ). After the external memory has finished configuring
its programmable delays, packet 9 is transmitted indicating the stop in the
transmission of the training sequence. During the transmission of the training
sequence, one can observe the values being latched in every single line coming
from external memory. One can command to withdraw a sample from a par-
ticular line with packet 12. For reading this sample, packet 17 needs to be sent
to PROG PU.
12. If training is desired to be locally performed in the DDR DRAM PHY, the
previous step can be skipped. One can send packet 10 indicating the usage
of the trained values for the programmable delays. After this, transmission of
packet 11 will start the training process. This will automatically transmit the
training sequence to external memory, perform the required training, and will
stop the transmission of the training sequence once the equalization has finished.
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By sending packet 17 one can sense the signals indicating if a successful training
was performed.
13. After the training process has finished, packet 13 and packet 14 need to be
sent. The equalization of the input pads will probably have triggered frame
and parity errors (see Chapter 5), that are cleared by sending the mentioned
packets. Parity and frame sequence errors can be read from PROG PU with
packet 17. The frame sequence can be configured with packet 22.
14. Because the L1 network is already configured, and the training has already
finished, packet 15 and packet 16 need to be sent to PROG PU. This will
enable to forward packets from external memory to the L1 network and will
allow the communication of every L1 network token-ring with the local buffers
in the DDR DRAM PHY. With packet 19 one can customize even more the
























































Table 2.3: Configuring and debugging packets sent to PROG PU. Field data corresponds to the 256 bits
of data sent in the L2 network packet to the PROG PU. is data identifies if the packet is a control or data packet.
reg addr corresponds to one of the fields in the L2 network packet addressing local registers in the target PU. For a










0 ‘0’ ‘x0...01’ ‘xXXX’
Clock switcher tree configuration. data(8 downto 5) and data(4 downto 1) configure the selector signals
in Figure 2.21 for both the network side and the DDR DRAM PHY side of the CMPs respectively.
data(16 downto 9) configures the pulse width for those selector signals and the waiting time in moving
on to the configuration of the next level in the clock switcher tree.
1 ‘0’ ‘x0...02’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses input reset HOST clk i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This resets the clock tree cell
in the flow to external memory.
2 ‘0’ ‘x0...04’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses input reset DDR clk i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This resets the clock tree cell in
the flow coming from external memory.
3 ‘0’ ‘x0...08’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses input reset PI i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This resets the Port Interface blocks
(Section 5.6).
4 ‘0’ ‘x0...010’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses input reset MD i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This resets the Mux Demux block
(Section 5.5).
5 ‘0’ ‘x0...020’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses input reset PA i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This resets the PADS alignment block
(Section 5.4).
6 ‘0’ ‘x0...040’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the write enable input signal param we i from the DDR DRAM PHY. data(37 downto
32) will address one of the 64 PAD interface blocks (Section 5.3). On the target block, data(43 downto
38) will set input p clock delay HOST i, data(49 downto 44) will set input p data delay HOST i, and
data(52 downto 50) will set input p align HOST i.
7 ‘0’ ‘x0...080’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal programmed HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This indicates

























































8 ‘0’ ‘x0...0100’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal send seq ov HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This indicates that
the PAD interface blocks (Section 5.3) should transmit the training sequence to the external memory
and no local training will be done. The delays will be programmed by the user.
9 ‘0’ ‘x0...0200’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal stop seq ov HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This indicates
the PAD interface blocks (Section 5.3) to stop the transmission of the training sequence to the exter-
nal memory. This is used only if signal input send seq ov HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY was
previously pulsed.
10 ‘0’ ‘x0...0400’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal trained HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This indicates that
the PAD interface blocks (Section 5.3) should use the trained delays instead of the programmed ones.
11 ‘0’ ‘x0...0800’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal send seq HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This indicates that
the PAD interface blocks (Section 5.3) should start the training process for the external memory input
pads.
12 ‘0’ ‘x0...01000’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal sample en HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This signal will
allow a 16 consecutive bits sample to be taken from one of the 64 bitlines coming from external memory,
addressing one of the PAD interface blocks (Section 5.3) with data(37 downto 32). This is done for
debugging purposes for the training of the input pads.
13 ‘0’ ‘x0...02000’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal reset p error HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This will clear
the one bit and two bit error indicators one error HOST o and two error HOST o coming out of the
PADS alignment block (Section 5.4). These two outputs analyze the existence of parity bit errors in the
packets received from the external memory.
14 ‘0’ ‘x0...04000’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal reset f error HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. This will clear
output signal frame error HOST o coming out of the PADS alignment block (Section 5.4), indicating
the lost of the frame sequence from external memory.
15 ‘0’ ‘x0...08000’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal allow data HOST i from the DDR DRAM PHY. When the
PAD interface blocks are reset, all zeros are sent from the PAD interface blocks to the PADS alignment
block. It is only with a pulse at input allow data HOST i, that the data from external memory coming
























































16 ‘0’ ‘x0...010000’ ‘xXXX’
This packet pulses the input signal allow data PI i from the DDR DRAM PHY. Upon reset, blocks
Port Interface (Section 5.6) do not allow any packets to be received or sent from and to the L1 network.
By pulsing allow data PI i, the communication of the L1 network and the DDR DRAM PHY is enabled.
17 ‘1’ ‘xX...X’ ‘x0...00’
This packet triggers a packet to be sent to the destination set by data(8 downto 6) for the ver-
tical address and data(5 downto 1) for the horizontal address in the L2 network. For the case
data(10 downto 9) = ‘00’, signal dropped cnt DDR o(10 bits) is transmitted back. For the case
data(10 downto 9) = ‘01’, signals frame error HOST o, two error HOST o, one error HOST o, sam-
ple HOST o(16 bits) and t align HOST o(3 bits) are transmitted back. For the case data(10 downto
9) = ‘10’, signals t data delay HOST o(6 bits), t clock delay HOST o(6 bits), train complete HOST o,
train succeded HOST o, align complete HOST o, align succeded HOST o and N1 empty o(8 bits) are
transmitted back. All of the output signals transmitted belong to the DDR DRAM PHY, with the
exception of N1 empty o which senses if any of the L1 network token rings are empty.
18 ‘1’ ‘xX...X’ ‘x0...01’ Configuration for the local Band Gap reference.
19 ‘1’ ‘xX...X’ ‘x0...02’
data(5 downto 0) configures the maximum number of words written to the buffer allocating transactions
from the L1 network to be sent to external memory in the Port interface blocks (Section 5.6). data(15
downto 6) configures the number of clock cycles of inactivity on those buffers that will trigger the
transmission to external memory.
20 ‘1’ ‘xX...X’ ‘x0...03’
data(15 downto 0) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 1. data(31 downto 16) will
configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 2. data(47 downto 32) will configure the number of clock
cycles for Packet 3. data(63 downto 48) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 4. data(79
























































21 ‘1’ ‘xX...X’ ‘x0...04’
data(15 downto 0) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 6. data(31 downto 16) will
configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 7. data(47 downto 32) will configure the number of
clock cycles for Packet 8. data(63 downto 47) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 9.
data(79 downto 64) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 10. data(95 downto 80) will
configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 11. data(111 downto 96) will configure the number of
clock cycles for Packet 12. data(127 downto 112) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet
13. data(143 downto 128) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 14. data(159 downto
144) will configure the number of clock cycles for Packet 15. data(175 downto 160) will configure the
number of clock cycles for Packet 16.
22 ‘1’ ‘xX...X’ ‘x0...05’
data(15 downto 0) will configure train seq HOST i (16 bit training sequence). data(31 downto 16) will
configure frame seq HOST i (expected frame sequence from external memory). data(37 downto 32) will




3.1 Clock Tree Usual Solutions
The design of a reliable clock tree, especially for high frequencies, is not a trivial
matter. When large silicon areas need to be fed with the same clock, several clock
tree levels need to be used, and a choice usually needs to take place regarding what
is found to be more important, skew or slew.17 High slew is desirable because the
relative error Slewerror/Period is lower, and this will have a lower impact in the
maximum operating frequency of the clock. Let’s assume a 1GHz clock tree is to be
built, a reasonable slew for all the nets in the clock tree could be 80ps. If for some
reason one of the clock tree drivers is affected by mismatch and it reaches slower
slew by 50%, this is not very problematic, instead of 1ns period, the period will be
1.04ns. The clock speed is reduced by only ≈ 40MHz. If on the other hand a 200ps
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slew is chosen, then, using the same mismatch, not 40MHz but 100MHz will be the
speed reduction the clock will suffer. Some of the possible solutions to this problem
are the implementation of H or Fishbone clock trees18 (see Figure 3.1). These clock
trees can be synthesized with Place & Route tools, and they usually achieve good
skew and slew. These structures rely on very powerful clock tree drivers and on
specific placement for these drivers and the wires connecting them. Geometry is very
important to these designs, and the problem they carry is that usually flat Place &
Route needs to take place, because the positions of the clock drivers and wires are
not easily changeable.
In the design of an H tree, from Figure 3.1, it can be seen that as the number
of levels in the clock tree is increased, the areas that can possibly be used as blocks
in a hierarchical design become smaller and smaller (area in green), making a flat
synthesis the only viable option for most cases. On the other hand, the Fishbone
clock tree gives much more freedom if modularity is desired in a design. Some of the
problems this design has, are that Place & Route tools are usually not very efficient
and a lot of silicon area is wasted, making it more convenient to design these clock
trees in a custom manner using cad tools. The Fishbone tree seems to be a good
option for the clock distribution network required for the CMPs, but unfortunately it
does not deal properly with skew at the output drivers. Every column of drivers has
its inputs shorted all together as well as its outputs, but not every driver output sees
the same impedance in the line, making it very difficult to achieve a very low skew.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: H-tree and Fishbone tree architectures. One the left the H-tree
clock distribution. On the right the Fishbone clock tree. All the blocks in blue are
cells to which the clock is delivered. On green, the area in the H-tree that can be
used as a block in a hierarchical design. As clock tree levels are increased, that area
becomes smaller, making it more difficult to come up with modular designs.
Even if terminations were applied at the two ends of each intermediate net to reduce
the effect of reflections, the skew problem wouldn’t be solved.
A new clock tree alternative will then be proposed, one that makes sure that the
impedance seen at the output of each of the drivers is exactly the same for all the
drivers in the same clock tree level. The proposed architecture will be based on the
shape of an inverted cone. The exploitation of symmetry in this cone-shaped clock
tree will allow to reach ultra-low skew.
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Figure 3.2: Inverted cone shape, inspiration for the Conical-Fishbone tree.
Inverted cone shape used as inspiration for the design of a new clock tree architecture.
Every circle gets excited by the circle below it. The clock root is the tip of the cone.
3.2 The Conical-Fishbone Clock Tree
The architecture proposed is based on the shape of an inverted cone, as seen in
Figure 3.2. If several cross sections are created of the inverted cone, and each of these
resulting rings is considered to be one of the many nets in a Fishbone clock tree, it can
be seen that if a ring is excited evenly from the ring below, the circular characteristics
of the wire will make the effect of reflections be exactly the same along any place in
the wire. This idea is the one that will allow to achieve ultra-low skew.
Inspired on the inverted shape of a cone, in Figure 3.3 a new clock architecture
is presented, one which will be called Conical-Fishbone tree. The resemblance to
an inverted cone and to the Fishbone clock tree is easily seen. The clock root is
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excited, and four equidistant places are used to excite the first ring of the tree. If the
diameter of RING 1 is x, then every time a clock tree level is added, the resulting
ring increases by x. There is a linear relationship between the span of the tree and
the number of levels in the tree. The following RING 2 will be now excited in eight
different equidistant places, but in order to maintain symmetry and equivalent load
on each point where a ring is excited, two additional drivers are added, the ones in
blue. These drivers have their output floating, they are just used to equalize the load
along every ring. As the number of clock tree levels increases, the number of active
buffers used to excite the following ring is 2.Ring n + 2, where Ring n is the ring
number. When drawing the layout for this clock tree, the distances from the ring
to the input of the exciting drivers from the same tree level were made sure to be
exactly the same for all of them. It can be seen that all of the points in each of the
rings where the ring is excited and/or read, see exactly the same impedance. This is
the main characteristic that allow to achieve ultra-low skew.
Figure 3.4 presents a view of a CMP where the usage of the Conical-Fishbone
trees can be seen. For both cases of the 64 and 128 PUs CMPs, the layout presented
in Figure 3.4 is exactly the same. For both networks on chip, the clock frequency
used will be 300MHz, and this clock will be distributed from a vertical clock tree cell,
to each of the clock tree cells present for every row in the network. Along with the
clock, an asynchronous global reset signal needs to be distributed to the networks on
chip (NoCs) as well. This reset signal will also use the same structure as the before
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Figure 3.3: The Conical-Fishbone clock tree. A diagram of how this new
architecture looks like is presented. All the active drivers from the same tree level
experience the same output impedance, as well as the same input impedance. Floating
output drivers (the ones in blue) are added to equalize the capacitance on every line.
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mentioned clock. With respect to the DDR DRAM PHY block, this block uses four
different clocks. A 1.25GHz clock (0.8ns period) is used to send data from the DDR
DRAM PHY block to the DDR memory. This clock is also sent to the 3D DDR chip.
Another used clock for the DDR DRAM PHY is the previously mentioned clock,
divided down to a 2.4ns period clock. These two clocks need to be in phase, and it is
for this reason that only one clock tree cell is used for these two clocks, the division
is done local to the output of the clock tree cell. The DDR memory sends back to
the CMPs the clock that should be used to read the received data. This clock is also
1.25GHz and just like in the previous case, it is also divided down to a 2.4ns period
clock. Both pair of clocks need to be available on both sides of the clock cell, it is for
this reason that the output from one side of the clock tree cell is routed to the middle
of the cell and then split in two.
Four clocks are needed in the DDR DRAM PHY, and two of them can be generated
by the other two. In order not to multiply the area used by the Conical-Fishbone
clock tree cells by two, the clock divided versions are generated locally to the output
of the high frequency clock tree cell. This allows a reduction by half of the area used
for the clock trees in the DDR DRAM PHY block. Figure 3.5 shows the augmented
clock tree cells used in the DDR DRAM PHY. Along with the two clocks, a clock
divider and a buffer can be found. The clock divider runs a counter that counts from
0 to 2, and the buffer is placed to compensate for the delay introduced by the clock
divider. The reset signal is used to reset the clock dividers to a default state so that
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Figure 3.4: Implementation of the Conical-Fishbone tree in the CMPs.
An outline of where the different Conical-Fishbone clock trees are used. On the NoC
side, the blue cells are the ones delivering the 300MHz clock, and the red cells are
delivering the global reset signal. On the DDR DRAM PHY side two clock tree cells
are used for the clock used to send data to the DDR memory and for the clock used
to read the data back. The clock periods used for these cells in the DDR DRAM
PHY side are 0.8ns and 2.4ns (approximately 1.25GHz and 420MHz).
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all of the clock outputs can be in phase. Because the clock divider counter has a
period of 3, from one clock output to the next one, the reset signal is registered three
times. This will ensure that after a certain number of clock cycles, all of the clock
tree outputs will be completely in phase.
The size of each of the clock tree cells for the DDR DRAM PHY is approximately
13.44mm by 50µm. Each of the long sides has 64 clock outputs for both fast and
divided clocks. Figure 3.6 shows the outputs for the fast clock in the DDR DRAM
PHY block clock cells. It can be observed that for a distance of 13.44mm the maxi-
mum skew achieved is just 31.8ps. The results obtained in this figure consider all of
the capacitance and resistance parasitics extracted from the layout of these cells.
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Figure 3.5: Clock tree cell used in the DDR DRAM PHY. An augmented
version of the clock tree cell used for the DDR DRAM PHY is shown. This clock
tree cell receives a 0.8ns clock signal and it outputs two frequency clocks, 0.8ns and
2.4ns clocks. The generated 2.4ns clock is created by using a local counter to each
clock output that divides by three the 1.25GHz clock frequency. All of the 2.4ns
clock outputs are in phase due to the usage of a reset signal which arrives to all of
the clock dividers at multiples of three clock cycles.
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Figure 3.6: Conical-Fishbone skew simulation. Simulated outputs of the 0.8ns
clock propagated through the clock cell in the DDR DRAM PHY. For all of the clock
outputs along both sides of the cell, extending for 13.44mm, only 31.8ps of skew was
found. This simulation has been done considering all the capacitance and resistance




4.1 First Level NoC Architecture
Two network levels were introduced in the previous section. One of those net-
works supports the communication among all of the PUs (L2 network), and the other
provides access to the 3D-DiRAM for every single PU (L1 Network). The focus of
this section will be on the later network.
Several options were analyzed for the communication of the different PUs to the
3D-DiRAM, but the main characteristic that made the choice of a token-ring like
network, was the necessity of a warrantied throughput for every PU. Warrantied
throughput is a very difficult thing to achieve is one wants flexibility in a network.
An allotted network slot would need to be given to every PU as a possible solution
to warranty a minimum throughput. This scheme would look like a superposition
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Figure 4.1: Token ring network approach for the L1 network. This figure
shows the token-ring approach used for communicating all of the PUs with the 3D-
DiRAM. Every PU has network slot assigned with its own address.
of several networks, where each one acknowledges only one PU. With this kind of
predictability for this network, not any network shape is easy to implement. The
allotted slot for each PU would probably need to travel through a known path in the
network, making many network shapes, such as meshes, not suitable for this problem.
It is for this reason that a ring was found to be the best shape. All the packets in
the network flow with the same pattern, making the sharing of throughput among all
PUs much simpler. In Figure 4.1 the ring network with the assignment of dedicated
slots for each PU is shown. If the network slots were not assigned to a particular PU,
a PU could make use of all the slots, leaving the remaining PUs waiting for a free
slot that may never come.
The shape for the L1 network has been defined as a ring, but the question arising
now is if a single ring should be used for all of the PUs on a CMP or not. For the
traffic between the DDR DRAM PHY and the L1 network, is it better one or more
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connections in the distribution of packet traffic? If only one ring was used, then
the summation of the delay a packet suffers from a PU to the DDR DRAM PHY
and vice-versa would be constant, but high. For the two networks shown in Figure
2.6 and 2.7 this delay summation would be 64 and 128 respectively. This delay was
considered too high, and on top of that, if any of the L1 network nodes didn’t work
because of fabrication problems, then none of the PUs would have access to the DDR
memory. Consequently several token-ring networks were designed, one per each PU
row, as seen in Figure 2.6 and 2.7, making a total of eight token-ring networks. This
design now is more fault-tolerant, as a faulty node would only disable one of the ring
networks. For the 64 and 128 PUs CMPs, the delay summation would now be 16 and
32 respectively, which is a much more reasonable delay. The delay is not 8 and 16
as one would expect, which is the number of PUs on each row of the CMPs, because
with a ring for each row, there will be a path going right and another one going
left, making up to 16 and 32 available slots per each token-ring network. Figure 4.2
shows the token-ring network present in each of the 64 and 128 PUs CMPs rows. The
places were the different PUs tap into the network have been distributed equidistantly
so that a more uniform delay could be achieved on each of the rows. As it will be
later explained, the DDR DRAM PHY will accumulate the requests from the PUs
of a certain row in a buffer local to each row. It is after this local buffer has been
filled, or a certain amount of inactivity time has been sensed, that the read and write





Figure 4.2: L1 network token-ring per row. On the top the token-ring network
implemented for the 64 PUs CMPs and on the bottom the one for the 128 PUs CMPs.
16 and 32 are the available slots for each of the rings.
memory access time is considered, this additional delay will have to be taken into
account.
Modularity was exploited as much as possible for these designs (see section 2.1).
For the case of the L1 network, two different types of network node modules were de-
signed that allowed the equidistant tapping of the PUs onto the token-ring networks.
The connectivity between the ring network and the PU is represented in Figure 4.3.
These two types of nodes were placed along each row alternating between the two of
them.
Each of the nodes on a token-ring possesses its own address local to that ring.
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Figure 4.3: Two types of L1 network nodes. Two types of L1 network nodes
are presented here. These two types of nodes allowed the equidistant tapping of the
PU into the token-ring networks.
So that the same node could be used for both 64 PUs and 128 PUs CMPs, the
number of bits used for the local address in both cases is the same. Four bits are
required to differentiate each of the PUs in a ring. Additional three bits are added
so that the DDR DRAM PHY can tell to which token-ring packets should be sent.
A total of seven bits are necessary to identify where a packet should be sent from the
DDR memory. As it will be discussed later, because read and write commands are
not warrantied to be executed in the received order by the DDR DRAM PHY, an
additional field was added along with the packet sent into the L1 network. This field
is a tag field that allows the sender to identify the transaction sent uniquely.
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4.2 Second Level NoC Architecture
4.2.1 Introduction
The architecture for the second level NoC present in the CMPs is here introduced.
This network is called the L2 network, and will be the one communicating all of the
different PUs on chip. Some of the desired characteristics for this network are:
1. Free from dropping packets.
2. Reduced usage of resources.
3. Multicast routing.
4. Finite latency for a packet to get delivered, meaning that no dead-locks or
infinite loops (live-locks) for packets are allowed.
With the first point satisfied, packets in the network will never vanish unless each
packet reaches its destination. This can be achieved by making sure that everything
that comes into a node can be forwarded to its outputs. In a node, this can be
accomplished by having the same number of inputs as outputs (no sinks). The number
of inputs and outputs in a node will be M . In making this claim the possibility of
suffering incorrect routing of up to M − 1 packets in a node has to be taken into
account, since at least one packet should be routed correctly. Networks that will
always forward its inputs to its outputs will then be considered, making this network
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contain packets that will never remain still. For this particular type of network,
processing units will be located in each of the routing nodes. These units will inject
packets to the network as long as at least one of the node inputs is free. The interface
from the processing unit to the node can be considered an additional input to the
node, but this input does not come into play unless one of the additional M inputs
is free. This means that even in the case in which all of the processing units in all of
the nodes have data to send, and they are waiting for an available slot, the routing
of the packets already in the network will not be affected.
The second point is very much related to the first one. If packets are allowed to
be routed incorrectly, then there is no need for buffering any input of a node. Many
approaches to networks, such as meshes, rely on FIFOs that are placed in each of the
inputs of a node to deal with packets that need to be routed to the same output. The
size of these FIFOs can be determined using queuing theory, so that bursts of packets
coming into a node that need to be routed to the same interface, can be dealt with.
Already the choice of a FIFO size is problematic, because it is tailored to the traffic
expected in the network. This gives room to cases in which these FIFOs will not
be big enough, and packets will then be dropped. With the approach taken for this
project, not only packets are not dropped, but input FIFOs are not needed, making
the amount of silicon area used for the routing network on chip decrease significantly.
The third point is very difficult to satisfy considering the previous desired char-
acteristics. A node might require to send a multi-cast packet to several outputs, and
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then either buffering is required, or the number of outputs in a node needs to be
greater than the number of inputs. This is because implicitly a multi-cast packet rep-
resents several input packets. It is for this reason that multi-cast routing will not be
considered for this network. Multi-cast will be addressed by sending several uni-cast
packets.
The final point is the most difficult one to achieve, and will be the focus of the
next section. Some previous work related to the problem desired to solve has been
proposed in,19 where the author points out some of the key features of different types
of networks, such as Centralized, Decentralized and Distributed networks that helped
to understand the pros and cons of the types of networks to consider when designing
a NoC. In the case proposed the number of connections for each node is of high
importance, because when building NoCs, wire buses take a huge amount of area on
chip, and if one wants to benefit from the topology of the network when laying down
the network nodes on silicon, then the most appropriate network would seem to be
the distributed one.
The concept of incorrect routing is called deflection routing and the idea of elim-
inating FIFOs at the nodes’ inputs and outputs (buffer-less routing) has not been
addressed much, but in just a few cases that are now presented. In20 the author
proposes two algorithms for performing routing in two specific network topologies, a
nxn tourus and a N = 2n nodes hypercube (n dimension hypercube). For this two
architectures the author obtains 2n+O(log(n)) and O(n) steps for the delivery of a
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packet with high probability. Again, the main striking feature in this work is that
there are no buffers or FIFOs at intermediate nodes, so packets may be sometimes
routed in the wrong direction. In the case of the network presented in this work,
the idea of buffer-less and deflection routing will be used, meaning that some of the
packets will be routed incorrectly, but it will be shown that the proposed algorithm
is not only valid for the specific network topologies like Hypercubes or Touruses, but
for any network topology that follow certain rules.
In21 the importance of buffer-less routing is introduced as a very attractive and
energy-efficient design option for on-chip cache/processor-to-cache networks. The au-
thor presents the idea of ranking rules, which allow to decide how to route the packets
arriving to a node that desire to be routed through the same port. A combination
of oldest first (OF) priority plus a type of port prioritization on each node is pro-
posed, and the author claims that eventually all the packets in the network will be
delivered without dead-locks or live-locks. This approach is very interesting, but the
author fails to provide an expression that characterizes the delay a packet suffers in
the network due to deflection or how to control the number of times a packet has been
deflected, because this second level of priority proposed (port priority) is not based
on any network activity history, which will be shown that in the case of this work,
it does (increasing the throughput of the network). A better approach would be the
combination of OF and an indicator of the number of times a packet was deflected in
order to take a more informed and efficient decision of how a packet should be routed.
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An alternative algorithm will be proposed for routing packets that takes into account
OF and the number of times a packet has been deflected allowing the delivery time
to suffer less variation, allowing network traffic to be more uniform.
At last an additional approach was taken in22 where instead of having the two
levels of priority (OF and port priority from21), deflection is only controlled for what
the author calls Golden Packet. There is only one Golden packet at every single time
step in the network, and this packet has the highest priority, so this packet will go
directly to where it is supposed to. After being delivered, another packet will be
designed as the Golden packet, and so on and so forth. By induction it can be seen
that every single packet will be delivered with no dead-locks or live-locks, and the
logic for performing the routing is very simple (less silicon area), but the trade-off is
that the delay for a packet to be delivered increases significantly, making real-time
applications not a good match for this type of routing network.
4.2.2 The Proposed Network Solution
A total of M inputs and M outputs will be present in each of the nodes for
the network presented in this work. The maximum number of packets that can
be allocated in the network will be N , which is the total number of unidirectional
edges in the network graph. The last assumption made for this network is that,
at each node, the routing tables are such that there is always a feasible path from
node i to node j where i ̸= j. A way of performing routing on the network will be
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presented, ensuring that all of the packets in the network get delivered in a finite
amount of time, without live-locks or dead-locks. Knowing all of the packets will be
delivered, and having a very flexible condition for the routing tables in the network,
reprogramming of routing tables can be performed if desired, allowing to distribute
traffic more uniformly depending on the task at hand. The proposed solution as it
will be seen, is not fixed to any type of network topology as it is the case of all the
cited work in 4.2.1, any topology such as a tourus, mesh, etc, can be used as long as
the number of input and outputs in a node are the same, and a feasible routing path
can be found from any node to any node of the network.
In Figure 4.4 an example of how packets are generated in the network is provided.
For this example network, M = 4. With every time step, new packets can be injected
to the network. A counter tc is added to each packet, starting with a count of 0. This
is the time counter, which records the amount of time a packet has been circulating in
the network. This counter is increased by one with every node hop. It is reasonable to
think that packets that have been traveling for longer time should have more priority
of being correctly routed than those that were just injected into the network. It is
for this reason that this counter will be used as the priority a packet has to be routed
correctly. If two or more packets arrive to a node, and one of them has a highest
and unique priority, then that packet should be routed correctly. The remaining ones
might or might not be routed correctly, but the highest priority one will always be.
At any given time, the network will hold a counter value that will be the highest.
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Figure 4.4: Time counter evolution example. Example of how packets are
routed in a network with M = 4. Packets are generated in this case with every new
time step. A time counter is attached to each routed packet, where each node hop
increases its count by one.
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The set of packets with this value can go from 1 to N . For the example network
in Figure 4.4, the highest priority set of packets is HP = {p1, p2}. For this set of
packets, all the other packets in the network have less priority than them, and this
will always be the case, until these packets get delivered and a new set of packets will
take the place of the highest priority ones. Consequently, the highest priority set of
packets HP will never notice the presence of the lower priority ones, they will only
notice the ones from their own HP set.
Now, if a way of making sure that all of the packets in set HP can be routed to
their destination in a finite number of node hops can be found, the moment all of the
packets in set HP get delivered, set HP will be updated with the packets with the
highest priority at that time. The same argument can now be applied to this updated
set HP . By induction it can be ensured that every single packet injected into the
network will be routed to its destination in a finite amount of time.
With the addition of the time counter, packets generated at the same time will
have the same priority, and if they happen to be the oldest ones in the network, then
they will be the most favored ones when routing them to their destination. When
a fight among two or more packets happens in a node, if all of the packets contain
a different time counter value, there won’t be any confusion in how routing should
be performed. The problem arises when packets with the same time counter need
to fight to get routed correctly. It is for this reason that a second level of priority,
internal to the set of packets with the same time counter could solve this problem.
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If somehow all of the second level priorities of a given set of packets with the same
time counter could be all different, then no confusion will arise when trying to route
the packets through the network. With all different priorities, in the whole network,
there will always be a packet with the highest priority of all, and that one will be
sent to its destination with no mis-routes. A new counter will now be introduced,
the fractional counter. This counter will be the one that will help in the process that
diversifies the second level priorities defined by the fractional counter. Every packet
will now have two counters, the time counter and the fractional counter.
With the fractional counter, fights in a node will not happen when the time counter
of the packets are the same, they will happen when additionally their fractional
counter are equal as well. In explaining the mechanism used for updating the frac-
tional counter, Figure 4.5 is presented. Two or more packets with the same time
counter values arrive to a node. This set will be called X⃗1. Additionally, one or more
packets with a higher time counter arrive to the node as well, this set will be called
X⃗2. All the packets in set X⃗1 and X⃗2 need to be forwarded to the same node output
interface. Only one of the packets in the highest priority set X⃗2 will be routed to the
desired output, the other ones will be routed incorrectly. For the case of set X⃗1, all
the packets will be routed incorrectly. Two possible scenarios are then possible when
fighting, the set of packets fighting all get routed incorrectly, or if this set of packets
is the one with the highest time counter in the node, one of the packets is correctly
routed. From Figure 4.5 it can be seen that for both X⃗1 and X⃗2, their fractional
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Figure 4.5: Fractional counter update example. In this node, inputs in
vector X⃗1 = [X11, X12, ..., X1a] will have the same priority, in this case the same
time counter and fractional counter fc = fc1. Additionally the inputs in vector
X⃗2 = [X21, X22, ..., X2a] will also have the same priority, the time counter will be the
same for all of the elements in X⃗2, but higher than the elements in X⃗1. The fractional
counter for all the elements of X⃗2 will be fc = fc2. All of the packets want to go
to the desired OUTPUT. Only one input from X⃗2 will be redirected correctly, in this
case X21, everybody else will be routed incorrectly. For the case of X⃗1, all of its
elements will be routed incorrectly
counters are diversified to all different values. Next time any of the packets in both
vectors find any of their vector mates, no confusion will arise regarding who has the
highest priority.
In Figure 4.6, the evolution of the fractional counter depending on the number
of packets fighting in a node is shown. After a time step the fractional counters get
diversified to up to M different values. Remember that staying in the same fractional
counter does not mean that the routing was done correctly, unless that packet belongs
to the set of packets arriving to the node with the highest time counter.
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Figure 4.6: Fractional counter update values. Evolution of the fractional
counter in one time step depending on the number of packets fighting in a node.
For the case of the set of packets with the same time counter, that is not the
highest in the network, the evolution of all its packets can be expressed using the
graph shown in Figure 4.7. They cannot be the set with the highest time counter
because when becoming the set with the highest time counter, all the packets will not
necessarily have their fractional counter starting at 0. The coefficients from vector
D⃗(t) = [D0(t);D1(t);D2(t); ...;Dt(M−1)(t)] in Figure 4.7 represent the distribution of
packets among all possible values the fractional counter can achieve at time t. Because
with each time step an additional M − 1 possible states for the fractional counter are
added, then the total possible states for this counter at time t is tM−(t−1) . Because
the maximum number of packets the network can hold is N , it can then be said:
t(M−1)∑
i=0
Di(t) ≤ N, ∀t ≥ 0 (4.1)
As packets evolve going down the graph,
∑t(M−1)
i=0 Di(t) can stay the same or
decrease over time, but never increase. This is because packets can reach their desti-
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Di(t+ 1), ∀t ≥ 0 (4.2)
Let’s now analyze if there is a maximum count the fractional counter can reach
for the non-maximum time counter set in the network. If there is a maximum, let’s
consider it achieved at time t′. At that time, Mt′ − (t′ − 1) are the possible bins
packets can be distributed in. To analyze the maximum count the fractional counter
can achieve, the most right bin at time t′ needs to be considered, taking as a reference
the graph in Figure 4.7. If the maximum value coefficient Dt′(M−1)(t = t
′) can achieve
could be found to be less than one, then that bin will never be populated, and then
the fractional counter can only count so far. For finding the maximum value this
coefficient can achieve, the most possible packets need to be moved to the right of
the graph as they evolve in time. In Figure 4.6 the way the fractional counter gets
diversified depending on the number of packets fighting in a node was presented. In
order to achieve the most number of packets in the most right bin in any of the
transitions in Figure 4.6, fights should be maximized. If for some reason a set of
packets does not fight, then they will not add any count to the most right bin. The
distributions that maximize the count in the most right bin in a unit time step,
depending on the number of packets fighting, are presented in Figure 4.8. These
distributions are different depending on which of the two previously mentioned cases
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the distribution of packets with the same time
counter over time. These packets are not considered the set with the highest time
counter. It cannot be the set HP because that set will not necessarily start with all
of its packets in bin 0.
one is. These cases are the ones in which one packet gets delivered correctly and the
other one is when none of them are.
From Figure 4.8 two possible cases can be seen for the sets of packets without
the highest time counter. For the one on the left always from a fight one packet gets
routed correctly, but on the one on the right all of the packets are routed incorrectly.
Let’s consider only the case that gives the maximum count to the most right bin. Let’s
assume that the case on the left from Figure 4.8 is the one that gives the maximum











(x+ 1)(M − 1) ≥ Mx
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Figure 4.8: Fractional counter update when trying to achieve its highest
value. For a diversification of the fractional counter of up to M different values,
the distribution that maximizes the count in the most right bin, depending on the
number of packets fighting, is presented. K is the number of packets, K ≤ N .
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xM +M − x− 1 ≥ Mx
⇒ M − 1 ≥ x (4.3)
The result in 4.3 is then correct, and then the case on the left from Figure 4.8 is
the one that rises the maximum count to the most right bin.
Let’s now consider vector Y⃗ a vector that expresses how many shifts to the right
are taken for every time step to get to a certain bin. A zero in this vector would mean
that no shift was made to the right, and then it can be assumed that up to all of
the packets can stay in that bin. Consequently a 0 will not necessarily decrease the
number of packets along the way. Vectors in which all of the elements are different
than zero will then be considered. An example considering M = 4 is shown in
Figure 4.9. Let’s consider Y⃗ ′ = [2; 3; 1]. This vector will make a packet go to bin∑L(Y⃗ ′)−1
i=0 = 6. Many vectors can make a packet go the same bin, the elements in Y⃗
′
need to just be permuted, and all of these paths will give rise to the same maximum
number of packets for the target bin. The reason why this happens is that as one goes
down the graph, multiplication is performed, and multiplication has the property of
being commutative. All of the possible paths for the chosen vector can be seen in
different colors.
Let’s consider now two vectors Y⃗1 = [y0; y1; y2; ...; yL] and Y⃗2 = [y0; y1; y2; ...; yL1; yL2].
The condition is that yL = yL1 + yL2, and this means that both vectors go to the
same destination, but Y⃗2 takes an additional time step. Breaking the vector Y⃗ will
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Figure 4.9: Different paths arriving to the same bin. All possible paths found
for the case Y⃗ = [2; 3; 1]. These are 6 different paths.
be demonstrated to diminish the maximum number of packets at the target bin at































































(yL1 + 1)(yL2 + 1) ≥ yL1 + yL2 + 1 (4.9)
yL1yL2 ≥ 0 (4.10)
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The result in Equation 4.10 tells that, if the maximum number of packets is desired
in a target bin, then breaking Y⃗ into more time hops will just decrease the maximum
number of packets at the destination bin. Consequently, in maximizing the number
of packets in a target bin, one needs to minimize the time steps, making the biggest
jumps to the right as possible. The maximum number of shifts to the right that can
be taken in one-time step is M − 1.
Let’s now find if there is a maximum value for the fractional counter. At time
t = t′ the number of possible bins is t′M − (t′ − 1). The number of required jumps
to the right to get to the most right bin at time t′ is t′(M − 1). The maximum value














If one starts with the maximum possible number of packets N , the maximum
packets for the fractional counter t′(M − 1) is N/M t′ . In order to see if the fractional
counter can reach a maximum value, one needs to make:
N/M t
′
< 1 ⇒ t′ > logM(N) (4.12)
Consequently now one can find the first t′ that satisfies condition 4.12, and can
then bound the fractional counter to be represented with a finite number of bits.
Remember that conditioning t′ > logM(N) will make fractional counter equal to
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t′(M − 1) an impossible state to reach, not even for one packet. One can argue that
other paths could be adding packets as well for that particular bin, but it has been
demonstrated that the one that gives the most, does not even give one packet, and
then none of the other paths will add any additional packets. For the next time step
t′ + 1 the maximum number of packets in bin t′(M − 1) will be the same, but now
M − 1 additional bins to the right have been incorporated. If one can prove that
those bins have even less chance of having any packet, then a proof has been shown.
This prove is very simple. Any of the paths that give the maximum packets for bins




















, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M − 1} (4.13)
It has been shown that for the sets of packets without the highest time counter
in the network, the fractional counter cannot exceed t′(M − 1), where t′ is the first t
that satisfies t′ > logM(N), where N is the maximum number of packets the network
can hold, and M the number of inputs/outputs in each node.
Let’s now analyze if for the case of the HP set this also happens. Figure 4.8
presents the two cases packets from sets that are not the ones with the highest time
counter can experience. For maximizing the number of packets on the right most bin
at any given time the case on the left was considered. For the case of the highest
priority set HP , the case of the left in Figure 4.8 is the only one that can be possible,
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because there is always a packet being routed correctly. Consequently, the previous
analysis works for theHP set as well. One can additionally conclude that this analysis
not only works for networks with M connections per node, but for networks where
there is up to M connections per node. By having less connections than M , some
of the nodes will experience that the maximum shift to the right they can provide
is less than M − 1. Therefore, the maximum number of packets in the most right
bin at time t′ will be even less compared to the case where all of the nodes have M
connections. This statement will be particularly useful when designing networks were
boundaries might have less node connections, like in the case of the boundaries of a
mesh network.
4.2.3 Simulation Results
Networks with completely random connectivity, but satisfying the existence of a
feasible path from any node to any node of the network have been simulated. The
transition from any node to one of its neighbors can be seen as a Markov chain. The
required existence of a feasible path from any node to any node of the network is
equivalent to asking that the equivalent Markov chain transition matrix has to be
irreducible. Let’s consider P ∈ RNxN a full rank transition matrix. For P , each
column or row will have only M values different than 0, meaning that each node only
connects to other M nodes. The values in the diagonal of P will be zero, because
packets are delivered to the local node or forwarded to other nodes. To make things
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simpler it can be assumed that all of the values different than zero in matrix P to be
1/M . This would mean that the transition to neighbors is equiprobable. If starting
at node k, then x⃗ = [0, 0, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0] ∈ RN , only x⃗(k) = 1. If the probability of
ending in a certain node after n time steps need to be calculated, then:
P nx⃗(t = 0) = B−1ΣnBx⃗ = x⃗(t = n) (4.14)
Where Σ is a diagonal matrix and B is a change of base matrix that uses P ′s
autovectors. The diagonal values in Σ will be the autovalues of P . When n → +∞,
one would still like to have a non zero probability of being in any state, otherwise that
would mean that there is no feasible path between two nodes, and that would violate
one of the conditions for the proposed network. If eigenvalues are lower than 1, their
respective position in Σn will converge to 0. Eigenvalues greater than one are not
possible because the resulting vector x⃗(t = n) needs to add to 1. As a result, only an
eigenvalue of 1 would survive as n → +∞. The eigenvector for that eigenvalue will be
stationary state of the network. Only one eigenvalue can be 1, otherwise depending
on the starting state x⃗(t = 0), convergence can be achieved to more than one different
stationary states, and that is not allowed. A Matlab function was programmed to find
a random connection matrix, where the matrix is made sure to be symmetric (each
connection between two nodes goes both ways) and that each column or row has only
M positions different than 0. Additionally, the existence of a unique eigenvalue equal
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to 1 was required.
Using the before-mentioned constraints, the case of different networks with 32, 64,
128 and 256 nodes with completely random connectivity and M equal to 4, 6, 8 and
10 is presented. The idea with these simulations is to empirically show that any net-
work satisfying the before-mentioned constraints will always work. For these network
simulations, every node was made sure to inject a packet with random destination
every time one of its inputs was empty, or the packet arriving to a node was locally
delivered. Consequently, the simulated network will always have all of its links full, so
the most possibly congested network situation is being considered here. In Table 4.1
and 4.2 the mean delay and mean throughput obtained for these networks is shown.
Simulation was run for almost 100K time steps, and all of the injected packets were
delivered without any dead-locks, live-locks or packet drop. Each value in Tables
4.1 and 4.2 are the mean of 256 simulations from different random networks with the
same M and N . Additionally, one of the most used network topologies was simulated,
a mesh network, where M = 4. Height and width for the mesh were limited to 4, 8,
16, 32, 64 or 128, and all possible combinations were simulated. Edge effects were
considered here, making the corner nodes have connections to only two other nodes,
and the side nodes connections to only 3 other nodes. This additionally shows empir-
ically the validity of the previous demonstration that the number of connections for
the nodes in the network can be M or less. For all the simulations performed, at some





32 64 128 256
4 4.06 5.36 6.73 8.11
6 2.95 3.90 4.85 5.83
8 2.48 3.39 4.09 4.88
10 2.24 2.91 3.67 4.36
Table 4.1: Mean delay suffered for packets injected into a fully loaded
network (all links are used all the time). Case of a random connecting network




32 64 128 256
4 25.38 40.41 66.70 113.51
6 48.64 78.52 131.69 226.16
8 73.49 119.22 201.64 349.65
10 98.44 163.55 274.60 478.76
Table 4.2: Mean throughput for packets injected into a fully loaded net-
work (all links are used all the time). Case of a random connecting network
with different number of nodes. M is the number of connections each nodes connects
to.
all the remaining packets get delivered until the network becomes completely empty.
In Tables 4.3 and 4.4 the results for the case of the mesh network are presented.
4.2.4 Self-Diagnosis in the L2 network
The read and write word size for the external DDR memory is 256 bits, and then
it was desired to keep that same data width for the L2 network. PUs might receive
data from the DDR memory, make a few changes or not to it, and forward to the L2





4 8 16 32 64 128
4 5.00 8.17 15.50 29.65 55.56 99.08
8 8.17 11.52 18.23 32.32 60.21 105.36
16 15.50 18.23 25.16 38.17 63.62 110.50
32 29.65 32.32 38.17 51.37 74.21 117.71
64 55.56 60.21 63.62 74.21 99.49 136.45
128 99.08 105.36 110.50 117.71 136.45 175.65
Table 4.3: Mean delay suffered for packets injected into a fully loaded
network (all links are used all the time). This table shows the case of a mesh
network with different number of nodes in the horizontal and vertical direction.
Horizontal
Vertical
4 8 16 32 64 128
4 8.00 11.38 13.20 14.59 16.18 18.72
8 11.38 18.00 24.41 28.90 32.25 37.75
16 13.20 24.41 37.36 51.15 63.40 74.98
32 14.59 28.90 51.15 78.53 111.63 144.71
64 16.18 32.25 63.40 111.63 171.21 253.98
128 18.72 37.75 74.98 144.71 253.98 401.22
Table 4.4: Mean throughput for packets injected into a fully loaded net-
work (all links are used all the time). Maximum throughput achieved in a mesh
network of different number of horizontal and vertical nodes.
had matching words lengths. That was the idea behind the choice of the packet size.
When physically building this network, due to the high number of node connec-
tions, chances are that there might be one or more faulty connections from one node
to another, and then a way of identifying these broken connections should be con-
sidered. Keeping in mind the requirements for the network mentioned before, if a
link from node a to node b is broken, not only that link has to be removed from the
routing tables, but also the link from b to a, so that the number of incoming and out-
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going connections in a node stay the same. Following power up, all of the nodes will
receive a global reset signal, and after this, a second global signal will command the
nodes to self-diagnose their network links. After removing the faulty links from the
routing tables in the nodes, one could end up with a fully connected network, where
any node can reach any other node, or it might happen that some of the nodes might
be completely isolated from others. One of the nodes in the network has a processor
(more specifically ARM M0 processor) that will coordinate the activity among all of
the processing units connected to each of the nodes. If this Fishbone, because of the
existence of broken links, has no access to any processing unit in a particular node,
then that processing unit has to be taken out of the pool of available processors. A
diagram of a case in which this can happen is shown in Figure 4.10. With a red cross
the broken links that make the set of nodes A and B be completely isolated from
each other are shown. Because the connection from the coordinating processor to the
nodes in A is only through B, processors in the set of nodes A become useless for the
coordinating processor. In figuring out which processors are reachable, ping packets
are sent to all of the nodes, and if a response is not received from a certain node, this
means that the mentioned node is unreachable. This ping packet will have a counter,
and after a certain amount of time, if it didn’t reach it’s destination, then this packet
will be dropped, otherwise this packet would remain in the network forever, based on
the mathematical development mentioned in 4.2.2. The counter used to determine
when a ping is dropped is actually the time counter.
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Figure 4.10: Isolation of PUs. The broken links show how processors in nodes
set A are useless to the coordinating processor.
Now one needs to consider how is it that a link is concluded to be broken. A
link from node a to node b is considered to be broken if for any of the lines in its
bus, node b cannot read both logical states ‘0’ and ‘1’ for each of the lines. If a
line is broken, it is constantly either set to ‘0’, ‘1’ or it might be floating, in which
case it will still be read as a constant ‘1’ or ‘0’. Because the bus considered will be
higher than 256 lines, a very simple and compact architecture for performing this
self-diagnose should be considered. A custom asynchronous cell was design for this
purpose, and it is called SEN SENSE. In Figure 4.11 the architecture communicating
node a to node b is presented. The output registers from node a are registers that are
reset using an asynchronous reset signal (global reset). These registers will have the
capability of being configured as a shift register. A second global signal will indicate
node a to inject a ‘1’ into the shift register, and then a pulse of one clock cycle will
be propagated from the left-most output register to the right-most register in Figure
4.11. The idea of the SEN SENSE cell is to receive a pulse through its left input,
and after receiving a second pulse through its right input, a pulse very similar to
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Figure 4.11: The node self-diagnosing mechanism. A pulse is sent through the
top shift register belonging to node a. Node b will receive the first pulse through the
left input of the most left SEN SENSE block. Upon receiving that pulse, the second
pulse received through its other input will be forwarded to the output of the cell into
the first input of the following SEN SENSE cell.
this second pulse, but delayed, will be propagated to the first input of the following
SEN SENSE block. If a pulse is received at the output of the last SEN SENSE block,
then the link is considered to be healthy, otherwise it is broken.
Figure 4.12 shows the architecture for the SEN SENSE cell. A link can be broken,
as mentioned before, by being permanently set to a logic ‘0’ or ‘1’. At the top part
of the circuit, two signals are generated to drive the RS flip-flop with outputs Q1
and Q̄1. Upon receiving the RESET signal, all of the output registers from the links
between nodes are set to zero. If for any reason X1 link remains at logic ‘1’ while
RESET is high, this means that the link has to be broken. It is for this reason
that, if this happens, Q1 = ‘0’, not allowing signal aux1 to propagate to the final
gate, preventing any pulse from X2 to be forwarded. If X1 happens to be at the
logical state ‘0’ when RESET = ‘1’, a transition from ‘0’ to ‘1’ needs to still be
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Figure 4.12: The SEN SENSE cell architecture. The asynchronous circuit
involved in the network self-diagnosis is presented.
sensed in order to allow the pulse coming from X2 to be forwarded. If X1 = ‘0’ while
RESET = ‘1’, aux1 = ‘0’. If RESET goes low, that value will still be maintained.
Only if X1 transitions from ‘0’ to ‘1’ it is that aux1 = ‘1’ and the signal coming from
the other X2 branch can be forwarded to the output. In the X2 branch exactly the
same idea is applied for the RS flip flop, but if Q2 = ‘1’, then X2 is forwarded to
aux3, and if no problem was found in X1, then aux3 = ‘0’ and X2 is forwarded to
OUT . As it can be seen from Figure 4.11, if any of the SEN SENSE blocks does not
forward a pulse, then the final output of the whole chain will not output a pulse, and
it can be concluded one is in the presence of a broken link.
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4.2.5 L2 network Routing Tables
As stated before, the only requirement for the routing of packets in the network,
is that routing tables should be defined in such a way that a feasible path from any
PU to any PU can be always found. Routing tables could become very complicated,
a routing table input could actually be defined for every single node in the network.
This kind of approach would be terrible if the network node is desired to be as
compact as possible. Considering that a mesh network was chosen for the CMPs,
then, by assigning the x and y coordinates as the network node addresses, then the
routing task can be simplified. Let’s take as an example Figure 4.13. Assuming a
packet is allocated in node (4, 2), four possible destinations are colored in green, blue,
purple and yellow. Depending on where the packet needs to go, two simple options are
available. For example, if the destination is north-west, then north or west interfaces
are feasible options. As a first approximation, this scenario would only require the
use of two comparators for each input interface to a node in order to define were that
packet needs to go.
In the network, with each clock cycle, a packet travels from one node to a neigh-
boring one. This kind of constraint leaves no room for pipelining, and if 300MHz is
the desired running frequency for the network, then the logic used in routing pack-
ets needs to be very efficient. On top of this, the traveling packets from one node
to the neighboring one, need to travel long distances, making the addition of high
capacitance lines be another problem that needs to be considered. This is depicted
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Figure 4.13: Network address topology. The network node addresses are
mapped according to their position in the network. With a packet in network node
(4, 2), and four destinations shown in green, blue, purple and yellow, the output in-
terface to where the packet should be sent in node (4, 2) can be easily determined by
comparing the destination address with the local address. Two possible options are
found for each destination, unless the destination node shares the same column or
row.
in Figure 4.14, where it can be seen that the logic determining where a packet is
delivered is completely combinatorial. The combinatorial cloud from the center node
receives five inputs (four from the neighboring nodes and one coming from the local
PU) and generates five outputs (four outputs going to the neighboring nodes and one
assigned to the local PU).
When looking at a mesh network, different types of nodes can be found, the
internal ones and the ones on the boundary. On top of this, the ones on the boundary
can be also divided into the ones that are vertices or not. Depending on what type of
node is analyzed, 2, 3 or 4 interfaces can be defined. This suggests that three different
types of network nodes will have to be designed. In order to make the design easier, a
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Figure 4.14: Combinatorial routing. This figure shows how the routing of pack-
ets in the network does not leave any room for pipelining. With every clock cycle a
packet, unless locally delivered, hops one node.
single network node was decided upon. This network node has local connection to its
PU, and four other connections to neighbors. The connections to the neighbors will be
defined as active with the usage of four control signals. These four input signals will
be called N link down i, W link down i, E link down i and S link down i. The
internal nodes will have these signals hardwired to ‘0’. Depending on where in the
boundary a node is, these signals will be hardwired differently. For instance, the
top-left vertice will disable the north and west interface by setting N link down i
and W link down i to ‘1’. In the previous section the self-diagnosing mechanism was
explained. If a link was damaged, then the two links connecting the involved nodes
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will be disabled. There will be internal signals determining if a link is healthy or not,
so it will be the OR logical operation of these signals and the corresponding input
control signals N link down i, W link down i, E link down i and S link down i
that will decide the usage of the different interfaces.
In Figure 4.15, a very general idea of how the Network 2 node is organized is
presented. All four neighboring interfaces, plus the local PU interface, have a Packet
Desired Destination block that calculates the interface through which the incoming
packet should be routed. This block takes into account the state of the links to
the neighboring nodes through the ∗ link down i inputs, but it does not take into
account any other possible incoming packets, meaning that none of the time counters
or fractional counters are being analyzed at that point. If one looks at the output
signals from these blocks, with the exception of the one belonging to the local PU,
it can be seen that five signals are generated, send X N , send X W , send X E,
send X S and send X L. For all of these signals X can be N , W , E, S or L. All
of these signals encode in a one-hot encoding the interface to which a packet desires
to be routed. As an example, if send W N = ‘1’, this means that the packet coming
from the west interface should be routed to the north interface. For the case of the
local PU block, only four outputs are generated because the packet coming from a
PU does not go back to the same PU. The way routing is performed in these blocks
is different from the first order approximation mentioned before. Routing is based on
the interface where the packet comes from, meaning that all of the Packet Desired
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Destination blocks will be different according to the interface to which they belong.
The routing mechanism is presented in Figure 4.16. In this Figure the north interface
routing is shown, and the cases of all the other three neighboring interfaces can be
obtained by just rotating the depicted nodes in Figure 4.16. In tables from Figure
4.16, the existence of some ambiguity in routing can be seen for some cases. In those
cases, random hardwired numbers local to each network node are used to choose
among the different options. The block Local Delivery Priority analyzes, according
to the priority of the incoming packets, which of them can be delivered to the local PU.
The ones not delivered will be sent back to the network. Again, four output signals in
one-hot encoding are generated to indicate which packet should be delivered locally,
deliver loc N , deliver loc W , deliver loc E, deliver loc S, and an additional signal
deliver loc that indicates the existence of a packet. These signals will be used in a
multiplexer to select which of the packets needs to be forwarded to the local PU. The
output of the multiplexer has been labeled in Figure 4.15 as packet to local.
As seen before, one-hot encoding is being used for many of the blocks, and the
reason behind it, is that the logic inferred to map the encoding process suffers less
propagation delay, at expense of using more area. Because all of the logic involved in
routing cannot be pipelined (in fact, it is completely combinatorial, no registers are
present), and a frequency of at least 300MHz is desired for the network, truth-table
guided synthesis had to be avoided. Every single operation performed for routing had
to be carefully crafted. Scripts in Matlab were necessary to write the VHDL code for
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Figure 4.15: L2 network node. L2 network network node diagram.
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Figure 4.16: L2 Network routing tables. Routing tables for the case of the
north interface. Different cases for when links are down are considered. The routing
tables for all the other interfaces can be extracted by just rotating the node figures
matching the output routing interfaces correctly.
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the routing logic. The resulting VHDL file describing the behavior of the middle block
Forward Delivery Priority in Figure 4.15 turned out to be close to 25000 lines of code,
and needed to be synthesized with the exact map option. Considering the priority
values of all of the incoming packets to a node, and the interfaces to where these
packets want to be forwarded, this block applies the priority based routing to identify
where packets need to go. If a packet needs to be routed incorrectly, the packet will
be forwarded to the closest interface to the originally desired one whenever possible.
This middle block will identify where packets need to be forwarded by using again
one-hot encoding outputs (the ones called packet ∗) and will additionally update the
time counter and fractional counter of these packets. This block will discard packets
that are being delivered locally from being forwarded to the network. Finally the
Forwarding logic block will take all of the data packets and by using the outputs from
the Forward Delivery Priority block, these packets and counters will be forwarded to
the correct interfaces.
The delivery of packets to the local PU is done through a four-phase handshaking
protocol, meaning that an acknowledge signal is expected back from the PU to confirm
that the packet sent was actually received. This makes the delivery of a packet take
more than a clock cycle, and then if while waiting for the acknowledge from the PU, an
additional packet arrives to the node and wants to be delivered, this packet will be sent
back into the network until the on-going local transaction has finished. Furthermore,
a similar situation arises when several packets desire to be locally delivered and only
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one can start the transaction to the local PU. All of the remaining packets will be
forwarded back into the network. This makes the delivery time of a packet increase.
Additionally, demonstrations shown in the previous sections do not consider bouncing
of packets into the network. Fortunately, this bouncing effect does not affect the
characteristics of the network or the priority routing explained before. Any packet
sent back into the network will keep its priority with respect to all of the packets
present in the network. If one looks at the rejected packet that was injected back into
the network, the fact that the packet was rejected is not very important, because the
packet has a certain destination and priority, and with that, one has enough to route
it back to its destination. Because the rejection of packets is very much linked to the
kind of processing and traffic in the network, the only consideration that had to be
taken was to increase the number of bits used for the time counter. Considering that a
packet could bounce several thousands of times (very unlikely), the time counter was
set to be 24 bits. With respect to the fractional counter, the number of bits required
does not change and it is ceiling(logNM) = 4 (the number of nodes in the network
will be N = 128 and the number of interfaces each node has is at most M = 4).
Unless all of the links but one are down in a node, a packet arriving to that node
will never be forwarded back to the interface it came from (unless priority dictates it).
This routing constraint is actually very useful because it allows the communication
to PUs that have been almost isolated due to broken links in the network. It actually
allows to find PUs by using the method of solving labyrinths by always “following a
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Figure 4.17: Routing with broken links. Packet in node (6, 4) has to be delivered
to node (5, 4). By following the routing rules from Figure 4.16, the packet finds its
way to the destination node by mimicking the labyrinth solving strategy of always
“following a wall”. Broken links are shown with an X.
wall”. An example is given in Figure 4.17 where, if routing based on Figure 4.16 is
used, the packet will be routed in a loop until it reaches its destination.
A final comment about this L2 network node is that, even if two network sizes
will be implemented for the four CMPs, the network node for the L2 network will
be the same for both 64 and 128 PUs networks. The reason for this is that the 64
PUs network has 8 instead of 16 PU along each row, and then this network can be
considered a reduction from the bigger 16x8 PUs network. The number of bits used
for vertical and horizontal addresses in the case of the 16x8 PUs network is compatible
with the number of bits required in the smaller network. The 64 PUs network will
just look like a trimmed version of the 128 PUs one.
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4.3 The L1 & L2 network Node
4.3.1 Overall L1 & L2 network Node Description
In sections 4.1 and 4.2 a description of the functioning of the two networks on chip
was presented. Following the strategies presented in Chapter 2, two network nodes
containing both the L1 and L2 network nodes were synthesized. The original idea
was to have both cases presented in Figure 4.3 in a single node, and choosing one of
the two configurations by just hard-wiring an input bit. Unfortunately, that approach
tampered with the achievable clock speed, and then it was decided to synthesize two
network nodes with both cases. For these two network node designs, the L2 network
node is exactly the same, the only difference is the one mentioned for the L1 network
node.
Figure 4.18 shows the layout for both network nodes. The size of the network node
and its PU is 900µm by 1580.4µm, where the network node takes only around 18% of
the area. Across all of the CMPs, several power domains were used with the objective
of reducing the power consumption as much as possible. For instance, on the network
side of the CMPs (not the DDR DRAM PHY side), two main power domains have
been used. One of them is the one supplying power to both networks on chip (called
VDD NET ), and the second one, is the one available to all of the processing units
which provides a lower voltage (called VDD PU ). The availability of an additional
power supply VDD PU necessitated the usage of level shifters to convert signals on
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the VDD NET to the VDD PU domain and vice versa. For these level-shifters a few
options were considered,23–25 but unfortunately many of the approaches needed very
specific transistor sizing or relied on the usage of biases. The architecture presented
in26 was used, as it did not present any static power dissipation (bias-less) and device
sizing was not required for its basic operation. With this level-shifter, conversion from
any voltage to any voltage (in both cases ≤ 1.2V ) could be performed without the
need of different level-shifter versions. The only requirement for this design is that a
differential input is needed for the shifted signal.
The NoCs were designed to run as fast as possible, and because of the combina-
torial constraints shown in Figure 4.14, a voltage lower than the nominal one (1.2V)
was not an option. On the other hand, some of the processing units might not need
to go as fast (some of them could go as slow as 1MHz), and then, since power is
linearly dependent to the square of the voltage, lowering the power supply as much as
possible for those PUs that could handle it, was very tempting. Unfortunately, some
processing units might actually need to go fast, needing the 1.2V supply, and then
a solution had to be thought about this problem. The solution found was actually
providing the signals going from the network node to the PU in both power supply
voltages (the ones in the VDD PU power domain requires level-shifters). With re-
spect to the signals going in the opposite direction, even in the case in which it is not
required, level-shifters were placed so that no matter what voltage domain the PU
used, the level-shifters will always provide the correct voltage levels to the network
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Figure 4.18: Network node layout. This figure presents the layout for the two




node. These level-shifters are incorporated as part of the network node so that the
PU design could be simpler.
In addition to the voltage supplies, several external and internal biases were gen-
erated for the PUs that required them. All of these signals would be distributed,
as mentioned before, across the chips using very low resistance power grids, where a
piece of it would be available to the PU. Because of all of these constraints that the
PUs needed to handle, a template with the position of the power supplies and biases,
and the position of the pins connecting the network node to the PU was designed.
This template would be recreated with a tcl script, and it would be the starting point
for anyone designing a PU. The person designing a PU would have the grid positions
for all of the power supplies and biases, along with the positions of all of the sig-
nals communicating the PU with its network node. The choice of the power domain
could be taken by the designer and no change on the network node side needs to
take place. The PU designer would have the power distribution and pin assignment
completely solved, which is very convenient, because generally the design of the power
distribution and pin assignment is not a trivial matter.
The metal stack used for these CMPs is composed of a set of three different
metals. The first six metals (M1 to M6) have almost the same characteristics, and
they are usually used for the routing of high speed signals. The next two metals
(EA and EB) are wider ones, and have more capacitance than the previous six ones.
Finally, the last metal (LB) is the thickest one and it is the one generally used for the
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bondpads and C4 bumps. On the bottom two diagrams in Figure 4.18, the vertical
and horizontal blue lines represent the different power supply voltages, ground and
the biases available to the PU. These signals were designed in metals EA (vertical)
and EB (horizontal), leaving M1 to M6 available for the internal routing of the PU.
It can be seen that along with the grid, the signals belonging to the L2 network node
NORTH connections are shown. These signals had to share metal EA with the power
distribution grid to connect a node to the one on the top. The practice of using EA
as a metal for routing high speed signals is not the most recommended one because
of the high capacitance of these metals, but it was the only way of warrantying the
same number of horizontal and vertical metals available for the PU. The transmission
delay suffered by signals in this metal EA, running for more than a millimeter without
buffering was the main challenge when trying to reach high speeds for the NoCs. In
red, on Figure 4.18 the connections to all of the neighboring nodes are shown for the
L2 network. In blue the connection to the L1 network node to the right and left are
shown. The big blue arrows represent the difference between the two network nodes
presented in this figure as seen in 4.3. In green the connection between the PU and
its network node is shown. It is on that green island that the mentioned level-shifters
are placed.
As described before, the network data packet size for both networks on chip was
set to 256 bits, considering every connection bidirectional, over 4000 pins had to be
distributed on the perimeter of the node, making the Place & Route task a very
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Figure 4.19: Routing density achieved on the network node. Over 90% of
the metals’ routing capability was reached for all of the metals used in routing inside
of the network node.
difficult one, if one wants the used area to be as small as possible and the clock speed
as high as possible. Because of the high congestion of wires in the network node,
manual placement of many of the cells had to take place. Some of these cells are the
SEN SENSE diagnostic cells and cells driving the outputs of the node. Placement of
specific driver sizes were needed for these outputs because of the needed equalization
of input/output delays in the node as seen in Figure 2.1. Figure 4.19 shows the
wire congestion found for each of the metals used for routing in the network node.
The regularity found for metals M1 and M2 is due to the manual placement of cells
mentioned. All of the shown metals reached over 90% of their routing capability




Because of the high importance of starting both NoCs at a known state, all of the
registers used for the network node design feature an asynchronous reset. This is the
reason why a reset tree was mentioned in 3.2. A synchronous reset could have been
an option if designed properly. The problem for this synchronic reset is that the reset
signal would have to be pipelined all the way up to every network node with the same
delay, which turns out to be not a simple task at all when modular designs such as
this one are considered.
Figure 4.20 shows a small example of how the shown network node can be tiled
to generate both NoCs. In blue the L1 network node connections, and in red the
L2 network node connections. On the right and left ends, the L1 network node
connections are fed back into the network to generate the ring networks. The address
assigned to each network node is hardwired on the top-level design of the chip as
shown through the inputs hor addr i and ver addr i in each of the nodes. The routing
tables of the L2 network are adjusted according to the input signals healthy N i,
healthy S i, healthy W i and healthy E i. A one in any of those input would disable
the corresponding interface. The nodes on the top row have healthy N i = ‘1’, the
ones on the bottom row healthy S i = ‘1’, the ones of the right column healthy E i =
‘1’, and the ones of the left column healthy W i = ‘1’.
It was expressed before that the clock received by the PU was a programmable
one, and then the network clock and the PU clock would not be in phase, necessitating
the usage of a communicating protocol between the network node and the PU that
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Figure 4.20: Example of usage of the network node. Example of a 4x3 network.
The two types of network nodes have been alternated on each row.
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doesn’t rely on any particular clock. Even in the case of programming the PU clock
to be the same one as the network clock, same phase cannot be assured because
one has no control over the PU clock tree delay. An alternative could have been to
constrain the clock tree delay internal to a PU to a particular value, but this approach
would have only worked for the case the PU uses the VDD NET domain, because
a change in the power supply will change the propagation delay of the cells in the
clock tree. Additionally, satisfying a clock tree delay constraint is very difficult to
accomplish. For these reasons an asynchronous four-phase handshaking protocol was
adopted. This approach would not be as fast as the case in which the network and PU
clocks are in phase, but it is flexible enough to handle any clock frequency for either
the network or the PU. Figure 4.21 shows the schematic and timing diagram for the
four-phase handshaking protocol used in the unidirectional communication between a
node and its PU. This protocol is used for a unidirectional communication, so in the
case of the network node and its PU, two of these schemes will have to be used. When
crossing clock domains, meta-stability could be a problem since the change of data
on one side could coincide with the change of the clock used to latch that data on the
other side. That could generate erratic behaviors explained in,27 where the usage of
a chain of registers would mitigate the problems. Usually a couple of registers would
suffice, but in our case a chain of three registers was used for an increase of reliability.
A REQUEST is elevated on the BLOCK 1 side, and this REQUEST is converted
into the CLK2 domain through the usage of the chain of registers clocked by CLK2.
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Figure 4.21: Four-phase handshaking protocol. Schematic and timing diagram
for the asynchronous four-phase handshaking protocol. A request is elevated from
block 1, and an acknowledge is expected back from the block 2.
Once the REQUEST is received by BLOCK 2, if this block is ready to acknowledge,
an assertion in the ACKNOWLEDGE signal follows. This ACKNOWLEDGE signal
is now converted to the CLK1 domain through the usage of an additional chain of
registers clocked by CLK1. Upon the reception of the ACKNOWLEDGE by BLOCK
1, this block proceeds to deassert the REQUEST signal, and when that deassertion
is sensed by BLOCK 2, the ACKNOWLEDGE signal is deasserted as well. On this
four-phase protocol data is sent from BLOCK 1 to BLOCK 2 without the usage of
synchronizing registers. It is assumed that the DATA signal will not change its value
until the ACKNOWLEDGE assertion is sensed on the BLOCK 1. This allows to play
with the output/input delays when Place & Route takes place, allowing the signal




Table 4.5 shows the input and output signals interfacing the network node with
the neighboring network nodes and the local PU for both L1 network and L2 network.
Two different power domains were used for the network node, the one using VDD PU
(< 1.2V ) and VDD NET (1.2V ). For outputs, the power domain is specified in
parenthesis in table 4.5. For inputs the admitted voltage value is also specified in
parenthesis.
Table 4.5: Description of the network node interface signals. Input and
output signals found on each of the two network node versions in Figure 4.18. In
parenthesis and in bold the power domain corresponding to the signal is shown.
Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk i 1 I Network node’s 300 MHz clock input. (VDD NET)
reset i & reset n i 1 I
Differential input. Asynchronous global reset for both NoCs.
(VDD NET)
diagnose i 1 I
This signal controls the network nodes’ self-diagnosis seen in 4.2.4.
Upon power-up, a reset pulse is sent to all of the networks on chip,
and after deasserting the reset, this signal is also pulsed, allowing the
network nodes’ self-diagnosis to begin. (VDD NET)
Signals communicating the network node to the PU.
PU clk VDD PU o 1 O Programmable clock sent to the local PU. (VDD PU)
PU clk VDD NET o 1 O Same as PU clk VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
PU reset VDD PU o 1 O
Reset signal for the local PU. A reset pulse of programmable width is
received through a packet. (VDD PU)
PU reset VDD NET o 1 O Same as PU reset VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
PU enable VDD PU o 1 O
Signal that tells the PU if the link between the local PU and its
network node is enabled or not. (VDD PU)
PU enable VDD NET o 1 O Same as PU enable VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N2 hor addr VDD PU o 4 O L2 network horizontal address. (VDD PU)
N2 hor addr VDD NET o 4 O Same as N2 hor addr VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N2 ver addr VDD PU o 3 O L2 network vertical address. (VDD PU)
N2 ver addr VDD NET o 3 O Same as N2 ver addr VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
NET reset VDD PU o 1 O Input signal reset i is forwarded to this output. (VDD PU)
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NET reset VDD NET o 1 O Same as NET reset VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
Path from the PU to the L1 network node.
PU N1 req i &
PU N1 req n i
1 I
Differential input. Four-phase handshaking request signal from the
local PU to its L1 network node. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N1 ack VDD PU o 1 O
Four-phase handshaking acknowledge signal from the L1 network
node to its PU. (VDD PU)
PU N1 ack VDD NET o 1 O Same as PU N1 ack VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
PU N1 tag addr i &
PU N1 tag addr n i
23 I
Differential input. Tag address formed by combining
N1 tag addr LR i and N1 tag LR i. 23 instead of 27 bits be-
cause four bits are required to address a node in a token-ring
network. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N1 op i &
PU N1 op n i
1 I
Differential input. Desired operation to be performed by the DDR.
00 NOP, 01 READ, 10 READ ANSWER, 11 WRITE (VDD NET
and VDD PU)
PU N1 addr i &
PU N1 addr n i
40 I
DDR address to which it is desired to write or from which it is desired
to read. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N1 data i &
PU N1 data n i
256 I
Data carried by the L1 network packet. (VDD NET and
VDD PU)
Path from the L1 network node to the PU.
N1 PU req VDD PU o 1 O
Four-phase handshaking request signal from the L1 network node to
its PU. (VDD PU)
N1 PU req VDD NET o 1 O Same as N1 PU req VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N1 PU ack i &
N1 PU ack n i
1 I
Differential input. Four-phase handshaking acknowledge signal from
the PU to its L1 network node. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
N1 PU tag addr VDD PU o 23 O
Tag address formed by combining N1 tag addr LR i and N1 tag LR i.
23 instead of 27 bits because four bits are required to address a node
in a token-ring network. (VDD PU)
N1 PU tag addr VDD NET o 23 O Same as N1 PU tag addr VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N1 PU addr VDD PU o 40 O
DDR address to which it is desired to write or from which it is desired
to read. (VDD PU)
N1 PU addr VDD NET o 40 O Same as N1 PU addr VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N1 PU data VDD PU o 256 O Data carried by the L1 network packet. (VDD PU)
N1 PU data VDD NET o 256 O Same as N1 PU data VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
Path from the PU to the L2 network node.
PU N2 req i &
PU N2 req n i
1 I
Differential input. Four-phase handshaking request signal from the
PU to its L2 network node. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N2 ack VDD PU o 1 O
Four-phase handshaking acknowledge signal from the L2 network
node to its PU. (VDD PU)
PU N2 ack VDD NET o 1 O Same as PU N2 ack VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
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PU N2 is data i &
PU N2 is data n i
1 I
Differential input. Indicator that the data content of the packet is
data or a command. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N2 dest hor addr i &
PU N2 dest hor addr n i
4 I
Differential input. Horizontal address in the packet destination.
(VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N2 dest ver addr i &
PU N2 dest ver addr n i
3 I
Differential input. Vertical address in the packet destination.
(VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N2 reg addr i &
PU N2 reg addr n i
10 I
Differential input. Tag field originally thought as the address of a
local memory in each PU. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
PU N2 reg part i &
PU N2 reg part n i
6 I
Differential input. Additional tag field. (VDD NET and
VDD PU)
PU N2 data i &
PU N2 data n i
256 I Differential input. Data carried by the L2 network packet.
Path from the L2 network node to the PU.
N2 PU req VDD PU o 1 O
Four-phase handshaking request signal from the L2 network node to
its PU. (VDD PU)
N2 PU req VDD NET o 1 O Same as N2 PU req VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N2 PU ack i &
N2 PU ack n i
1 I
Differential input. Four-phase handshaking acknowledge signal from
the PU to its L2 network. (VDD NET and VDD PU)
N2 PU is data VDD PU o 1 O
Indicator that the data content of the packet is data or a command.
(VDD PU)
N2 PU is data VDD NET o 1 O Same as N2 PU is data VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N2 PU reg addr VDD PU o 10 O
Tag field originally thought as the address of a local memory in each
PU. (VDD PU)
N2 PU reg addr VDD NET o 10 O Same as N2 PU reg addr VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N2 PU reg part VDD PU o 6 O Additional tag field. (VDD PU)
N2 PU reg part VDD NET o 6 O Same as N2 PU reg part VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
N2 PU data VDD PU o 256 O Data carried by the L2 network packet. (VDD PU)
N2 PU data VDD NET o 256 O Same as N2 PU data VDD PU o. (VDD NET)
L1 network signals (All VDD NET)
N1 hor addr i 4 I Hardwired L1 network node address.
L1 network signals in the path from Right to Left
N1 tag addr RL i &
N1 tag addr RL o
16 I/O
Tag added to a packet. This tag will stay in the DDR DRAM PHY,
and will be remapped to the answer to a read command from the
DDR before sending the answer back into the L1 network. This tag
can be used by the PU in any way.
N1 addr RL i &
N1 addr RL o
40 I/O
DDR address to which it is desired to write or from which it is desired
to read.
N1 tag RL i &
N1 tag RL o
11 I/O
Additional tag added to a packet. The DDR memory has the capa-
bility of receiving a tag with a packet. This tag comes back from the
DDR with the answer to a read or write command.
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N1 op RL i &
N1 op RL o
2 I/O
Type of operation carried in the input packet. 00 NOP, 01 READ, 10
READ ANSWER, 11 WRITE
N1 data RL i &
N1 data RL o
256 I/O Data carried by the packet.
L1 network signals in the path from Left to Right
N1 tag addr LR i &
N1 tag addr LR o
16 I/O
Tag added to a packet. This tag will stay in the DDR DRAM PHY,
and will be remapped to the answer to a read command from the
DDR before sending the answer back into the L1 network. This tag
can be used by the PU in any way.
N1 addr LR i &
N1 addr LR o
40 I/O
DDR address to which it is desired to write or from which it is desired
to read.
N1 tag LR i &
N1 tag LR o
11 I/O
Additional tag added to a packet. The DDR memory has the capa-
bility of receiving a tag with a packet. This tag comes back from the
DDR with the answer to a read or write command.
N1 op LR i &
N1 op LR o
2 I/O
Type of operation carried in the input packet. 00 NOP, 01 READ, 10
READ ANSWER, 11 WRITE
N1 data LR i &
N1 data LR o
256 I/O Data carried by the packet.
L2 network signals (All VDD NET)
N2 enable PU i 1 I
Signal that locally enables the connection between the local PU and
the N2 network. This signal is intended to be hardwired, and it will
be hardwired to ‘1’ for the case of the L2 network node containing
the coordinating processor.
N2 rand i 111 I
Hardwired signal used for fixing ambiguities in the routing when one
or more links are down. For each network node a 111 bits random
number is sampled and hardwired to this input.
N2 hor addr i 4 I Hardwired signal indicating the L2 network node’s horizontal address.
N2 ver addr i 3 I Hardwired signal indicating the L2 network node’s vertical address.
N2 N link down i &
N2 W link down i &
N2 E link down i &
N2 S link down i
1 I
Hardwired signals that identify which, if any, of the links are down.
The links could be down because they are not working or maybe they
are down because of a node at the boundary of the grid. (N stands
for NORTH, W stands for WEST, E stands for EAST and S stands
for SOUTH)
L2 network signals in the path to the NORTH connection
N2 packet N i 1 I
Indicator that a packet is present in the link from the NORTH neigh-
bor to the local network node.
N2 is data N i 1 I Indicator that the data content of the packet is data or a command.
N2 reg addr N i 10 I
Tag added to the packet. This tag is supposed to address local mem-
ory positions in each PU.
N2 reg part N i 6 I Additional tag added to the packet.
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N2 dest hor addr N i 4 I Horizontal address of the packet destination.
N2 dest ver addr N i 3 I Vertical address of the packet destination.
N2 frac cnt N i 4 I Packet’s fractional counter.
N2 time cnt N i 24 I
Packet’s time counter. When this packet is delivered, this counter
represents the delay the packet suffered in being routed to its desti-
nation.
N2 data N i 256 I Data carried by the packet.
N2 healthy N i 1 I
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the network node to its
NORTH neighbor. This signal is received from the NORTH neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path from the NORTH connection
N2 packet N o 1 O Same as N2 packet N i.
N2 is data N o 1 O Same as N2 is data N i.
N2 reg addr N o 10 O Same as N2 reg addr N i.
N2 reg part N o 6 O Same as N2 reg part N i.
N2 dest hor addr N o 4 O Same as N2 dest hor addr N i.
N2 dest ver addr N o 3 O Same as N2 dest ver addr N i.
N2 frac cnt N o 4 O Same as N2 frac cnt N i.
N2 time cnt N o 24 O Same N2 time cnt N i.
N2 data N o 256 O Same as N2 data N i.
N2 healthy N o 1 O
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the NORTH neighbor to
the local network node. This signal is sent to the NORTH neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path to the WEST connection
N2 packet W i 1 I
Indicator that a packet is present in the link from the WEST neighbor
to the local network node.
N2 is data W i 1 I Indicator that the data content of the packet is data or a command.
N2 reg addr W i 10 I
Tag added to the packet. This tag is supposed to address local mem-
ory positions in each PU.
N2 reg part W i 6 I Additional tag added to the packet.
N2 dest hor addr W i 4 I Horizontal address of the packet destination.
N2 dest ver addr W i 3 I Vertical address of the packet destination.
N2 frac cnt W i 4 I Packet’s fractional counter.
N2 time cnt W i 24 I
Packet’s time counter. When this packet is delivered, this counter
represents the delay the packet suffered in being routed to its desti-
nation.
N2 data W i 256 I Data carried by the packet.
N2 healthy W i 1 I
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the network node to its
WEST neighbor. This signal is received from the WEST neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path from the WEST connection
N2 packet W o 1 O Same as N2 packet W i.
N2 is data W o 1 O Same as N2 is data W i.
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N2 reg addr W o 10 O Same as N2 reg addr W i.
N2 reg part W o 6 O Same as N2 reg part W i.
N2 dest hor addr W o 4 O Same as N2 dest hor addr W i.
N2 dest ver addr W o 3 O Same as N2 dest ver addr W i.
N2 frac cnt W o 4 O Same as N2 frac cnt W i.
N2 time cnt W o 24 O Same N2 time cnt W i.
N2 data W o 256 O Same as N2 data W i.
N2 healthy W o 1 O
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the WEST neighbor to
the local network node. This signal is sent to the WEST neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path to the EAST connection
N2 packet E i 1 I
Indicator that a packet is present in the link from the EAST neighbor
to the local network node.
N2 is data E i 1 I Indicator that the data content of the packet is data or a command.
N2 reg addr E i 10 I
Tag added to the packet. This tag is supposed to address local mem-
ory positions in each PU.
N2 reg part E i 6 I Additional tag added to the packet.
N2 dest hor addr E i 4 I Horizontal address of the packet destination.
N2 dest ver addr E i 3 I Vertical address of the packet destination.
N2 frac cnt E i 4 I Packet’s fractional counter.
N2 time cnt E i 24 I
Packet’s time counter. When this packet is delivered, this counter
represents the delay the packet suffered in being routed to its desti-
nation.
N2 data E i 256 I Data carried by the packet.
N2 healthy E i 1 I
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the network node to its
EAST neighbor. This signal is received from the EAST neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path from the EAST connection
N2 packet E o 1 O Same as N2 packet E i.
N2 is data E o 1 O Same as N2 is data E i.
N2 reg addr E o 10 O Same as N2 reg addr E i.
N2 reg part E o 6 O Same as N2 reg part E i.
N2 dest hor addr E o 4 O Same as N2 dest hor addr E i.
N2 dest ver addr E o 3 O Same as N2 dest ver addr E i.
N2 frac cnt E o 4 O Same as N2 frac cnt E i.
N2 time cnt E o 24 O Same N2 time cnt E i.
N2 data E o 256 O Same as N2 data E i.
N2 healthy E o 1 O
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the EAST neighbor to
the local network node. This signal is sent to the EAST neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path to the SOUTH connection
N2 packet S i 1 I
Indicator that a packet is present in the link from the SOUTH neigh-
bor to the local network node.
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N2 is data S i 1 I Indicator that the data content of the packet is data or a command.
N2 reg addr S i 10 I
Tag added to the packet. This tag is supposed to address local mem-
ory positions in each PU.
N2 reg part S i 6 I Additional tag added to the packet.
N2 dest hor addr S i 4 I Horizontal address of the packet destination.
N2 dest ver addr S i 3 I Vertical address of the packet destination.
N2 frac cnt S i 4 I Packet’s fractional counter.
N2 time cnt S i 24 I
Packet’s time counter. When this packet is delivered, this counter
represents the delay the packet suffered in being routed to its desti-
nation.
N2 data S i 256 I Data carried by the packet.
N2 healthy S i 1 I
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the network node to its
SOUTH neighbor. This signal is received from the SOUTH neighbor.
L2 network signals in the path from the SOUTH connection
N2 packet S o 1 O Same as N2 packet S i.
N2 is data S o 1 O Same as N2 is data S i.
N2 reg addr S o 10 O Same as N2 reg addr S i.
N2 reg part S o 6 O Same as N2 reg part S i.
N2 dest hor addr S o 4 O Same as N2 dest hor addr S i.
N2 dest ver addr S o 3 O Same as N2 dest ver addr S i.
N2 frac cnt S o 4 O Same as N2 frac cnt S i.
N2 time cnt S o 24 O Same N2 time cnt S i.
N2 data S o 256 O Same as N2 data S i.
N2 healthy S o 1 O
Indicator of the state of the link connecting the SOUTH neighbor to
the local network node. This signal is sent to the SOUTH neighbor.
4.3.3 Network Node Programming Capabilities
It is the focus of this section the augmented capabilities added to each of the
network nodes. In Table 4.5 the packet format for both L1 and L2 networks was
introduced. For the case of the L2 network node, signals ∗ is data ∗ were mentioned
to identify the information carried by a packet as data or command. For the case of
a command, the 256 data bits were divided into four 64-bit pieces, where bits (191
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Figure 4.22: Programming the PU clock. Different programmed PU clocks are
shown by changing the number of network clock cycles used for when the programmed
clock is ‘0’ or ‘1’.
downto 128) are used in the configuring of the network node.
The clock provided to the PUs through the output signals PU clk VDD PU o and
PU clk VDD NET o was mentioned to be programmable. This programming is done
through the L2 network. A control packet directed to a PU configures its clock if
the packet data field is data(191 downto 184) = “0000001”. Additionally data(142
downto 128) = clk time up PU and data(157 downto 143) = clk time down PU,
where clk time up PU and clk time down PU represent the number of clock cycles
from the network clock clk i in Table 4.5 that are used for when the programmed
clock has to be ‘1’ or ‘0’. Some of these cases are shown in Figure 4.22. Two extra
cases were added to the programming of the local PU clock. The first case is when
either clk time down PU or clk time up PU are all zeros. In this case, the clock pro-
vided to the PU is the same 300MHz network clock. The second case is when either
clk time down PU or clk time up PU are all ones. In that case the clock supplied to
the PU is halted. This was thought to reduce power consumption in PUs that are
not being used.
After performing an asynchronous global reset, because that reset signal arrives
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Figure 4.23: Multi-slot PUs. In this example there are three main PUs using the
space of seven single PUs. The PUs using more than one slot can use several roots
for their clock tree, allowing to achieve better skew and less power dissipation. The
grey squares represent registers.
at the same time to all of the network nodes, the local counters responsible of the
clock division will be all set to the same starting point. All of these counters will
run freely, and all in phase. This characteristic allows that, when two PU clocks are
programmed the same way, then they will match not only in frequency, but also in
phase. This allows to introduce PUs that could take more than a single PU slot, like
in Figure 4.23. These multi-slot PUs will have the capability of using several roots for
their clock trees. This technique not only increases the chance of achieving a better
clock skew, but it also decreases the clock tree power consumption.
As it was mentioned in Chapter 3, a global reset is provided with a tree to all
of the network nodes. This global asynchronous reset is actually forwarded to the
PU through the signals PU reset VDD PU o and PU reset VDD NET o. These reset
signals were not meant to be used by any type of PU. These signals were provided
to the PUs so that PUs containing analog circuitry, such as NVMs, could be set to a
known state right away at power-up. For almost all the possible PUs, a global reset
is not needed right after power up. For instance, in the case of a purely digital PU,
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the reset of the unit could come much later, for instance, after the local PU clock has
been set. It is for this reason that the capability of performing a reset in a PU was
added through the reception of a reset packet. This gives the flexibility to a PU to
change its clock frequency and reset it at any time without the need of power cycling.
The command packet performing a reset will have its data field data(191 downto 184)
= “00000001”. The reset packet has the capability of programming the number of
PU clock cycles the reset signal should be kept asserted. This number of clock cycles
is set by data(143 downto 128).
Different types of PUs can be incorporated in the CMP designs, and because of
this diversity of PUs, it could always happen that one PU design might be faulty.
If a PU design is not functioning properly, there is always the risk that PU might
inject garbage into any of the networks. It is for this reason that upon power-up,
with the assertion of the global reset, all of the PUs are disabled (with the exception
of the coordinating processor PU), meaning that they are not allowed to send or
receive anything to and from the networks. For the case of the reception, packets
are received and discarded by the network node. It is only after the reception of an
enable packet that a PU is enabled. This packet is identified by data(191 downto
184) = “00000011”. Every time that packet is received in a PU, the enable state of
that PU is toggled.
Finally, the last control word belongs to the ping packet. It was described before,
that upon power-up, a ping packet will be sent to every single network node. A
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Figure 4.24: Network node’s control words. The control words setting the
clock, reset and enable signals are shown. The control word responsible of pinging in
the network is also shown.
response to every ping is expected to identify the usability of every PU. The ping
packet is a control packet with data(191 downto 184) = “00000100”. Because the
L2 network routing is destination based, the origin of the ping packet needs to be
added in the control packet. Bits data(130 downto 128) will allocate the sender’s
vertical address, and bits data(134 downto 131) will allocate the horizontal one. This
ping will be sent by the FPGA interface for instance, and an automatic ping response
will be generated by the receiving network node with the original sender’s address as
its destination. This response will not involve the local PU at all. In Figure 4.24 a
summary of the control words is shown.
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Physical Memory Interface DDR
5.1 Introduction
As it was earlier mentioned in Chapter 2, the proposed chiplet solution for an
image processing flow would consist of three CMPs mounted on top of an interposer
chip, along with an FPGA and a 3D DDR memory. The DDR memory is supplied
by Tezzaron Semiconductor. This memory chip not only features a 3D DDR memory
device, but also provides a bridge device that interfaces between the 3D memory and
up to four hosts. The four hosts for this project, as seen in 2.2, are three of the chip
multi-processors and a Xilinx FPGA. The connection to each of the hosts is done
through a 64-bit DDR interface running at a maximum speed of 1.6GHz. The bridge
device supports, on the 3D DDR memory side, the connection to 64 32-bit DDR
ports.
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This bridge device interfacing with the 3D DDR memory will communicate with
the hosts following a certain protocol. Due to the complexity of the protocol, the
documentation describing its behavior was not enough for a project of this caliber,
and then a Verilog model was requested to Tezzaron Semiconductor. A very detailed
System Verilog model of the memory was supplied, allowing to perform close to full-
chip logical simulations.
Designing an interface to this external memory posed several challenges, such as
the design of custom architectures for delay lines used in the equalization of every
bit line coming from the memory, the design of algorithms in performing such delay
training, the custom design of clock tree cells as seen in Chapter 3, etc. One of the
biggest challenges was actually reaching a speed of 1.25GHz in the communication
between the memory and CMP. A custom standard cell library was designed with a
few characteristics allowing for voltages to be lowered down to 400mV . Considering
additionally the fact that the 55nm process used for the CMPs is a low power one,
reaching very high speeds became a very challenging problem.
5.2 DDR DRAM PHY Block Division
In dealing with large scale designs, modularity is a must, and then the DDR
DRAM PHY block was not an exception to the rule. The interface designed to
communicate each CMP with the external 3D-DiRAM, occupies an area of 1438.8µm
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by 13442.4µm. These are large dimensions, and it is for that reason that the design
was split into five main blocks. Figure 5.1 shows the different blocks composing this
interface. Two of the blocks shown (DDR clock tree and HOST clock tree) are not
being considered as they represent the clock distributing trees mentioned in Chapter
3. Each of these two blocks would take a 0.8ns clock signal, and would distribute it
along both of the longest sides, along with a 2.4ns divided clock. This is done for
both the clock signal used in the data flow from a CMP to the DDR memory, and for
the received clock used in the opposite direction from the DDR memory to the CMP.
The first clock is generated local to each CMP, and it is sent along with data to the
3D-DiRAM. The second clock corresponds to the forwarded version of the first clock
by the external memory. This clock is supposed to be more in phase to the received
data than the first one.
Block PAD interface is the closest to the CMP’s pads communicating with the
external 3D-DiRAM. The connection to the external DDR memory is done through
two sets of 64 double data rate signals (64 going and 64 coming from the 3D-DiRAM).
Making sure that clock signals and the 64 data lines sent to the DDR memory travel
the same distance from the CMP to the memory chip, is a very difficult thing to
accomplish. It is for this reason that the 3D-DiRAM provided by Tezzaron Semi-
conductor equalizes each of its inputs using a programmable delay. A 16-bit pattern
word needs to be transmitted for each of the 64-bit lines going to the memory. This
pattern needs to be provided in phase for all of the 64-bit lines. Upon power-up, this
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Figure 5.1: DDR DRAM PHY hierarchical division. Diagram showing the
different blocks composing the DDR DRAM PHY block. (≈ 36M transistors)
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pattern is sent, and once those programmable delay values are found on the memory
side, the same pattern is sent back to the CMP with the objective of performing that
same equalization on the CMPs’ memory input pads. Block PAD interface is actually
divided into 64 smaller blocks, where each of them deals with the transmission of the
training pattern and with the local equalization of a single bit line.
As it will be seen later, the innovative programmable delay designed for the CMPs
has a minimum delay step of 65ps, and this delay has not relationship whatsoever with
any clock signal. Unfortunately equalizing each of the bit lines coming from the DDR
memory using this programmable delay is not enough to ensure same phase among
all of the 64-bit lines. It is unlikely, but possible, that due to mismatched delays in
the interposer, one of the bit lines could be a whole clock period delayed with respect
to another line. In this case, in each of the PAD interface individual blocks, the
input signal would be equalized correctly, but it is only through the comparison of
all of the 64 signal outputs from these blocks that one can assure phase lock. This
is the analysis done by the block PADS alignment. After the fine-tune equalization
is done local to each of the PAD interface blocks, a second, coarser, equalization is
done by the PADS alignment block. This block will perform this equalization using
a programmable shift register, where instead of a 65ps step, the step will now be the
0.8ns clock period.
Error correcting has been incorporated for both packets coming and going from
the external 3D-DiRAM. As it can be seen in Figure 5.1, block PADS alignment has a
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triangular shape due to the necessity of converging all of the bits in the packet coming
from the external memory together, not only because of the second more coarse delay
training, but additionally because error correcting needs to be performed on each of
the incoming packets, as well as parity bits need to be generated for the out-going
packets.
Four big blocks can be identified for each of the Port interface blocks. These
are eight blocks, because each of them will communicate to one of the L1 network
token-rings. Now, considering that read or write commands could come from any
of the eight L1 network token-rings, and packets coming from the external memory
could be redirected to any of those token-ring networks as well, a block performing
multiplexing and demultiplexing operation needed to be designed, and this is the
Mux Demux block.
Each of the eight smaller blocks in Port interface hold two 48 transaction register
files, where incoming read or write commands will be allocated, until the decision
is taken to send all of the accumulated commands in a burst to the DDR memory.
All of the transactions received by the token-ring networks will be satisfied. If any
problem arises and the DDR memory communicates that a transaction could not be
performed, this block will keep re-sending those transactions until all of the commands
in the register file are successfully executed.
The final big block present in the DDR DRAM PHY is the Network 1 interface.
This block not only allows to distribute the signals coming and going from the Port-
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interface evenly in the vertical direction, but it additionally provides augmented
capabilities for controlling the traffic to external memory. Remember that because of
layout regularity in the PUs and network nodes, the connection to the network nodes
from the Network 1 interface block needs to take place in specific and evenly spaced
places.
5.3 The PAD interface Block
5.3.1 Delay Analysis
The connection from the CMP to the 3D-DiRAM is done through an interposer
chip (see Figure 2.2). Depending on the physical routing of the interposer, each of
the signals coming from the 3D-DiRAM can experience different arrival times to the
CMP, meaning that the distance traveled by each of the signals could be different.
With the objective of correctly latching the values coming from the 3D-DiRAM,
data bits traveling to the CMP must satisfy setup and hold times with respect to
the used clock. Consequently, just like Tezzaron Semiconductor does for its 3D-
DiRAM, programmable delays needed to be added to the inputs coming from the
DDR memory. These programmable delays will allow a correct reception of the bits
coming from the 3D-DiRAM. As it was mentioned before, a training sequence will
be sent to the 3D-DiRAM, upon training completion on the memory side, the same
sequence will be sent back to the CMP. This 16-bit sequence will be used in configuring
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the programmable delays that will be added to each of the inputs coming from the
DDR memory. This delay is the one called the first programmable delay. Because a
whole clock period could happen to be the delay difference between two input signals,
a second programmable delay had to be added. In this case, this delay corresponds to
a programmable shift register, where the minimum delay step is equal to the period
of the used clock. This delay will be called the second programmable delay and will
only implement a delay which is an integer number of clock periods. In Figure 5.2
the three delays mentioned are depicted.
The name dprog will be given to the maximum delay the first programmable delay
can achieve. Considering symmetry, the maximum time difference between a rising
clock edge and the validity of an input signal coming from the 3D-DiRAM can be
at most dprog/2. An example of how routing distances in the interposer can create
inconsistency in the arrival time of data from the 3D-DiRAM is shown is Figure 5.3.
In red, bits corresponding to the same clock edge are portrayed. The optimum first
programmable delays are expressed as ∆t0, ∆t1, ∆t2 and ∆t3.
Local to each PAD interface block, even though the maximum delay span can be
[−dprog/2, dprog/2], where dprog/2 can be higher than Pclk, the delay suffered due to
the programmable delay line is bounded to [−Pclk/2, Pclk/2], where Pclk is the period
of the clock sent to the 3D-DiRAM. The reason for this is that, local to each PAD-
interface block, a delay equal to the 0.8ns clock period would be seen as not existent.
For the time being all of the analysis done will consider dprog > Pclk.
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Figure 5.2: Pad equalization delays. An overall depiction of the delays involved
in the input pad calibration is presented in this figure. The maximum time difference
between two lines in the interposer is ∆Id, the maximum first programmable delay
is ∆dprog, and the maximum second programmable delay is ∆dclock. The second pro-
grammable delay will be implemented with a programmable shift register, delaying
its input signal in multiples of the clock period.
It can be seen that the correction introduced by the first programmable delay does
not guarantee that all of the recovered signals coming from the 3D-DiRAM will be in
phase, they can actually be delayed by an integer number of clock cycles. Let’s assume
the difference between the maximum and minimum delays for the input signals due
to the routing in the interposer is ∆Id as seen in Figure 5.2. The maximum delay
difference that the first programmable delay can provide is just one clock cycle (Pclk)
as long as dprog > Pclk holds. The second previously mentioned programmable delay
will be implemented using a shift register. The maximum delay that this new stage
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Figure 5.3: First programmable delays. Example of delays suffered due to
the interposer’s mismatched distance for the traveling signals. The ∆ values are the
delays that need to be programmed in the first programmable delay lines.
will add is dclock. The training sequence received from the external memory is 16 bits
long at double data rate (DDR), with a period of 8.Pclock. The summation of all the
maximum difference delays from Figure 5.2 needs to be less than 8.Pclk, otherwise the
recovered signals from two input pads could be spaced in time by 8.Pclk. Then:
dclock + Pclk +∆Id < 8.Pclk
⇒ Nclock < 7−∆Id/P , where Nclock = dclock/Pclk (5.1)
So that dclock can be used in the alignment of the different recovered signals, one
needs to make sure that dclock is greater than the summation of the remaining delays.
Then:
dclock > Pclk +∆Id ⇒ Nclock > 1 + ∆Id/Pclk (5.2)
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Figure 5.4: Plot of condition in Equation 5.4 The intersection of the two grey
areas show the admissible values for Pclk and Nclk.
The following constraint can be found:
7−∆Id/Pclk > Nclock > 1 + ∆Id/Pclk, where dprog > Pclk (5.3)
If the clock period used was such that dprog < Pclk, then the delay introduced by
the first programmable delay will be at most dprog and not Pclk. Then, considering
dprog to be a fraction of Pclk, α.Pclk = dprog, the constraint would be:
8− α−∆Id/Pclk > Nclock > α +∆Id/Pclk, where dprog < Pclk (5.4)
Figure 5.4 plots the two conditions found in Equation 5.4. The intersection of the
two gray areas shows the admissible values for Pclk and Nclk. One can observe that,
as long as Pclk > ∆Id/(4− α), then Nclk = 4 is the minimum value to choose.
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Figure 5.5: Constraints on ∆Id. The admissible values for ∆Id are the ones in
the shaded region.
A value of 4 was then chosen for Nclk, now the maximum value that can be
tolerated for ∆Id needs to be found. Using α = 1 when dprog ≥ Pclk, and α.Pclk = dprog




< Pclk ⇒ ∆Id < 4Pclk − dprog, when Pclk > dprog (5.5)
∆Id
3
< Pclk ⇒ ∆Id < 3Pclk, when Pclk < dprog (5.6)
The results found in Equations 5.5 and 5.6 are plotted in Figure 5.5. It can be
seen in this figure that as the clock frequency diminishes, a point is reached where
Pclk = dprog, and the constraint on ∆Id gets more relaxed.
This relaxation is a little misleading, because there is always the requirement that
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Figure 5.6: First programmable delay span for different clock frequencies.
Depending on the clock frequency used one can obtain or not overlapping delay span
regions.
valid data points need to be within the delay window with respect to the rising edge
of the clock. This constraint comes from the first programmable delay. Let’s take a
look at Figure 5.6. In this figure the horizontal lines placed on top of the clock signal
are the span of the first programmable delay. Some of these spans overlap for the cases
where Pclk < dprog. This condition allows condition in Equation 5.6 to hold, and then
the delay difference for two signals coming from the 3D-DiRAM can be at most 3.Pclk.
Looking now at the case in which Pclk > dprog, now the spans of the first programmable
delay do not overlap. This means that the delays not in the shaded regions cannot
be used. In theory Equation 5.5 holds, but there is an additional restriction, that the
admissible delays have to be in the shaded region, which might be impossible due to
the dependence on the clock frequency used. It is for this reason that Figure 5.5 can
be now updated by Figure 5.7, where now for Pclk > dprog, ∆Id < dprog.
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Figure 5.7: Updated constraints on ∆Id. The admissible values for ∆Id, as a
function of the clock period, are the ones in the shaded region.
5.3.2 Operating Description
The communication between the 3D-DiRAM chip and the DDR DRAM PHY will
run at double data rate (DDR), and its bus will be 64 bits wide (64 output pins and 64
input pins). Delay calibration for each of these input pins will be done independently
of each other, and a dedicated block called PAD interface will receive one of the
64 lines coming from the 3D-DiRAM, and will send data back to the 3D-DiRAM
through an output pin. In order to handle the whole bus, 64 of these blocks will then
be placed, as seen in 5.1.
Due to the DDR nature of the interface, complementary clocks will be needed.
For the case of the data sent to the 3D-DiRAM, one would think that only one clock
signal would suffice in the generation of double data rate signals. This is because the
state of the clock could be used to multiplex between two single data rate signals in
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the generation of a double data rate one. This problem is not as simple as it seems,
mainly because when running at high speeds any clock deviation from a 50% duty
cycle will unbalance the amount of time used in the transmission of two consecutive
bits of information in a single clock cycle, making it harder for the receiver to latch the
correct values. An additional problem was found, and that is that CMOS gates react
differently to the rising and falling edge of a signal. One could try to equalize this
effect by changing the ratio of pfet and nfet transistors, but this solution unfortunately
is not linear with respect to the voltage supply. Because it is one of the objectives in
this project to lower power consumption as much as possible, all the voltage supplies
are considered to be tunable. A solution needed to be found involving differential
clocks, where the rising edge of both negated and not negated clocks are assumed to
be spaced in time by half a clock period.
Two complementary clocks will then be used in the data transmission to the 3D-
DiRAM, inputs clkHp HOST i and clkHn HOST i, and two more clocks will be used
in the data reception from the 3D-DiRAM, inputs clkHp DDR i and clkHn DDR i.
The HOST clock tree in Figure 5.1 is the tree cell that provides the clkHp HOST i
clock to each of the PAD interface blocks. The complementary clock clkHn HOST i,
is generated right at the output of the clock tree cell. One could argue that the
duty cycle of the output clocks in block HOST clock tree could be affected by a
change in the supply voltage, and this is true, but in the design of this clock tree
cell, very high slew rates were used. This would mitigate the change of the duty
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cycle considerably when the power supply is tuned. The complementary clock is then
generated by negating the outputs from the HOST clock tree blocks. With respect to
the two complementary clocks coming from the 3D-DiRAM, maintaining the exact
characteristics of these two clocks signals all the way from the external memory to
each of the PAD interface blocks, is a very difficult thing to accomplish. It is for this
reason that the negated clock, even if it arrives to the CMP, it is not used. Only the
positive clock is fed to the DDR clock tree block in Figure 5.1. Two clocks will be
used when latching the DDR data coming from the 3D-DiRAM, and again the rising
edge for both complementary clocks will be used for this. The negated clock will
again be locally generated at the outputs of the DDR clock tree block. In order to
find the time at which this generated complementary clock aligns to its corresponding
DDR data bit, the negated clock will be incorporated in the algorithm used to find
the correct programmable delays. Two of the first programmable delays will be used
local to each PAD interface block, where not only the received data bit is delayed,
but the negated clock as well.
The 3D-DiRAM has the capability of running at a maximum speed of 1.6GHz,
and then the before mentioned clocks should get as close as possible to that speed.
After improving the design several times, the maximum frequency achievable for
the differential clocks used in the DDR DRAM PHY was 1.25GHz (0.8ns). Using
this frequency for the whole DDR DRAM PHY block was a very difficult task, and
it is for that reason that two additional clocks are introduced, clkL HOST i and
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clkL DDR i. Due to the fact that a write request to external memory and a read
answer from external memory both use three clkHp HOST i clock cycles, the two
additional clocks presented will run at three times slower speed. Meeting timing
constraints for a 2.4ns clock period instead of a 0.8ns one, made the design of the
DDR DRAM PHY simpler. This is the main reason two in phase 2.4ns and 0.8ns
clocks were shown in Figure 3.5. The whole DDR DRAM PHY will be divided into
two clock domains, one using HOST clocks, which are the ones used in the flow from
the CMP going to the 3D-DiRAM, and DDR clocks, which are the ones used for the
opposite flow direction from the 3D-DiRAM to the CMP.
Upon startup, the 3D-DiRAM will expect the reception of a training sequence in
order to find the correct programmable delays for its own input pads. When this
training process has concluded, this same training sequence will be sent back to the
CMP, so that training can be executed on the CMP’s input ports. A local copy of the
expected training sequence will be kept on each of the input pad training circuitry.
The comparison between the local copy of the training sequence present in each
PAD interface block, and the one received from the 3D-DiRAM, is performed while
changing the programmable delays applied to the data input pin, and additionally by
circularly shifting the local train sequence copy. Because of the local generation of the
clkHn DDR i negated clock, the training of the negated clock input was incorporated.
The way coincidence between the two sequences is found, is by changing delays in the
way depicted in Figure 5.8. The first programmable delays are tested in the following
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Figure 5.8: Search for the optimum first programmable delay. The way in
which the first programmable delays are tested is shown in this figure. Using this
procedure, the lowest added delay to the input signal can be achieve. This added or
subtracted delay can be at most half of the clock period Pclk/2. The maximum time
difference among all of the input signals will be at most a clock period Pclk.
order ∆t, −∆t, 2∆t, −2∆t, etc for the data input. This way of testing delays assures
that the minimum absolute delay value is added or subtracted to the signal. For the
negated clock input, the change in delays is done linearly.
The 64 PAD interface blocks that will independently train each of the input pins
are presented at the bottom of Figure 5.9. Each of them is supplied with the six
mentioned clocks.
Because the PAD interface block is being synthesized by itself, and will afterwards
be instantiated on a higher level as a block, for timing purposes, all of the inputs and
outputs were decided to be registered. This prevented from any combinatorial logic
to be placed in front of the input pin registers, or at the output of the output pin
registers, alleviating input/output delay problems on the higher level of hierarchy.
The input and output signals that contain the word HOST are driven by the HOST
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Figure 5.9: PAD interface block. General structure for the PAD interface block.
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clocks, and the ones with DDR are driven by the DDR clocks. The general idea of
how this block works is the following:
1. A reset pulse is received through reset HOST i for setting the system at a known
state.
2. A pulse through send seq HOST i will trigger the training process. This pulse
will indicate the block Interface pad out to start sending the training sequence
to the 3D-DiRAM and, at the same time, it indicates the block Interface pad in
that the training sequence will be received once the input pads from 3D-DiRAM
have finalized with their training. The block Interface pad in receives this in-
dicator by crossing the HOST clock domain to the DDR clock domain. This is
done with the block Synchronizer.
3. Once the training for the first programmable delay has finished, the train-
ing could have succeeded or not. The output train complete DDR o will in-
dicate that the training has finished, either because the correct delay val-
ues have been found, or because all of the combinations have been tried and
none of them worked. To determine if the training succeeded, output signal
train succeeded DDR o will indicate so. If this signal is asserted along with the
train complete DDR o signal, the training was successful, otherwise it was not.
4. Either with a successful training or not, a pulse will be sent to the input signal
stop seq DDR i, stopping the training sequence from being transmitted to the
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3D-DiRAM, and consequently no training sequence will be received back from
the external memory.
5. In case the training was unsuccessful, one can always read the trained delays for
both data input and clock input through the signals t clock delay HOST o and
t data delay HOST o. If any kind of problem is identified with these trained
values, one can manually program them. First, if needed, by using the input
signals send seq ov HOST i and stop seq ov HOST i, one can manually start
and stop the transmission of the training sequence to the 3D-DiRAM so that
training can be done on the external memory input pads. Once this training
finishes, using the input signal param w HOST i as a write enable signal, one
can write the delay values for the data input and negated clock input through
p data delay HOST i and p clock delay HOST i. If one decides to switch be-
tween the programmed or trained delay values for the first programmable delay,
a pulse should be sent to one of the input signals, trained HOST i or pro-
grammed HOST i.
6. Finally the second programmable delay needs to be calculated. This second
programmable delay can be written through the signal p align delay HOST i
using the write enable signal param w HOST i. The choice for values in this
second programmable delay will depend on all of the PAD interface blocks and
the values chosen for their first programmable delay, and it will also depend on
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the algorithm used for calculating them. Just like for the first programmable
delays, the second programmable delay trained values can be read with the
output t align delay HOST o. With a system reset, the second programmable
delay is set to zero and the input of the first register of the four stages shift
register is chosen. By receiving pulses through the inputs next DDR i and
prev DDR i, the position in that four stages shift register can be increased or
decreased.
Figure 5.10 shows the architecture for the second programmable delay. It can be
seen in this figure that the input data coming from the 3D-DiRAM and the negated
clock are passing through two first programmed delays. The first two registers save
the value of the input signal bit DDR i at the rising edge of the two complementary
clocks. After this, the shaded region shows the four stages shift registers used for the
second programmable delay (shift register size chosen base on Figure 5.4, where Nclock
was decided to be 4). There are two shift registers because one belongs to the data
latched with the positive clock and the other one corresponds to the negative clock.
A counter driven by signals prev DDR i and next DDR i will select the position in
both shift registers. After this stage an additional counter will drive the signals S1,
S2 and S3, allowing to convert the two outputs from the multiplexers into six slower
streams running at three times slower clock frequency (clkL DDR i at 2.4ns).
The algorithm used for the training of the first programmable delay will be now in-
troduced. The cell responsible of performing the variable delay is called SEN DELAY
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Figure 5.10: First programmable delay + second programmable delay +
data rate conversion. Diagram showing the first programmable delay, the archi-
tecture of the second programmable delay, and the data rate conversion from a DDR
0.8ns clock period, to six SDR 2.4ns clock period signals. The second programmable
delay is shown in the shaded region, and the data rate converting unit is shown start-
ing from the placement of the two big multiplexers on top and bottom of the second
programmable delay.
and it will be introduced later in the chapter. This delay cell has two inputs and one
output. The two inputs correspond to the input desired to be delayed, and the input
configuring that delay. This last signal is a 64-bit signal where only one bit is allowed
to be ‘1’. A shift to the right from the MSB to the LSB of that ‘1’ will result in
a monotonically decreasing delay at the only cell output. Two of these delays will
be used as seen in Figure 5.10. The signal controlling the delay in the data bit will
be called current delay data, and the one for the negative clock current delay clock.
When training starts current delay clock will begin with value “x8000000000000000”
and current delay data will begin at “x0000000080000000”. This means that the
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first signal will start with the maximum programmable delay, and the second signal
will start at half the maximum delay. For every set of current delay data and cur-
rent delay clock values, 256 0.8ns clock periods will be used to test if for at least 128
consecutive clock periods, the input signal matches with the expected local running
training sequence. If after those 256 clock cycles the training sequence has not been
locked, an additional shift is performed on the local running expected training se-
quence. This keeps happening up to 15 shifts (because the training sequence is 16
bits). After the 15th shift, a shift in the current delay data signal is applied. This
shift is perform following the STAGE 1 configuration of the current delay data regis-
ter seen in Figure 5.11. The shown shift will perform the following sequence of shifts
1, -1, 2, -2, 3, etc. This allows the closest to the half maximum delay to be chosen as a
valid delay for signal current delay data. If all of the possible shifts have been tested
for current delay data, then a shift to the right is applied to the clock delay signal
current delay clock. If all of the possible combinations are tested and no sequence
lock was found, the training is considered to have failed. If on the other hand, the
sequence happens to lock, then the current delay data register changes its configu-
ration from STAGE 1 to STAGE 2 in Figure 5.11. If the ‘1’ in current delay data
signal is found to be between the 63 and the 32 bit, then the next shifts applied to
signal current delay data will be to the left, otherwise the shift will be done to the
right. The shift will continue happening until the sequence lock has been lost. If that
happens, then the midpoint between the first current delay data configuration that
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Figure 5.11: Shift-register controlling the first programmable delay ap-
plied to one of the 64 signals coming from the 3D-DiRAM. Two configura-
tions are used for this register. STAGE 1 will be used until the training sequence has
been locally locked, and STAGE 2 will be used after the sequence was locked until it
is lost.
locked the sequence, and the last one is performed. The value obtained in this way
will be the most likely to work at all times, as it will belong to the center of the eye
diagram for the incoming bit line.
Figure 5.12 and 5.13 shows the architecture of the block that allows the trans-
mission of a pulse from one clock domain to another, and the block that allows to
transmit data from a bus from one clock domain to another. For the case of the
Synchronizer block, the registers can start at any value. If a ‘1’ is found in any of
them upon power-up, as long as the input in1 i is not asserted, these ones will be
flushed through the output out2 o. The input in1 i needs to be asserted for only one
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Figure 5.12: Synchronizer used for clock domain crossing. Architecture used
for passing from one clock domain to another. There is no restriction on the clock
frequencies.
clock cycle, and after a while that pulse is sent out through the output out2 o. If
an acknowledge was needed on the input side, the output of the last register can be
used as such. For the case of the Data synchronizer block, the principle is the same.
An enable signal is pulsed along with valid input data, and after a few clock cycles,
a pulse is generated for the output in the other clock domain. When the output en o
pulses, the data present in data o is valid.
5.3.3 Programmable Delay Cell SEN DELAY
Several options were considered for a programmable delay architecture. Unfortu-
nately, all of the analyzed options either relied on a fine and coarse step programma-
bility,28–31 or resistors were used for the delay calibration,32 or special biasing had
to be considered.33 In the designed delay line that will be presented here, not only
monotonically increasing delays are achieved without the need of a coarse and fine
calibration, but also no biases or special cells are required. A very compact, CMOS-
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Figure 5.13: Synchronizer used for clock domain crossing when data is
transmitted. Architecture used for passing data from a bus from one clock domain
to another. There is no restriction on the clock frequencies.
Figure 5.14: First programmable delay architecture. Architecture used for
setting the two first programmable delays corresponding to inputs bit DDR i and
clkHn DDR i.
scalable design, with a delay step of just 65ps is presented here for the used 55nm
GF process.
Figure 5.14 shows a possible architecture in the delay for both the negated clock
and the data signal coming from the 3D-DiRAM. In this figure, starting from right
to left, the first multiplexer that allows the input signal bit DDR i to pass through
it, will be the one determining the delay. Several number of steps were tried, starting
from 16 to 64, and several designs for the multiplexer unit have been explored.
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A two input CMOS multiplexer provides a negated output, and then this output
needs to be additionally inverted if the multiplexing units presented in Figure 5.14
are desired to be obtained. This can be done by just using an inverter, but if one
considers fr(t) and ff (t) two functions that characterize the rising transition and
falling transition at the output of the two input CMOS MUX, it is important that
fr(t) = f
−1
f (t). If this condition doesn’t hold, after passing through several of these
multiplexing stages, the duty cycle of the input signal will not be maintained. In order
to solve this problem, the first approach taken is the one presented in Figure 5.15a. By
having a second multiplexer at the output of the first one, fr(t) and f
−1
f (t) are more
similar. The problem here is that the second input of the second multiplexer will be set
to either ‘0’ or ‘1’, and then there is no way to replicate the same inputs for this second
multiplexer, making the matching of the rising and falling functions difficult. An
additional architecture was designed, which was found to be very successful in terms
of maintaining the duty cycle of a signal through almost hundreds of stages. This is
the case of Figure 5.15b. In this case symmetry has been exploited and capacitances
are being matched, making fr(t) ≈ f−1f (t). The transistor-level architecture for option
5.15b is presented in 5.15c. It can be observed that the first column of multiplexers
in 5.15b have the same two inputs but swapped, so both cases are being considered
at the same time. The second column of multiplexers, regardless of the value the
input signal S i may have, they will also have the same inputs as the first column of
multiplexers, but in this case inverted. If this architecture is used for Figure 5.14, it
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can be seen that all of the nets will have the same capacitance, because the output
of a two input CMOS multiplexer will always go to two inputs. This approach was
very successful in terms of maintaining the duty cycle of the input signal, but the
minimum step delay was found to be too much for the clock speed used in the DDR
DRAM PHY. The delay achieved for a single stage would be around 110ps, which only
gives us roughly 7-8 points for a 800ps clock period (1.25GHz). A possible solution
that involved using this architecture could have been using this unit for performing
a coarse delay training, and then use an additional delay line that would use the
architecture in Figure 5.15a for fine tuning. The problem with this option is that
monotonically increasing delays cannot be ensured. This is particularly important
because the algorithm used to calculate the delays, calculates the average of two
points as seen in the previous section. This calculation would become obsolete if
monotonically increasing delays cannot be warrantied.
A better architecture was found, one that does not maintain the duty cycle as
well as the one presented before, but for up to 100 delay stages, the change in it is
minimum. For this new architecture, a single step delay of 65ps was achieved, which
now gives almost 13 points for a period of 800ps. Figure 5.16 shows the general
architecture of this new design, and in Figure 5.17 the architecture for the single
delay is presented. Comparing the architecture in Figure 5.16 to 5.14, it can be
observed there are two signals being carried along the way instead of just one. These
signals are the ones named P and P n. The reason to carry two signals is that they
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Figure 5.15: Multiplexer approaches. Three different approaches for the multi-
plexer used as the minimum step delay for the first programmable delay.
are differential. Carrying a differential signal allows not to need two inverting stages
like in Figure 5.15a or 5.15b, reducing the delay significantly. In Figure 5.17 the
control signals for the full transmission gates can be considered static, because once
the desired delay has been programmed, they are never changed again. The static
control inputs of the full transmission gates allow them to transmit their input to
output very quickly. Additionally, in the two inverter-like structures in 5.17, it can
be seen that the output of one of them will not switch until the input of the other
has switched. This allows the differential signal to be auto-regulated, so that phase
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Figure 5.16: New first programmable delay architecture. Architecture used
for the data input bit DDR i and the negated clock clkHn DDR i.
Figure 5.17: Single delay architecture. Architecture for the single delay used in
the first programmable delay used in the data input bit DDR i and the negated clock
clkHn DDR i.
can be kept for all of the delay stages. The area used for each of these 64-stage
programmable delay unit is 2131.2µm2. For an input clock of 1.25GHz, if the signal
is passed through all of the delaying elements, only a 4% duty cycle change is suffered,
and a maximum power dissipation of 5.7mW .
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5.3.4 DDR Output Generator Cell SEN DDR
As mentioned before, a differential clock is used in the transmission from the DDR
DRAM PHY to the 3D-DiRAM. Due to the fact that the clock signals might not be
50% duty cycle, a single clock is not recommended to be used to send data in both
high and low states of the clock. The assumption made for this cell is that the rising
transition for both clocks happen at the correct time. A problematic case is the one
where both the positive and negative clocks are overlapping for a period of time, and
then a solution involving the identification of the rising edge transitions in both clocks
needed to be found. A solution to this problem is found in Figure 5.18. This circuit
uses the rising transition of both clocks to generate a differential clock signal with
signals QP and QN. When a rising transition is recorded for clkHp HOST i, QP will
go to ‘0’ and QN will go to ‘1’, additionally a clear signal will set to ‘0’ signal P. When
a rising transition happens for the other clkHp HOST i clock, the opposite happens,
and a clear signal will set N to ‘0’. The idea is that these two signals QP and QN
can be used in the output multiplexer to transmit either the bit from input d0 i or
d1 i. The four additional registers for inputs d0 i and d1 i, and the delaying buffers
will prevent output d o from generating glitches. A timing diagram is presented is
Figure 5.19. Any initial state for the registers and the RS flip-flop will eventually
converge to the behavior seen in 5.19.
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Figure 5.18: The SEN DDR cell. Double data rate cell. This cell takes two
input bits and a differential clock input, and generates a DDR output with 50% duty
cycle. The two clock signals do not need to be non-overlapping, and the duty cycle
doesn’t need to be 50% either.
5.3.5 Input/Output Signals
A brief description of what each of the input/output signals from block PAD-
interface are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Description of the PAD interface signals.
Signal name Bits O/I Description
train seq i & train seq o 16 I/O
The input port is the input supplying the expected training sequence.
The output port corresponds to the training sequence that is supplied
to the following PAD interface block from the input train seq i.
Clock domain going from the CMP to the 3D-DiRAM
clkHp HOST i &
clkHn HOST i
1 I
Differential high frequency clock (0.8ps period clock) used for the path
going to the 3D-DiRAM.
clkL HOST i 1 I
Low frequency clock (2.4ns period clock) used for the path going to
the 3D-DiRAM.
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send seq ov HOST i 1 I
With a pulse of this signal, the output pad interface block starts
sending the training sequence to the 3D-DiRAM without performing
the training in the input pad interface block. This is mainly intended
for the case in which manual configuration of the programmable delays
is performed.
stop seq ov HOST i 1 I
If manual configuration of the programmable delays is performed,
a pulse was sent to the send seq ov HOST i input so that the 3D-
DiRAM can train its input pads. The input stop seq ov HOST i puts
a stop to the transmission of the training sequence.
send seq HOST i 1 I
A pulse will indicate that the training sequence needs to be sent. Once
the 3D-DiRAM pads have been trained and the training sequence is
received back from the external memory, the CMP input pads start
their training.
reset HOST i 1 I Reset request. Upon power up, a reset pulse needs to be received.
bits0 HOST i &
bits1 HOST i &
bits2 HOST i
2 I
Three pair of data bits needed to be sent to the 3D-DiRAM using
the clkHp HOST i clock. In 2.4ns six parallel bits will be translated
sequentially every 0.4ns.
programmed HOST i &
trained HOST i
1 I
A pulse in programmed HOST i will select the manually programmed
delay values. On the other hand, a pulse in trained HOST i will select
the values obtained through the training.
t clock delay HOST o 6 O
Achieved delay for the clock signal through training. (first pro-
grammable delay)
t data delay HOST o 6 O
Achieved delay for the data signal through training. (first pro-
grammable delay)
t align HOST o 4 O
Achieved delay for the data signal through training. (second pro-
grammable delay)
param we HOST i 1 I
Write enable signal for the inputs p clock delay HOST i,
p data delay HOST i and p align HOST i.
p clock delay HOST i 6 I
Same as t clock delay HOST o, but in this case this is the manually
chosen delay.
p data delay HOST i 6 I
Same as t data delay HOST o, but in this case this is the manually
chosen delay.
p align HOST i 4 I
Same as t align HOST o, but in this case this is the manually chosen
delay.
bit HOST o 1 O Double data rate ouput bit line going to the 3D-DiRAM.
Clock domain going from the 3D-DiRAM to the CMP
clkHp DDR i &
clkHn DDR i
1 I
Differential high frequency clock (0.8ps period clock) used for the path
coming from the 3D-DiRAM.
clkL DDR i 1 I
Low frequency clock (2.4ns period clock) used for the path coming to
the 3D-DiRAM.
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bit DDR i 1 I Double data rate input bit line coming from the 3D-DiRAM.
bits0 DDR o &
bits1 DDR o &
bits2 DDR o
2 O
Three pair of data bits are recovered from the six data bits obtained
during 2.4ns from the input bit DDR i.
train complete DDR o 1 O Output signaling that the training procedure has finished.
train succeeded DDR o 1 O
Output signaling if the training procedure has been successful or not.
This signal has to be read once train complete DDR o = ‘1’.
stop seq DDR i 1 I
When the training sequence needs to stop being transmitted, a pulse
to this input is sent.
next DDR i &
prev DDR i
1 I
These inputs are used for controlling the second programmable de-
lay. A pulse through next DDR i will increase by one clock cycle
(0.8ns period) the delay introduced by the second programmable de-
lay. A pulse through the prev DDR i will decrease it by one clock
cycle (0.8ns period).
5.4 The PADS alignment Block
5.4.1 Operating Description
The format for the packets coming and going from the 3D-DiRAM is presented in
Table 5.2. Packets are divided in two sizes, 128 bits or 384 bits. The packets carrying
data read from memory, or data to be written to memory, will be the 384 bits one,
and will carry 256 bits of information. Command or Data segments will be received
from the external memory every 0.4ns, in groups of 64 bits. Block PAD interface will
translate six serial bits from a data bit signal coming from the external memory, into
six parallel bits running at three times slower frequency was shown. The generation
of these six parallel bits is shown in Figure 5.20 for the case of one of the 64 lines
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Figure 5.19: SEN DDR cell timing diagram. Timing diagram for the
SEN DDR cell.
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coming from the external memory. It can be observed in this timing diagram that
every 2.4ns up to three packets coming from the 3D-DiRAM can be formed, in the
case the three of them do not carry any read data information (128-bit packets).
This could be the case of three write acknowledge packets. The legend C1 and C2
correspond to two 64-bit parts making the 128-bit command word seen in Table 5.2.
In the case the packet carries read information, then additionally to the C1 and C2,
four more parts will be sent, the D1, D2, D3 and D4. These four parts make up
for 256 bits, for which the addition of the 128 C1 and C2 bits complete the 384-bit
packet used, for instance, in the write or read answer packet. A 384-bit packet could
be split into different 2.4ns clock cycles, as it can be seen for the case of the blue
and gray packets. This division will force to keep in memory two 2.4ns clock cycles
past samples for the deserialized bits, so that these split packets can be put together.
Three packet ports are sent to the Mux Demux block because of the possibility of up
to three packets being received simultaneously in the deserialization process, as seen
in Figure 5.20.
Due to the very disproportional dimensions in width and height of the PADS-
alignment block (see Figure 5.1), specific architectures had to be designed for simple
digital circuits such as multiplexers, demultiplexers, multiple input AND/OR/NAND-
/NOR/XOR gates, etc. These architectures would be heavily pipelined if desired.
When a signal needs to be demultiplexed into 64 different outputs, but those outputs
are placed uniformly along over 13mm, then high clock speeds would only be achieved
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Function Bits Pos. Description
Command segment
Command 5 [4:0]
“00000” = NOP, “00001” = Read, “00010” = Write, “00101” =
Successful read acknowledge, “00110” = Successful Write Ac-
knowledge, “01001” = Failed Read Acknowledge, “01010” =
Failed Write acknowledge
Packet size 2 [6:5]
Two are the possible packet sizes, “01” or “11”. The packets car-
rying data such as write commands or answered read commands
will be “11”, for all the other packets “01”.
Data or Command 1 [7]
Read commands or write acknowledges will have this bit at ‘0’,
the other commands will have ‘1’.
Framing 1 [8] One of the bits in the framing sequence 0xF628.
Priority Flag 1 [9] Not used.
Tag 14 [23:10]
Tag used to identify the answer to a command elevated in the
3D-DiRAM.
Destination node address 16 [39:24] Not used.
Data 20 [59:40] Part of the 256 bits of data in a packet.
Destination port address 4 [63:60] Not used.
Return node address 16 [79:64] Not used.
Memory Address 40 [119:80] 3D-DiRAM address from where to read or where to write.
ECC 8 [127:120] Error correcting code.
Data segment
Data 7 [6:0] Part of the 256 bits of data in a packet.
Data or Command 1 [7]
Read commands or write acknowledges will have this bit at ‘0’,
the other commands will have ‘1’.
Framing 1 [8] One of the bits in the framing sequence 0xF628.
Data 111 [119:9] Part of the 256 bits of data in a packet.
ECC 8 [127:120] Error correcting code.
Table 5.2: 3D-DiRAM packet format. A packet without data information such
as a read command or a write acknowledge command will only be composed of a Com-
mand Segment. All the packets containing data information will have one Command
Segment and two Data Segments.
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Figure 5.20: Deserialization of DDR bits. Timing diagram showing the de-
serialization of six DDR bits into six parallel bits using a three times slower clock
frequency.
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if serious pipelined is introduced. For this reason it is that in Figures 5.21 and 5.21
different pipelined architectures are presented. These architectures present paramet-
ric configuration for input/output delays and the number of register to use in all of
the internal stages named NX, where X changes according to the position of the
stage. Additionally, these architectures possess the option of removing register stages
if the combinatorial logic in between stages is desired to be merged. For instance,
if stage N1 for Figure 5.21b was removed, then the 2 input MUX at the input and
output of that stage would be merged into a 4 input MUX. The constraint for these
designs is that the number of input/outputs needs to be a power of 2. This would
seem like a problem if the number of signals one desires to multiplex is not a power
of 2, but when doing logical synthesis, if some of these inputs are left tied to ‘1’ or
‘0’, the corresponding registers will be automatically trimmed by the tool.
Figure 5.1 shows that the PADS alignment block is not subdivided in any other
blocks like the case of the PAD interface. This makes it very difficult to take all of
the output clocks coming from the two tree cells and just use them in the flow. Place
& Route tools have a lot of problems in trying to use several clock inputs as different
clock tree roots for the same clock signal. It is for this reason that a small program
in Matlab was written to decide which register is clocked by which clock input. Very
distinct steps can be found when performing Place & Route. The first three in order
are Floorplanning, Placement, and In place optimization. After the third step the
position of the registers does not suffer much change in subsequent optimizations,
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and it is for this reason that upon finishing this step, all of the names of the registers,
their clock source and positions are written to a file. This file is read by a Matlab
program, and according to the position of the clock inputs and the position of the
registers, all of the registers are reassigned a clock input according to their proximity
to those clock pins. Once this assignment is finished, the netlist generated by the
Place & Route tool is read by the program, and a reassignment of the clock sources
for all of the registers is performed on that netlist file. After this process finishes,
the resulting netlist is the one that needs to be used in a second Place & Route of
the design. This double Place & Route approach had to be done not only for this
PADS alignment block, but also for the Mux Demux and the Network 1 interface
blocks.
Figure 5.22 presents the general architecture of the PADS alignment block. All
the blocks in blue are being clocked by the HOST clock and the ones in red by the
DDR one. Because of the very long height of the block, many of the before mentioned
pipelined architectures had to be used. For all of the pipelined trees, multiplexers,
demultiplexers and the AND gate, either a result coming from all of the different PAD-
interface blocks had to converge to the physical middle point in the PADS alignment
block, or a value from this point had to be distributed to all of the PAD interface
blocks. For half of the height of the PADS alignment block, 16 pipelining stages are
required in order to achieve a 2.4ns clock period. All of the signals found on the
bottom of Figure 5.22 will be used by the coordinating processor to set up the DDR
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.21: Pipelined Operations. Pipelined architectures used for when inputs
or outputs for an operation such as AND/OR/NAND/NOR/XOR/MUX/DEMUX
are spreaded over a very long distance. In Figure 5.21a the architecture for a pipelined
multiplexer. In Figure 5.21b the architecture for a pipelined demultiplexer. In Figure
5.21c the architecture for a pipelined register tree. In Figure 5.21d the architecture
for a pipelined gate such as AND/OR/NAND/NOR/XOR.
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(c)
(d)
Figure 5.21: Pipelined Operations (cont.). Pipelined architectures used for
when inputs or outputs for an operation such as AND/OR/NAND/NOR/XOR-
/MUX/DEMUX are spreaded over a very long distance. In Figure 5.21a the archi-
tecture for a pipelined multiplexer. In Figure 5.21b the architecture for a pipelined
demultiplexer. In Figure 5.21c the architecture for a pipelined register tree. In Figure
5.21d the architecture for a pipelined gate such as AND/OR/NAND/NOR/XOR.
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DRAM PHY, but in order to take those output signals all the way to the bottom of
the block, and input signals the other way, additional 16 stages shift registers were
used.
The main function of the PADS alignment block is set by the two Parity En-
coder and Decoder block and the Aligner block. The Parity Encoder and Decoder
block will receive the stream of bits from the 3D-DiRAM at 2.4ns clock speed,
will parse the different packets shown in Figure 5.20 and check for errors using
eight parity bits. If only one error was found, then this block will fix it, and will
raise the output one error HOST o high. If two or more errors were found, the
output two error HOST o will be asserted. Once these signals are asserted it is
only through the input reset p error HOST i that the signals will be cleared. A se-
quence has to be followed with each packet received, set by the field “Framing” in
Table 5.2. If that sequence is lost, the Parity Encoder and Decoder block will as-
sert output frame error HOST o. Again, only by asserting reset f error HOST i the
frame error HOST o signal is cleared.
In the flow coming from the Mux Demux block, only one port will input a packet
to be sent to the 3D-DiRAM. This packet is represented by the inputs en HOST i,
we HOST i, vector HOST i, addr HOST i and tag HOST i. Every time en HOST i
= ‘1’, we HOST i will determine if the packet is a read or write request. Signal
addr HOST i will indicate from where or to where in memory the read or write
command needs to take place. Input vector HOST i will carry the data in the case of
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Figure 5.22: PADS alignment block. General structure for the PADS alignment
block.
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a write command, and input tag HOST i will be the tag associated to that particular
packet.
For the case of the flow in the opposite direction, three packet output ports will
be sent to the Mux Demux because of the effect seen in Figure 5.20. Each of these
ports has seven outputs. Output sucess readX DDR o and sucess writeX DDR o will
indicate if the packet is a successful read command carrying the read data, or it is a
write acknowledge indicating the correct write in memory. On the other hand, out-
puts failed readX DDR o and failed writeX DDR o will indicate an unsuccessful read
or write command. Along with the before mentioned four outputs, dataX DDR o,
tagX DDR o and addrX DDR o. These outputs are the data received in case a read
command was elevated to the external memory, the tag expected to match the origi-
nal read or write command sent to the external memory, and the address where that
command performed a read or write in the 3D-DiRAM.
Just for debugging purposes, a Sampler block was added. This block would receive
an address pointing to one of the 64-bit lines coming from the 3D-DiRAM, and using
an enable signal, it would sample the received bits. The idea of this sampler is that, if
any problem arises during the input pad training, one could read the values that are
being read from every single line. The sample that is returned (sample HOST o) is
a 16-bit signal because the expected training sequence coming from the 3D-DiRAM
is a 16-bit word.
The last block needed to be addressed in Figure 5.22 is the Aligner block. This
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block is the one responsible of performing training for the second programmable delays.
Let’s remember that for the case of the second programmable delays, the unit step for
that delay is a 0.8ns clock cycle as seen in Figure 5.10. From 5.3.1, if dprog > Pclk, then
the maximum delay difference between any two bitlines coming from PAD interface
blocks can be considered 4.Pclk (3.Pclk corresponding to the interposer routing mis-
match, and one Pclk due to the first programmable delay). The SEN DELAY cell in
5.3.3 achieves a minimum delay step of 65ps, and then because 64 of these units are
used for the first programmable delay, then a maximum 4160ps delay can be accom-
plished, satisfying dprog > Pclk. In Figure 5.23 the algorithm used for performing the
training on the second programmable delays is presented. The example presented here
aligns eight streams, but in the case of the submitted chips, this training is done over
the 64-bit lines coming from the 64 different PAD interface blocks. The procedure
implemented by the Aligner block for the example is the following:
1. Bit streams 2.i are compared with streams 2.i + 1, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Four
comparisons are shown at the same time in time t, t + 1, t + 2, t + 3, t + 4,
t+5, t+6 and t+7. In reality these comparisons are done sequentially because
there is only one sequence comparator. Let’s consider the streams from bits2
and bits3. The streams are not equal, and then a pulse is sent through the
corresponding next DDR o, in this case next DDR o(3). After the maximum
shift of four, the sequences are still not matching, four pulses are then sent to
prev DDR o(3) to revert to the original state of that signal. The other sequence
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signal is the one that is now shifted. For the example shown bits2 has to be
now shifted to the right again three times for both bits2 and bits3 to match.
2. After the first set of comparisons, sequences 2.i and 2.i+1 for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} will
match. Consequently now the comparison is done between sequence 4.i and 4.i+
2 for i ∈ {0, 1}. Even if the comparison is done between two sequences, when
deciding to shift one of them, the prev DDR o and/or next DDR o are pulsed
also for the sequences that are known to be already in phase. For instance, in
time t+ 9, when bit2 is shifted to the right, not only output next DDR o(2) is
pulsed, but next DDR o(3) too.
3. Finally the last comparison is done between sequence 8.i and 8.i+4 for i ∈ {0}.






The number of comparisons done for the case of 64 3D-DiRAM bit lines is 32 +
16 + 8 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 63.
5.4.2 Input/Output Signals
A brief description of what each of the input/output signals from block PADS-
alignment are presented in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.23: Second programmable delay training algorithm. This diagram
presents step by step the way the second programmable delay is trained.
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Table 5.3: Description of the PADS alignment signals.
Signal name Bits O/I Description
clkL DDR i 64 I Clock for the path coming from the 3D-DiRAM. (2.4ns period)
clkL HOST i 64 I Clock for the path going to the 3D-DiRAM. (2.4ns period)
Signals managed by the coordinating processor
reset HOST i 1 I Reset request. Upon power up, a reset pulse needs to be received.
send seq ov HOST i 1 I
Same as send seq ov HOST i from Table 5.1. In this case this signal
is distributed to all of the PAD interface blocks.
stop seq ov HOST i 1 I
Same as stop seq ov HOST i from Table 5.1. In this case this signal
is distributed to all of the PAD interface blocks.
send seq HOST i 1 I
Same as send seq HOST i from Table 5.1. In this case this signal is
distributed to all of the PAD interface blocks.
trained HOST i 1 I
Same as trained HOST i from Table 5.1. In this case this signal is
distributed to all of the PAD interface blocks.
programmed HOST i 1 I
Same as programmed HOST i from Table 5.1. In this case this signal
is distributed to all of the PAD interface blocks.
allow data HOST i 1 I
When a reset pulse is sent to this block, all of the data signals sent
to the PAD interface blocks are zeros. It is only when a pulse is
sent through allow data HOST i that all of the packets received are
forwarded.
train complete HOST o 1 O
Indicator that the training process for the first programmable delay
has completed. This signal is generated as the AND operation of all of
the train complete HOST o outputs from the PAD interface blocks.
train succeeded HOST o 1 O
Once train complete HOST o = ‘1’, this signal indicates if the train-
ing process for the first programmable delay has been succesful or not.
This signal is also generated by doing an AND operation among all
the signals coming from all of the PAD interface blocks.
align complete HOST o 1 O
This signal indicates if the second programmable delay training has
finished.
align succeeded HOST o 1 O
Once align complete HOST o = ‘1’, this signal indicates if the second
programmable delay training process has been successful or not.
frame seq HOST i 16 I
Frame sequence used for tagging each transaction sent to the 3D-
DiRAM. The same sequence is expected for all of the packets coming
back from the external memory. See Framing from Table 5.2.
t addr HOST i
t clock delay HOST o
t data delay HOST o









Signal t addr HOST i addresses one of the PAD interface blocks. It
is through the outputs t clock delay HOST o, t data delay HOST o
and t align HOST o that the trained configuration delays are read
back.
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param we HOST i
p addr HOST i
p clock delay HOST i
p data delay HOST i











Input p addr HOST i addresses one of the PAD interface blocks. Us-
ing the input param we HOST i as a write enable, inputs p clock-
delay HOST i, p data delay HOST i and p align HOST i are used
to write the manually configurable delay registers.
sample en HOST i








Signal sample addr HOST i addresses one of the 64 bit lines coming
from the 3D-DiRAM. Signal sample en HOST i will indicate when
a 16-bit sample should be taken, and output sample HOST o will
provide the sample.
reset p error HOST i
one error HOST o







Signals one error HOST o and two error HOST o will be asserted
when one and two parity errors are found on the packets coming
back from the 3D-DiRAM. It is only by asserting signal reset p error-
HOST i that the output signals are cleared.
frame error HOST o





Signal frame error HOST o will be asserted when the framing se-
quence received with each of the incoming packets is lost. Signal
reset f error HOST i can be asserted for clearing the framing error
signal.
Connections to the Mux Demux block
Path going to the Mux Demux block
en HOST i 1 I Indicator of an incoming packet.
we HOST i 1 I
If the incoming packet corresponds to a write request, then we HOST-
i is asserted.
vector HOST i 256 I Data field for an incoming write packet.
addr HOST i 40 I Address for where to write or from where to read in external memory.
tag HOST i 14 I
Tag field for the incoming packet. The same tag is expected for the
packet answering a read or write request.
Path coming to the Mux Demux block. X can be 0, 1 or 2.
Success readX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a success read acknowledge packet.
Success writeX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a success write acknowledge packet.
Failed readX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a failed read acknowledge packet.
Failed writeX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a failed write acknowledge packet.
dataX DDR o 256 O Data field for the outgoing packet.
tagX DDR o 14 O Tag field for the outgoing packet.
addrX DDR o 40 O
Address from where a read or write command was executed in the
3D-DiRAM.
Connections to the PAD interface blocks
Path going to the PAD interface blocks. X can be 0, 1, 2, ..., 63.
send seq ov HOST o 64 O
These outputs replicate input send seq ov HOST i with a delay of 32
clock cycles.
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stop seq ov HOST o 64 O
These outputs replicate input stop seq ov HOST i with a delay of 32
clock cycles.
send seq HOST o 64 O
These outputs replicate input send seq HOST i with a delay of 32
clock cycles.
reset HOST o 64 O
These outputs replicate input reset HOST i with a delay of 32 clock
cycles.
programmed HOST o 64 O
These outputs replicate input programmed HOST i with a delay of
32 clock cycles.
trained HOST o 64 O
These outputs replicate input trained HOST i with a delay of 32 clock
cycles.
bits0 X HOST o
bits1 X HOST o







These three outputs make up for the six bits going in the path to the
3D-DiRAM that need to be converted into a single 0.8ns period DDR
signal.
t clock delay X HOST i
t data delay X HOST i







Trained values for the first and second programmable delays. These
values from the 64 different inputs will be multiplexed and provided
to the coordinating processor.
param we HOST o
p clock delay X HOST o
p data delay X HOST o









Signals used for writing the manually chosen programmable delays in
each of the PAD interface blocks.
Path coming from the PAD interface blocks. X can be 0, 1, 2, ..., 63.
train complete DDR i 64 I
Signals indicating the completion of the first programmable delay
training.
train succeeded DDR i 64 I
Signals indicating if the completion of the first programmable delay
training was successful or not.
bits0 X DDR i
bits1 X DDR i







These three inputs were originally six bits at DDR coming from the
3D-DiRAM. These six bits were deserialized into three two bit inputs
in the block PAD interface.
stop seq DDR o 64 O
These outputs command to the PAD interface blocks to stop the







These to signals are used in the training of the second programmable
delays. Their usage can be seen in Figure 5.23.
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5.5 The Mux Demux Block
5.5.1 Operating Description
Figure 5.24 shows the block diagram for this unit. The PADS alignment block
receives only one packet transaction at a time in the flow from the CMP to the external
memory, and then an organizing scheme had to be used to determine which of the eight
packet ports from block Port interface had to be forwarded to the PADS alignment
block. The best scheme found was the one of a token-ring. A token would circulate in
the Token RING block in Figure 5.24, where each port would take the token, and if
any packet is available to forward, then the correspondent got tokenX HOST i input
would be asserted. Because only one port can assert this signal at a time, the AND
filter block in Figure 5.24 would output all zeros for the ports without the token.
This allows the Pipelined OR gate block to perform the OR logical operation among
all of the outputs from block AND filter. The output of the Pipelined OR gate would
be whatever the port with the token has decided to forward. Once the port with the
token has finished sending its packets, the got tokenX HOST i is deasserted, and the
token is forwarded to the next port. The token-ring proposed skips every other port
for both vertical directions so that the traffic sent to the external memory could be
more uniform.
With respect to the traffic on the opposite direction from the 3D-DiRAM to
the CMP, one has to remember that three packet ports are provided by the PADS-
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Figure 5.24: Mux Demux block. General structure for the Mux Demux block.
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alignment, because of the deserialization of bits done in the PAD interface block. One
needs to take into account that for every 2.4ns clock cycle going from the CMP to the
3D-DiRAM, only one packet can be transmitted. This packet is either a read or write
command. On the way back from the 3D-DiRAM, the same average number of packets
is expected, and then it can be assumed that each one of the three packet ports coming
from block PADS alignment can provide a maximum average of 1/3 of a packet. It
is for this reason that, in order to be resilient to a change in that average packet
traffic, a buffer had to be added. Two Register Files were added as seen in Figure
5.24, where two clocks are used, the clkHp DDR i and clkL DDR i (0.8ns and 2.4ns
period). Because a maximum of three packets can be received, then a multiplexer
unit had to be implemented with a three times faster speed (clkHp DDR i). A ping
pong architecture is then used for the two 315x48 bits Register Files. On the other
end of these register files, the clock used to extract the stored packets is the 2.4ns
one (clkL DDR i). The output from these register files is then forwarded to all of the
eight ports communicating with block Port interface, and it is through the usage of
three bits from the tag field that each port will decide if the incoming packet should
be taken or not.
The block Counter in Figure 5.24 is the one responsible of controlling the mul-
tiplexing among all of the three input packet ports. Because of the absence of in-
formation of statistics on the traffic coming from the external memory, a reasonable
guess had to be taken regarding the size of the register files. Every register file can
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hold up to a maximum of 48 packets. If the average traffic from the external memory
happens to be higher than expected (at least momentarily), packets could be lost. If
this happens, output dropped cnt DDR o will communicate the coordinating proces-
sor of this. If packets are lost, the whole processing flow the CMPs are supposed to
perform could be broken, because the Port interface blocks do not admit any packet
loss. The idea, before starting the processing on-chip with the external memory, is to
obtain some statistical information out of it. With this information, a few parameters
controlling the packet traffic in the Port interface blocks will be set so that no packets
are lost.
Figure 5.25 shows the architecture of both register files used in this block. The
physical synthesis had to be divided into tiles that together would build up the reg-
ister file. Each of the tiles would allocate 45x48 bits. The reason for using hierarchy
was that the clock used is a very high frequency one (1.25GHz), and flat Place &
Route would not achieve that clock speed. The area used per bit is 17.8µm2, which
is approximately double the size of the smallest register in the standard cell library.
The area per bit is actually small considering the high operating frequency.
5.5.2 Input/Output Signals
A brief description of what each of the input/output signals from block Mux-
Demux are presented in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.25: Register File architecture. Hierarchical design for the Register File
used in block Mux Demux.
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Table 5.4: Description of the Mux Demux signals.
Signal name Bits O/I Description
clkL HOST i 64 I
Clock used for the flow from the CMP to the 3D-DiRAM. (2.4ns clock
period)
clkL DDR i 64 I
Clock used for the flow from the 3D-DiRAM to the CMP. (2.4ns clock
period)
clkH DDR i 64 I
High speed clock used for the flow from the 3D-DiRAM to the CMP.
(0.8ns clock period)
Signals managed by the coordinating processor
reset i 1 I Reset input.
dropped cnt DDR o 10 O
Output signal identifying the number of packets lost in the path from
the 3D-DiRAM.
Connections to the PADS alignment block
Path going to the PADS alignment block.
en HOST o 1 O Indicator of an outgoing packet.
we HOST o 1 O
If the outgoing packet corresponds to a write request, then we HOST-
o is asserted.
vector HOST o 256 O Data field for an outgoing write packet.
addr HOST o 40 O Address for where to write or from where to read in external memory.
tag HOST o 14 O
Tag field for the outgoing packet. The same tag is expected for the
packet returning in response from the 3D-DiRAM.
Path coming from the PADS alignment block. X can be 0, 1 or 2.
Success readX DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a success read acknowledge packet.
Success writeX DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a success write acknowledge packet.
Failed readX DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a failed read acknowledge packet.
Failed writeX DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a failed write acknowledge packet.
dataX DDR i 1 I Data field for the incoming packet.
tagX DDR i 1 I Tag field for the incoming packet.
addrX DDR i 1 I
Address from where a read or write command was executed in the
3D-DiRAM.
Connections to the Port interface blocks. X can be 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7.
Path going to the Port interface blocks.
weX DDR o 1 O Indicator of the existence of a packet.
Success readX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a success read acknowledge packet.
Success writeX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a success write acknowledge packet.
Failed readX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a failed read acknowledge packet.
Failed writeX DDR o 1 O Signal indicating a failed write acknowledge packet.
dataX DDR o 256 O Data field for the outgoing packet.
tagX DDR o 14 O Tag field for the outgoing packet.
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addrX DDR o 40 O
Address from where a read or write command was executed in the
3D-DiRAM.
Path coming from the Port interface blocks.
tokenX HOST i 1 I Input through which a token is expected.
tokenX HOST o 1 O
Output through which the token is released after the corresponding
port has finished forwarding packets.
got tokenX HOST i 1 I
Signal that is asserted when a port has the token and desires to use
it.
enX HOST i 1 I Indicator of an incoming packet.
weX HOST i 1 I
If the incoming packet corresponds to a write request, then weX-
HOST i = ‘1’.
vectorX HOST i 256 I Data field for an incoming write packet.
addrX HOST i 40 I Address for where to write or from where to read in external memory.
tagX HOST i 14 I
Tag field for the incoming packet. The same tag is expected for the
packet answering a read or write request.
5.6 The Port interface Block
5.6.1 Operating Description
The Port interface block introduced in Figure 5.1 is actually divided into eight
single blocks. One can observe that the area enclosed in each of the eight blocks
is the same. This was planned so that the rectangular shape of the DDR DRAM-
PHY could use all of the available silicon area. This approach would seem trivial,
but it really requires much more work, as four Place & Route iterations need to be
performed. Logical synthesis is done on a single design, and it is the resulting netlist
the one used in the four Place & Route iterations. The result is then four designs
with exactly the same functionality, but different physical shapes.
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The main function of this block is the transmission of read and write transactions
to the 3D-DiRAM from the L1 network through the Network 1 interface block, and
vice-versa. Because transactions cannot be sent to the Mux Demux at any time, a
buffer was added on the path from the L1 network to the external memory. This
buffer would accumulate memory transactions, and once this block receives the token
from the Mux Demux block, all of the transactions can be bursted out in the path
to external memory. On the opposite direction, because packets cannot be inserted
into the L1 network at any time, an additional buffer was added. The architecture
for both registers used for both flow directions can be seen in Figure 5.26. The buffer
in the CMP to 3D-DiRAM direction is named Buffer NET to DDR, and the one in
the opposite direction Buffer DDR to NET. Both buffers are dual port register files,
but they both contain particular characteristics that will be addressed when the step
by step functioning of Port interface block is analyzed.
For all of the previously addressed blocks in the DDR DRAM PHY, no voltage
domains were crossed at any time. As a connection to the NoCs has now been
presented, and considering that the NoCs have their own voltage domains, a passage
from the NoCs’ voltage domain to the DDR DRAM PHY voltage domain had to be
addressed. Going back to Chapter 4, the communication between the PUs and the
network node is an asynchronous four-phase handshaking protocol. This clock-less
protocol allowed the level-shifting to take place without taking many considerations.
This protocol could be used in the newly presented problem, but unfortunately this
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Figure 5.26: Buffers used in the communication between the L1 network
rings through the Network 1 interface block and the DDR DRAM PHY.
Architecture used for these buffers. The red and blue shaded regions represent the
division of voltage domains. In red, blue and green the three different clocks used
(network clock, clock in flow from the CMP to the 3D-DiRAM, and the clock for the
data flowing in the opposite direction). In block TILE v2 69x48, those blocks in red
are clocked by clk 2 i, and the ones in blue by clk 3 i.
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approach would result in a pretty slow interface to the L1 network. When the PUs of
a row communicate to their L1 network ring network, their throughput suffers due to
this clock-less communication approach, but because the same ring is shared among
8 or 16 PUs, the overall throughput does not suffer as much. On the other hand,
if this protocol was used in the communication between the DDR DRAM PHY and
the L1 network, this interface would have to deal with the traffic from all of the PUs
in a L1 network ring using the same protocol each PU has in their communication
to the L1 network. This would definitely be the bottleneck in the communication to
the external memory.
The alternate approach to this protocol is the usage of the mentioned buffers. One
of the Buffer NET to DDR ports could be provided to each of the L1 network rings.
Several packets could be allocated in this buffer at the speed of the L1 network, and
upon request, all of these packets could be sent to the 3D-DiRAM. But how is the
voltage domain crossing problem solved? One would think that the buffer port used
in the reading of the packets from Buffer NET to DDR could be just level-shifted
to the DDR DRAM PHY voltage. This is a feasible approach only if the voltages
used in the crossing are fixed and are never changed. As mentioned earlier, all of the
voltages are tunable, and then when changing the two voltage domains, the delays
suffered by the level-shifters would change as well. These changes would completely
break all of the setup and hold analysis done by the Place & Route tool. The only
solution found for this problem is the usage of a level-shifter cell for every single
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storage element in the register files. Let’s assume the L1 network writes register file
positions from 0 to N − 1. After this, a request to transmit the packets is elevated,
and when the packets’ transmission starts, packet in position 0 will be the first one
to be sent. This means that the outputs of the level shifters for the first register
file position, had all the time the L1 network took to write the N packets to settle
its voltage values. This approach actually does not suffer throughput reduction due
to voltage domain crossing at all. The only drawback to this approach is that the
register files increase their size to double due to the presence of a level shifter for
every single storage bit.
The chosen buffer size was 48. Then the size for both Buffer DDR to NET and
Buffer NET to DDR was fixed to 323x48 and 325x48. This means that over 15000
bits have to be level shifted. For a regular single voltage domain register file this
is not a problem at all, but when a voltage domain has to be crossed, and with it
over 15000 signals, the situation becomes problematic. The metal stack used for this
project has six lower capacitance metals, half of them are designated as vertical and
half as horizontal. If one decided to use three of these metals (either the vertical or
horizontal ones) to place the wires going from one voltage domain to the other, using
a minimum pitch of 0.2µm, (15000/3)0.2µm = 1mm would be the total distance in
the interface between voltage domains. This minimum pitch approach would never
work due to routing problems, but assuming it will, and considering two register files
per Port interface block, over 16mm would be necessary in the interface between
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Figure 5.27: Register file voltage domain division. Both Buffer NET to DDR
and Buffer DDR to NET were designed following this voltage domain division. The
increase of contact surface between domains allowed for a level shifter to be added
for every storage bit register.
voltage domains. This approach as it is, in a first approximation, would seem to be
impossible to work. But, what if one had all of the required contact surface between
the voltage domains? What if the line dividing the two voltage domains from the top
of the DDR DRAM PHY to the bottom of it was not a straight line? Figure 5.27
shows the approach taken in designing these register files. It can now be seen that
this approach increases significantly the space signals traveling from one domain to
the other have. This is the approach that was taken to build both register files in the
Port interface blocks.
A pseudo architecture is presented in Figure 5.28 along with the steps taken in
both paths from sending packets to the external memory, to the reception of their
answers. One important characteristic of the architecture presented is that every
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packet sent to the 3D-DiRAM is expected to generate an acknowledge packet for the
packets writing in memory, and a read answer for the packets reading from memory.
In table 5.2 the existence of a tag field allowed the unique recognition of transactions.
When considering the big picture where up to 128 PUs will be injecting packets into
the L1 network, 7 bits will be used to redirect the response packet to the PUs (3 for
the eight token-rings, and 4 for the 16 different PUs in a row), leaving only 7 bits per
PU to identify a response packet. This number of bits was considered too small for
a general purpose distributed processing architecture. For this reason, an additional
16 bits are added to the tag field. This additional tag fields would not leave the
CMPs, they stay local to the Port interface block and are attached to the packet
responses before sending them to the L1 network. The process by which transactions
are elevated in the external memory is as follows:
1. In Step1, the L1 network uses one of the Buffer NET to DDR ports to write
all of the desired transactions. After this, the number of transactions (that can
be up to 48) will be passed through the level-shifted and synchronized signals
n packet NET i and send NET i. The first signal indicates the number of pack-
ets and the second one communicates to the block that the transmission can
begin. The arrows in red correspond to the network clock domain (clk NET i).
The arrows in blue correspond to the clkL HOST i clock in the path to the ex-
ternal memory. Once this block obtains the token from the Mux Demux block,
one by one the packets are taken their way to the 3D-DiRAM.
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2. With Step2, after these packets were sent, response packets are expected. These
packets now will be clocked by the clkL DDR i clock, represented by the green
arrows. These packets will be also transformed into the clkL HOST i clock
domain by the usage of a circular shift register. This shift register will have
two pointers, where the read pointer is always ahead of the write pointer by
one position. Both clkL DDR i and clkL HOST i run at the same speed, so,
by just using a three stage circular shift register, it can be warrantied that the
read pointer, which is governed by the clkL HOST i clock, will read a packet
at least one clock period after it was written by the clkL DDR i clock, avoid-
ing meta-stability problems. Two identical signals, clocked with two different
clocks, carry the response packets to the Buffer NET to DDR. In Figure 5.26,
clk 2 i for TILE v2 69x48 would correspond to clkL HOST i. In the flow to
Buffer NET to DDR, part of the clkL HOST i clocked signal will be fed to the
data comp 2 i input in block TILE v2 69x48. The bits fed to this input are
the ones corresponding to the type of operation (2 bits), address (40 bits) and
tag (11 bits). With the usage of en comp 2 i as an enable signal, a comparison
one to one is made of the operation (2 bits) & address (40 bits) & tag (11 bits)
fields from the packet responses and the ones allocated in the Buffer NET to
DDR. Additionally, as one can observe from block TILE v2 69x48 in Figure 5.26
the additional 16 bits tag added local to the Port interface will be extracted
from the packet that was successfully received. This extraction is done in the
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clkL DDR i clock domain.
3. In Step3, the before mentioned signals will update the status of the Correctly
received packets register, and the extracted extended tag field will be added to
the received packet in the case of a successful read answer. The read answers
will now be written in the Buffer DDR to NET. If, upon receiving acknowledges
for all of the sent packets, some of the answers were flagged as failed, the process
is iterated only for the failed transactions.
4. Once all of the answers were successfully received, and read answers written on
the output buffer to the network along with the additional 16 tag bits, a output
ready signal is asserted ready NET o to indicate the N1 network that the read
responses can be read from the Buffer DDR to NET. The L1 network will be
aware of the number of expected answers, so it will know how many positions
from the Buffer DDR to NET need to be read.
5.6.2 Input/Output Signals
A brief description of what each of the input/output signals from block Port-
interface are presented in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Description of the Port interface signals.
Signal name Bits O/I Description
port n i 3 I
Input identifying one of the eight different blocks. This input will be
hardwired to the local port address.
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reset i 1 I Reset input.
allow data i 1 I
After the DDR DRAM PHY has finished being configured, an asser-
tion on this signal will allow the packet interchange between the L1
network and the DDR DRAM PHY block.
clkL HOST i 1 I
Clock used for the flow from the 3D-DiRAM to the CMP. (2.4ns clock
period)
clkL DDR i 1 I
Clock used for the flow coming from the 3D-DiRAM to the CMP.
(2.4ns clock period)
clk NET i 1 I Clock used in the NoCs. (300MHz clock)
Connection coming from the Mux Demux block
we DDR i 1 I Indicator of the existence of a packet.
Success read DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a success read acknowledge packet.
Success write DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a success write acknowledge packet.
Failed read DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a failed read acknowledge packet.
Failed write DDR i 1 I Signal indicating a failed write acknowledge packet.
data DDR i 256 I Data field for the incoming packet.
tag DDR i 14 I Tag field for the incoming packet. (same tag as shown in Table 5.2)
addr DDR i 40 I
Address from where a read or write command was executed in the
3D-DiRAM.
Connection going to the Mux Demux block
token HOST i I 1 Input through which a token is expected.
token HOST o O 1 Output through which the token is released after forwarding packets.
got token HOST o O 1
Signal that is asserted when the block has the token and desires to
use it.
en HOST o O 1 Indicator of an outgoing packet.
we HOST o O 1
If the outgoing packet corresponds to a write request, then we HOST-
o = ‘1’.
vector HOST o O 256 Data field for an outgoing write packet.
addr HOST o O 40 Address for where to write or from where to read in external memory.
tag HOST o O 14 Tag field for the outgoing packet. (same tag as shown in Table 5.2)
Signals connecting the L1 network to the DDR DRAM PHY.
Port in the flow from the L1 network to the Port interface.
we NET i








Port used in the writing to the Buffer NET to DDR. Signal we NET-
i is the write enable input. Signal addr w NET i is the address and
data NET i the data to be written. The 325 bits correspond to data
(256 bits) & address (40 bits) & operation (2 bits) & tag (11 bits) &
extended tag (16 bits).
send NET i 1 I
Signal indicating the Port interface block that the transmission can
start.
n packet NET i 6 I Input indicating the number of packets to be sent to external memory.
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Port in the flow from the Port interface to the L1 network.
ready NET o 1 O
Signal indicating the L1 network that all of the read answers are
ready.






Address and data output for the Buffer DDR to NET. The Network-
1 interface will use this signals to inject the response reads to the L1
network.
5.7 The Network 1 interface Block
5.7.1 Operating Description
The Network 1 interface is the block responsible of injecting packets into the Port-
interface blocks, and reading the read answers back. The mechanism by which this
is done is not trivial, as it is very easy to reach a state in which the L1 network rings
are full of read and write commands and the Port interface is not able to attend
them. A local running counter will be used in the time slot assignment seen in 4.2.
The buffer used in the flow to external memory in block Port interface will be named
input buffer and the one on the other direction, the output buffer. The input buffer
will be considered to be busy when packets have been written in it and the command
to forward them has been elevated. On the other hand the output buffer will be
considered busy when the read answers have been collected and this buffer is trying
to inject the answers into the L1 network rings. If a L1 network ring happens to be
full of read and write requests, and both the input and output buffers on the Port-
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Figure 5.28: Step by step description of the functioning of the Port-
interface block. Green arrows represent flow of data clocked by clkL DDR i,
blue arrows data clocked by clkL HOST i, and red arrows by the network clock.
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interface side are busy, then the input buffer is waiting for the output buffer to inject
packets into the network and free the output buffer, to send the packet commands to
the external memory. Unfortunately the output buffer cannot proceed because the
network is full of read are write requests that will never go away unless the input
buffer attends them. This is the kind of scenario that needs to be avoided.
It is clear now that both input and output buffers cannot be busy at the same
time. Let’s consider the following example. After power-up, both input and output
buffers will be empty. The input buffer will start collecting packets and eventually
these packets will be sent to the external memory. While these packets are sent to the
3D-DiRAM, the input buffer will be flagged as busy. When finally all of the packets
are sent, and if any of those packets sent were read requests, then the input buffer
will get free and the output buffer will get busy trying to inject the read responses
into the token-ring network. If none of the packets sent to the 3D-DiRAM are read
commands, then no read response is expected, then the output buffer will not get
busy, and the input buffer will be able to immediately start collecting new packets to
forward. If on the other hand, the output buffer is busy trying to inject packets into
the network, the solution to the dead-lock found is that the input buffer will only
accept packets from the network if at the same time a packet from the output buffer
is injected into the network. This makes sure that the scenario where the network is
full of read and write commands is not a dead-lock problem.
An additional feature that was incorporated, is a programmable time counter
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that senses when packets have not been written into the input buffer for a while.
There is no need to completely fill the input buffer to forward the packets to the
3D-DiRAM. If the buffer is not completely filled, the traffic going to the 3D-DiRAM
will decrease, allowing to mitigate problems related to packet dropping seen in 5.5. It
is not unlikely that at some point one of the L1 network rings would become empty.
If they do and the input buffer hasn’t been filled, the absence of the time counter
would make the transmission of the already written packets in the input buffer halt
for an undetermined amount of time. The existence of this time counter fixes this,
elevating a transmission request after a time of absence of activity in the input buffer.
A caveat to take into account is that this time counter would only work if the output
buffer is not busy, otherwise it is risked to have both input and output buffers busy
at the same time.
Figure 5.29 presents the step by step explanation of the interchange of packets
from the L1 network ring and the Port interface. The steps are the following:
1. After power-up, the Network 1 interface will start generating empty packets
with the slot addresses that will allow the different PUs to insert read or write
commands into the L1 network ring. The time for this is shown as time = 0 in
Figure 5.29.
2. At time t = A,A >> 1, many PUs will have inserted packets into the ring
network and some of them will have been taken by the input buffer. Upon the
write of these packets into the input buffer, a NOP packets are inserted back
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into the network with a slot number generated by a local running counter.
3. After the before mentioned time counter expires or the input buffer is fully
filled, the transmission of packets to external memory is started (this is seen in
time = A+B,B >> 1 in Figure 5.29). After a while answer packets will start
flowing from the external memory into the output buffer. In this case two read
answers were recorded.
4. At time t = A+B+1, a NOP packet was received by the Network 1 interface
block, and because it is an empty packet, it is replaced back to the ring network
by one of the read answers. The slot number for this answer will not follow the
expected pattern, as it could belong to any of the PUs. This decision was taken
in order not to slow down the injection of read answers into the ring network.
5. At time t = A + B + 2 a similar situation arises, but the packet taken by the
Network 1 interface block is a read packet, and then upon writing this packet in
the input buffer, the output buffer is allowed to inject one of his answer packets
into the ring network.
5.7.2 Input/Output Signals
A brief description of what each of the input/output signals from block Network-
1 interface are presented in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.29: Step by step explanation of the interface between the L1
network ring and the Port interface.
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Table 5.6: Description of the Network 1 interface signals.
Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk X i 1 I
Clock input for each of the eight different Network 1 interface blocks.
X can be 0, 1, 2, ..., 7.
reset n X i 1 I
Reset input for each of the eight different Network 1 interface blocks.
X can be 0, 1, 2, ..., 7.
network empty X o 1 O
Output indicating the absence of transactions in both input and out-
put buffers. This signal will be provided to the coordinating processor,
to coordinate processing phases.
Signals managed by the coordinating processor.
max words i 6 I
Input used to constraint the maximum number of packets that can be
written to the input buffer. This number has to be less or equal to
48.
max time counter i 10 I
Number of clock cycles of inactivity at the input buffer that trig-
gers the transmission of the written packets in this buffer to external
memory.
Interface connecting to the L1 network. X can be 0, 1, 2, ..., 7.
tag addr LR X i 16 I See Table 4.5.
addr LR X i 40 I See Table 4.5.
tag LR X i 11 I See Table 4.5.
op LR X i 2 I See Table 4.5.
data LR X i 256 I See Table 4.5.
tag addr RL X o 16 O See Table 4.5.
addr RL X o 40 O See Table 4.5.
tag RL X o 11 O See Table 4.5.
op RL X o 2 O See Table 4.5.
data RL X o 256 O See Table 4.5.
Interface connecting to each of the Port interface blocks. X can be 0, 1, 2, ..., 7.
Port connecting to the input buffer.
send X o 1 See Table 5.5.
n packet X o 6 See Table 5.5.
we X o 1 See Table 5.5.
addr w X o 6 See Table 5.5.
data X o 325 See Table 5.5.
Port connecting to the output buffer.
addr r X o 6 See Table 5.5.
data X i 322 See Table 5.5.





6.1 Introduction to Synthesis
Two flows can be found in the translation from VHDL/Verilog description code
into physical layout. The first flow, usually called Logical Synthesis, corresponds to a
logical translation of an RTL description into a netlist, using only cells corresponding
to a particular standard cell library. The second flow, usually called Place & Route,
uses as input the resulting netlist, it takes care of laying down all of the physical
cells in that netlist, and it additionally performs the required metal interconnections
among the cells.
In starting the first flow, a standard cell library is required. This library will
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contain mainly memory elements (such as registers and latches), and logical elements
allowing to translate any truth table into a gate level netlist (such as AND, OR, XOR,
etc., gates). Due to the fact that area and speed are usually constraints in a design,
several versions for a given cell can be available in a library. For instance, if a 4-input
AND gate was required, then that logical function can be designed by using three
2-input AND gates, or maybe just one cell is required, if that 4-input AND gate is
already part of the library. With the second choice, it is very likely that the silicon
area used will be smaller, otherwise that 4-input AND gate would not be part of the
library. Some other times, if speed is more important than the reduction in area,
the logical synthesis tool might find more convenient to use three 2-input AND cells
instead of a single 4-input AND cell. Furthermore, the tool might find convenient
to change the strength of each of those 2-input AND gates. A standard cell library
might have several versions for the same logical function, and that is because the
driving strength of these cells can be different.
Two types of files mainly characterize a standard cell library, the first one is the
timing library (.lib extension file), and the other one characterizes the geometry of
the cells geometrically (.lef extension file). The first file characterizes the rising and
falling transitions at the output of each of the cells, as well as the input-to-output
delay. This is accomplished by simulating the schematic of each of the cells, chang-
ing both input slew rates and output capacitances. The results are bi-dimensional
matrices characterizing not only output falling and rising transitions, and input-to-
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output delays, but also power dissipation. In both Logical Synthesis and Place &
Route tools, these tables are interpolated to achieve more accurate timing results.
If MMMC (Multi-Mode, Multi-Corner) is used, multiple corners are considered in
the synthesis process. Both nfet and pfet transistors can be characterized by current-
voltage curves, but these curves are not unique. Due to fabrication variations, each of
these curves correspond to a sample from the statistical distribution of curves char-
acterizing a device. One can then extract timing matrices characterizing standard
cells for different statistical cases. Usually four are the cases provided by a foundry,
fast-fast, slow-slow, fast-slow and slow-fast for the cases of both nfets and pfets. Due
to environmental conditions as well as power dissipation conditions, temperature is
another variable considered. One can then generate several .lib files where temper-
ature, voltage supply and nfet-pfet corners can be changed. All of these conditions
are taken into account by both Logical Synthesis and Place & Route tools to make
sure that timing constraints are satisfied under any condition.
After Place & Route, a resulting .gds file is generated, but in order to obtain it,
the layout of each of the standard cells is required. Some of the information provided
by the layout of a standard cell is not really necessary in performing Place & Route
of a design. One, for instance, does not need to know the characteristics of each of
the transistors in a standard cell, that has been already characterized by the timing
in a .lib file. Place & Route only make use of metals to perform connections, and
then only the metal information of a cell is required. It is for this reason that a
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less informative version of the layout of a cell is used. This version will only contain
information of the position of the metal pins, and sizes for each of the cells in the
library. It is at the end of the Place & Route flow that these .lef cells will be replaced
by the real .gds versions.
Figure 6.1 presents a diagram showing the different synthesis steps when doing
both Logical Synthesis and Place & Route. The minimum requirements when doing
Logical Synthesis are the standard cell library timing information, all of the design
constraints through a .sdc file, and the design to synthesize either in VHDL, Ver-
ilog or both. The Logical Synthesis does not usually take into account capacitance
or resistance of wires in performing the interconnection among cells, it usually only
considers the timing information provided by the .lib timing library files. The result
of this step is a Verilog gate level netlist, with an updated constraints file. If a better
approach, with more accurate timing constraints is desired, one can opt to perform a
Logical Synthesis in topological mode. With this approach one can provide minimum
information about capacitances and resistances of wires through an additional .lib
file containing basic information about the metal stack. With this file, the Logical
Synthesis tool can make a first order estimation of delays between cells. If one already
has information about the floorplan of the design being sythesized, one can addition-
ally provide that information to the tool through a .def file. This file will have basic
information about the floorplan of the design such as pin location and floorplan sizes.
The resulting gate level netlist can be logically verified by simulating it in tools such
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as Modelsim.
The Place & Route step will take the resulting gate level netlist and will perform
the physical placement and interconnection of the standard cells. One can usually
use the same constraints file used for Logical Synthesis, but sometimes, because of
name remapping, it is recommended to use the file generated by the Logical Synthesis
tool. Additional to the standard cells timing information, the constraints file, and
the gate level netlist, a few more files are necessary in performing Place & Route.
Because layout will be generated with this step, one needs the geometrical information
about the cells, which is provided through the .lef cells. An additional .lef file
will be provided, the one characterizing the metal stack. This file will provide the
tool information about the metal stack such as minimum DRC rules to follow when
routing, and information of how to create vias for the connection of two wires in
different metals. For resistance and capacitance parasitics, the original .lib file for
Logical Synthesis will now be replaced by more accurate descriptive files. These files
can be either captables (.captbl extension file) or QRC (.qrc extension file) files. QRC
files are usually used for feature sizes under 80nm, and captables are more common
in bigger feature sizes. By replacing the .lef versions of the standard cells by real
.gds layouts, a layout of the synthesized design is generated, along with a gate level
netlist. This netlist can be used again in tools such as Modelsim to verify the correct
functioning of the netlist. One can additionally perform static time analysis, which
is done by additionally incorporating the delays suffered by each of the cells in the
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design (.sdf extension files) to the simulation in Modelsim. Just for safe measures, by
importing the gate level netlist to tools such as Cadence Virtuoso, DRC and LVS can
be performed on the resulting layout to further verify the correctness of the resulting
.gds.
6.2 Standard Cell Library Design
When aiming for power reduction, two main aspects are considered in CMOS
circuitry, leakage currents and switching activity. The reduction of power consump-
tion by lowering switching activity is one possible approach, where one can drive
the design of architectures by estimating switching activity as seen in,34–36 or maybe
come up with new encoding mechanisms that warranty this reduction like in.36 The
approach taken for this project was the reduction of the voltage supply in order to
reduce power consumption. The energy in a capacitor is well known to be 1
2
CV 2,
and then for CMOS, the power reduction scales down quadratically with the supplied
voltage. With this approach leakage currents can be significantly reduced, especially
when considering subthreshold voltages.
The design of a standard cell library is not a trivial matter, a lot of time needs
to be put in the design of every single cell so that an efficient design can be accom-
plished. In the design of these cells several unconventional CMOS architectures were
analyzed, like the Schmidt-Trigger approach from37 which allows the voltage supply
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Figure 6.1: Synthesis flow diagram. Diagram showing both Logical Synthesis
and Place & Route steps in the synthesis of a design.
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to go below 100mV . Such a reduction in the power supply decreases dramatically
power dissipation, at expense of a dramatic reduction in the frequency of operation
and a significant increase in the size of the standard cells. This approach was simu-
lated, but was discarded as it would have reduced number of PUs to less than half.
Additionally, the hysteresis inherent to a Schmidt-trigger cell made it very difficult
to perform timing characterization on these cells. Simple combinatorial cells such as
a AND or OR gates would not be considered combinatorial any more in this architec-
ture. Memory is inherent to each of these cells, and then automation in the timing
characterization of these cells using tools such as Cadence Liberate would become
a very complicated task. Furthermore, logical synthesis tools such as Synopsys DC
Compiler or Place & Route tools such as Cadence Innovus, are not prepared to deal
with this kind of memory.
As a result, the design of a standard cell library was decided to be started based
on an already tested standard cell library provided by IBM. The nominal voltage for
the provided library is 1.2V , and then if subthreshold voltages were decided to be
used, then modifications to these cells would have to take place.
As a first step all cells containing more than two transistors in the path from the
output to the voltage supply for the pfet transistors, or in the path from the output
to ground for the case on nfet transistors, were discarded. Secondly, considering a
power supply of 300mV , all of the remaining cells were simulated, utilizing the same
output capacitance and same input slew. All of those cells whose input to output
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delay deviated considerably with respect to the standard inverter, were discarded as
well. Many cells such as clock gaters, registers with asynchronous reset or preset, and
almost all of the cells containing more than two inputs, were redesigned considering
the before mentioned transistor stack limitation. Additionally, because of the long
distances traveled by many signals in our chips, very strong inverters and buffers
occupying up to eight rows were designed.
After the design of the schematics for all of the cells extending the trimmed li-
brary, timing characterization was performed on these cells using the tools Cadence
Encounter Library Characterizer, and its more up to date version Cadence Liber-
ate. Voltages from 0.4V to 1.2V with 100mV steps were used, and for each of these
voltages, characterization of these cells was done on five different corners. Three dif-
ferent corners for the nfet-pfet transistors characterization were used, FAST-FAST
(ff ), SLOW-SLOW (ss) and TYPICAL-TYPICAL (tt). The temperatures used were
−40C, 125C and 27C. Three different percentages 90%, 100% and 110% were used
for every considered voltage. A table featuring the propagation delay of a standard
inverter for different voltage supplies is shown in Table 6.1. The load capacitance used
was 4fF which corresponds roughly to the input capacitance of four of the analyzed
inverters. The objective of these tables is to give an idea to the reader, the speeds
one can achieve at different voltage supplies, and how corners, as voltage is lowered,
display more relative variation.
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Relative difference with respect to typical corner
0.4V R 10.240ns 1075.560ns19.726ns 1.454ns 22.046ns 51.91% 5452.47% 100.00% 7.37% 111.76%
0.4V F 2.920ns 42.489ns 2.735ns 0.949ns 2.156ns 106.74% 1553.40% 100.00% 34.68% 78.82%
0.5V R 2.685ns 77.174ns 2.680ns 0.368ns 1.575ns 100.17% 2879.43% 100.00% 13.72% 58.75%
0.5V F 0.922ns 5.059ns 0.740ns 0.227ns 0.481ns 124.53% 683.37% 100.00% 30.71% 65.04%
0.6V R 0.829ns 7.025ns 0.571ns 0.162ns 0.300ns 145.33% 1230.89% 100.00% 28.46% 52.49%
0.6V F 0.392ns 1.276ns 0.270ns 0.104ns 0.137ns 145.12% 471.83% 100.00% 38.59% 50.77%
0.7V R 0.337ns 1.073ns 0.211ns 0.097ns 0.118ns 159.75% 507.99% 100.00% 46.15% 55.73%
0.7V F 0.200ns 0.399ns 0.118ns 0.061ns 0.060ns 169.09% 336.96% 100.00% 51.75% 50.30%
0.8V R 0.181ns 0.312ns 0.118ns 0.069ns 0.068ns 152.38% 263.56% 100.00% 58.41% 57.78%
0.8V F 0.115ns 0.150ns 0.064ns 0.042ns 0.036ns 179.23% 232.20% 100.00% 65.08% 56.59%
0.9V R 0.117ns 0.144ns 0.075ns 0.054ns 0.049ns 155.01% 190.57% 100.00% 71.83% 64.78%
0.9V F 0.074ns 0.074ns 0.043ns 0.032ns 0.027ns 174.19% 174.17% 100.00% 75.33% 63.47%
1.0V R 0.085ns 0.087ns 0.057ns 0.045ns 0.039ns 150.33% 153.75% 100.00% 79.40% 68.30%
1.0V F 0.053ns 0.047ns 0.032ns 0.027ns 0.022ns 163.81% 145.87% 100.00% 82.53% 68.97%
1.1V R 0.068ns 0.063ns 0.046ns 0.039ns 0.033ns 146.01% 135.11% 100.00% 84.60% 71.04%
1.1V F 0.041ns 0.035ns 0.026ns 0.023ns 0.019ns 153.93% 131.01% 100.00% 87.46% 72.99%
1.2V R 0.056ns 0.049ns 0.040ns 0.035ns 0.029ns 142.35% 124.73% 100.00% 88.29% 73.18%
1.2V F 0.033ns 0.028ns 0.023ns 0.021ns 0.017ns 145.92% 122.33% 100.00% 90.96% 75.96%
Table 6.1: Single inverter SEN INV 1 propagation delay. Delay considered
for nine different voltages. For each of those voltages five corners were calculated. The
last five columns help to visualize how four corners deviate from the typical corner.
R stands for rising and F stands for falling.
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6.3 SRAM Library Design
A lot of work has been done in the design of processors in the subthreshold or
near-subthreshold region,38–41 and even approaches have been taken where the supply
voltage can be adaptively changed.42 But one very important aspect of processors
is that generally they require cache memory, and the area taken by that memory is
generally more than the one taken by the actual processor. In the case of this project,
where different PUs will perform different types of processing, local cache to those
PUs is a necessity. The memory surrounding a processor usually takes the majority
of the switching power, as well as in the case of static power dissipation. It is for this
reason that different architectures for SRAM cells were considered, and some common
techniques were reviewed for the design of a SRAM cell library.43 The more tempting
approach was the one presented in,44 where a specific 9T SRAM cell is presented
for 65nm/55nm process, which is exactly what is needed. Sizes for the SRAM cell
transistors are carefully chosen and an operation down to 300mV has been reported.
An SRAM library was then designed due to the usage of local storage in almost
every single PU type. The SRAM cell schematic used is the one shown in Figure
6.2. In Figure 6.3, on the left, the layout of the cell is presented, and on the right
the same layout with only diffusion and polysilicon is shown. The shown cell actually
contains two SRAM cells, and the reason for this design is that more compactness was
reached. The reasons for the sizes of the transistors are mainly because of stability
enhancement, leakage current reduction and noise reduction.44
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Figure 6.2: SRAM cell schematic. Due to compactness, two SRAM cells were
put together in the basic SRAM cell.
One of the most recognizable characteristics of this 9T SRAM cell is that the
sensing of the memory bits does not modify the state of state holding nets, when
compared to SRAM cells using lower number of transistors. This makes the cell more
immune to read noise when operating at very low voltages. An additional feature
in this cell is the presence of the VDD virt i input. This input is the one providing
power to the back-to-back inverter pair. The main objective of this input is to be
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Figure 6.3: SRAM cell layout. On the left the full layout of the two SRAM cells.
On the right only the polysilicon and diffusion layers are shown.
lowered to ground when writing the cell. This would reduce the fight these pair of
inverters put when their held value needs to be changed, saving power.
A library of several SRAM sizes was developed using the mentioned cell. These
sizes go, for the number of words, from 64 to 512 in power of 2, and each word can
hold 8, 16, 24 or 32 bits, making a total of 16 different SRAM memories. Layout
for these memories were designed using the same rail height as the regular standard
cells. This characteristic allowed these SRAMs to be considered an extension of the
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Figure 6.4: SRAM timing diagram. Reset, one write operation and one read
operation are performed.
used standard cell library, so that no power ring for these memories is needed when
synthesizing an architecture, allowing to gain in area. Figure 6.4 depicts the timing
diagram for resetting the memory, and performing a write and a read operation. The
purpose of this reset signal is to make sure that the asynchronous driver controlling
internally the memory, starts from a correct state. The reset transaction needs to
be done only once after power up. This reset input is latched, so it acts with a one
clock cycle delay. It can be observed that data is read and written in memory in the
same fashion as it is done in Xilinx block rams. This was designed on purpose so that
tested FPGA architectures using Xilinx BRAMs could be easily ported to an asic.
The overall architecture for a every SRAM memory is presented in Figure 6.5.
Right from the beginning two options were given, all the internal operations in the
memory could be aligned with a clock signal, or a self-driven architecture using asyn-
chronous logic could be designed. This logic would run faster, but at the expense of
building more complicated circuits. Bitlines in the memory need to be pre-charged to
ground before any write or read operation, and it is after this that some of those lines
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are pulled up either by the selected memory word in the case of reading, or by the
block Write Logic Full in the case of writing. The asynchronous option was finally
decided upon. The Async Control block is the asynchronous driver that controls the
memory internally. It is from this block that all the control signals are sent out to
the different memory blocks. When a read or write operation is received (en i=‘1’
and we i=‘0’ for read, and en i=‘1’ and we i=‘1’ for write), the pc signal is set to
‘1’ making the Precharge Full block discharge all the bit lines (bl and bl ∼ lines) to
ground. After this, the SRAM feedback block senses when all of the bit lines are dis-
charged, and then a ‘1’ is sent to the asynchronous driver through the nor signal to let
it know that the read or write operation can take place. This is done by performing
a big NOR operation on all the bit lines. To make sure that the bitline voltage values
are close to ground, Schimidt Trigger inverters were used. These inverters will trigger
a ‘1’ for the nor signal only when all the bitline voltages are close to ground.
Figure 6.6 depicts the schematic of the bias-less current-based sense amplifier used
for every bit line with its negated counterpart. Inputs bl i and bl n i are a bit line and
its negated value. Input enable i will enable the two current mirrors at the bottom
of the schematic. Before performing a read operation, the latch i input signal will
be at ‘1’, shorting both Q o and Q n o signals together. When a read operation is
performed, latch i will transition to ‘0’ allowing the two current sources to decide
where the cross-coupled pfet transistors should tilt signals Q o and Q n o to. Before
reading, both Q o and Q n o nets will be at ‘0’, making cntrl = ‘0’. This will set
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Figure 6.5: SRAM architecture diagram. Blocks making up the architecture of
every SRAM memory. M is the number of bits in a word, and N is the maximum
number of words.
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Figure 6.6: SRAM current-based sense amplifier schematic.
outputs bl o and bl n o to ground. When one of the Schmidt-Trigger inverters starts
sensing a change, then the cntrl and cntrl n signals are updated, allowing outputs
bl o and bl n o output the read values. Output bl buff o is the output that will be
directed to the SRAM output data port.
Figure 6.7 shows a diagram with the different blocks building the asynchronous
driver. Figure 6.8 shows the state diagrams for both qw and qr signals. If a reset
command is received then both qw and qr will go to zero. If a read command is
received, then qr will switch, and if on the other hand a write command is received
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Figure 6.7: Diagram of the blocks composing the SRAM asynchronous
driver. Blocks with dec do not posses any asynchronous logic, they are just decoders.
qw will. It is this switch that will be used in the asynchronous logic to trigger all of
the internal operations of the memory. The architecture in Figure 6.7 is divided into
two rows, the ones performing the operations for when a read command is received,
and the ones for the write command. They are identified by the usage of R or W in
their block names. Figure 6.9 show how the different async blocks work. For the case
of the async1 block, the inputs are c and st, and for the async2 blocks, r and Nor
are the inputs.
A more in detail functioning of the memory driver for both the cases when a word
is read and a word is written is now introduced.
Read operation:
1. Signal qr transitions high when en i = ‘1’ and we i = ‘0’ in Figure 6.7.
2. Internal state Rstate1 in block R async1 transitions from R0 to R01, making
signal r go high.
3. The change in signal r makes internal state Rstate2 in block R async2 transi-
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Figure 6.8: State diagram for signals qw and qr in Figure 6.7.
tion from R0 to R1, making the signal latch and st r transition high and low
respectively. Signal latch will reset the sense amplifiers, so that when the latch
signal goes back low, the sensing of the bitlines will be performed and a word
value will be sent to the output data o in Figure 6.5.
4. The change in signal st r will make Rstate1 transition from R01 to R02 making
signal r transition low.
5. The last change will make Rstate2 change from R1 to R2 and signal pc will
be set high. When this signal is set high, block Precharge Full from Figure 6.5
will discharge all of the bitlines to ground. After a little while when all of the
lines are discharged, SRAM feedback block from Figure 6.5 will sense this and
a high transition will be received through the nor i input.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.9: Asynchronous state diagrams for both the async1 and async2
blocks from Figure 6.7. Letter W stands for the state diagram for when a write is
perform, and R for when a read is performed. Figure 6.9a shows an overlap of both
read and write cases.
6. The change of state in Rstate2 will make Rstate2 internal state go from R2 to
R3. This change will make signal pc go low (this makes the block Precharge
Full stop discharging all of the bitlines so that now some of them can be driven
high in the read operation), latch go low (meaning that one is ready to read),
and signal rwl will transition high (allowing the target word in memory drive
the bitlines through the input addr i).
7. When now the bitlines are driven by the target word in the memory array,
signal nor i will transition low, and then nor r will consequently transition
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low, making Rstate2 change from R3 to R0.
8. This last state change will make signals st r and rwl go back to their original
values, making Rstate2 internal states transition from R02 to R1. For the next
time a read operation is performed, the whole process will be repeated, but now
Rstate1 will transition from R1, to R11, to R12, and back to the original R0.
An additional signal is present in Figure 6.5, the keep signal. This signal is set
high when either of the internal states in blocks R async2 and W async2 are differ-
ent than R0 and W0 respectively. The problem found was that, if a write or read
command is not received with a certain frequency, bitlines will be discharged down
to ground and the signal nor i will be set high triggering an undesired asynchronous
process. This is the reason the block Keep Value will sense the bitlines and try to
maintain the logic value by injecting or withdrawing a small current.
Write operation:
For the write operation a similar approach is taken. In this case there are some
differences in the signals that are being driven. After receiving a write operation that
switches the qw signal, the whole process is very similar to the read operation, but
instead of the latch and rwl signals, signals vdd virt and we wwl are driven. The
signal vdd virt is a signal that powers off the target word in memory so that the write
operation performed when signal we wwl transitions high can be done utilizing less
power.
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Figure 6.10 presents a detailed timing diagram of all the signals involved in the
asynchronous control unit for the SRAM memories. The layout designed for the
64x32 SRAM memory is shown in Figure 6.11. One additional comment is worth to
mention, and that is that all of the SRAM memory cells were all designed using only
up to metal three, meaning that the only metals used were M1, M2 and M3. This
is a very convenient characteristic, as it allows to use all of the remaining metals to
perform routing on top of the memories. The memory shown in Figure 6.11 achieves
a 10.55µm2 of area per bit, with an operation down to 400mV.
6.4 SRAM Test Chip GF5
A chip named GF5, with a size of 3.5mmx3.5mm, was fabricated with the same
55nm Global Foundries process for the test of several architectures. One of them
was the SRAM cell library. In previous tapeouts, the custom designed pads where
not incorporated as part of the standard cell library, meaning that signals had to
manually routed to the pads from the chip cores. In this new chip, the pads were
incorporated in the flow, and then manual routing of the connections to the pads was
not required, reducing significantly the likelihood of human errors.
Two types of characterization are needed when blocks, pads for instance, are de-
sired to be incorporated in the synthesis flow, the abstract characteristics of the cell
(a file that contains all the geometrical information of the block so that the synthesis
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Figure 6.10: Asynchronous driver timing diagram. Detailed timing diagram
of all the signals in the SRAM asynchronous controller.
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Figure 6.11: Layout for the 64x32 SRAM block. The 64x32 SRAM memory
cell is one of the 16 different SRAM memory cells. Only up to metal three is used for
all of the SRAM memories.
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tool knows its dimensions, where to route, etc.) and the timing characteristics (re-
quired for achieving speed constraints in our design). In this chip the first type of
characterization was done accurately, but the second one, due to lack of time, was
reduced to a simplified version where the input and output pads are considered to
have the same timing characteristics as one of the buffers in our standard cell library.
In this GF5 test chip, a single pad frame was used. The idea was to have a top-
level synthesis of the chip where the different cores are placed as blocks. So that a
better use of area could be achieved, it was desired to share the logical pads among
all the cores. For the case of the input pads to the chip, these pads can be routed
to all of the cores without any complication. But for the case of the output pads,
in order not to use additional pads as multiplexer control signals, a logical OR for
all of the outputs was decided to be performed. This strategy for the output pads
would only work if only one core is powered at a time, and that is the reason that
dedicated power pads for each of the cores were incorporated. For the case of biases,
when possible, pads were also shared among cores. These ideas can be seen in Fig
6.12.
There are seven different cores in the chip, the CID core (designed by Gaspar
Tognetti), the ACM core (designed by Philippe Pouliquen), the VVM core (designed
by Kayode Sanni), the MORPH core (designed by Martin Villemur), the PLL core
(IBM design), the IFAT core (designed by Jamal Molin) and an SRAM core (designed
by Tomás Figliolia). Each of the cores works at a unique voltage with exception of
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Figure 6.12: Pad sharing in GF5 chip. In green, the voltage used by the pads
in the communication to the outside world. In red, the voltage used in the top logic
synthesis of the chip. Each of the big black arrows represents each of the independent
core voltages. All of the N1 inputs are being distributed to all of the cores. The N2
output signals are ORed bit to bit for all of the cores. For the case of the biases, if
possible, they were also shared.
the PLL core which has two voltage sources, an analog ground and a digital ground.
Ground is a unique net shared among all of the cores, with the exception of the
analog ground for the PLL. This ground is provided with the pads beginning with
V SS. Power pads for V DD I and V DD E start with those same names. In Figure
6.13 the layout of the chip is presented. All the pad names are shown.
In Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 the sharing of all the input, output and bias pads is
shown. Each of the pads in the first column is shared among all of the signals in the
same row.
Even if all of the cores would not run at the same maximum speed, the top level
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Figure 6.13: Layout view of GF5 chip.
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INPUT IFAT PLL ACM CID MORPHO VVM SRAM OSC
PLACE PAD i 0 Gclk i REFCLK i clock1 i port i[0] clk ph0 clk i clk i -
PLACE PAD i 1 W i[0] FBKCLK i clock2 i port i[1] rst rst i en i -
PLACE PAD i 2 W i[1] CLK i data i[0] port i[2] sel en i we i -
PLACE PAD i 3 Rst Array i INTFBK i data i[1] port i[3] address[0] bus i[0] reset n i -
PLACE PAD i 4 Ren i SR i data i[2] port i[4] address[1] bus i[1] addr i[0] -
PLACE PAD i 5 CellReset i RESET i data i[3] port i[5] address[2] bus i[2] addr i[1] -
PLACE PAD i 6 Rst Rcvr i BYPASS i data i[4] port i[6] address[3] bus i[3] addr i[2] -
PLACE PAD i 7 data i[0] STOPCLKA i data i[5] port i[7] address[4] bus i[4] addr i[3] -
PLACE PAD i 8 data i[1] STOPCLKB i data i[6] port i[8] address[5] bus i[5] addr i[4] -
PLACE PAD i 9 data i[2] SLEEP i data i[7] port i[9] address[6] bus i[6] addr i[5] -
PLACE PAD i 10data i[3] DLT i data i[8] port i[10] address[7] bus i[7] addr i[6] -
PLACE PAD i 11data i[4] - data i[9] port i[11] address[8] bus i[8] addr i[7] -
PLACE PAD i 12data i[5] - data i[10] port i[12] address[9] bus i[9] addr i[8] -
PLACE PAD i 13data i[6] - data i[11] port i[13] wr en bus i[10] addr i[9] -
PLACE PAD i 14data i[7] - data i[12] port i[14] data in[0] bus i[11] data i[0] -
PLACE PAD i 15data i[8] - data i[13] port i[15] data in[1] bus i[12] data i[1] -
PLACE PAD i 16data i[9] - data i[14] port i[16] data in[2] bus i[13] data i[2] -
PLACE PAD i 17data i[10] - data i[15] port i[17] data in[3] bus i[14] data i[3] -
PLACE PAD i 18data i[11] - addr i[0] port i[18] data in[4] bus i[15] data i[4] -
PLACE PAD i 19Rst Xmit i - addr i[1] port i[19] data in[5] bus sel i data i[5] -
PLACE PAD i 20XmitAck i - addr i[2] port i[20] data in[6] addr i[0] data i[6] -
PLACE PAD i 21 - - addr i[3] port i[21] data in[7] addr i[1] data i[7] -
PLACE PAD i 22 - - addr i[4] port i[22] - addr i[2] data i[8] -
PLACE PAD i 23 - - addr i[5] port i[23] - addr i[3] data i[9] -
PLACE PAD i 24 - - addr i[6] port i[24] - addr i[4] data i[10] -
PLACE PAD i 25 - - addr i[7] port i[25] - addr i[5] data i[11] -
PLACE PAD i 26 - - addr i[8] port i[26] - addr sel i data i[12] -
PLACE PAD i 27 - - write enable iport i[27] - opcode i[0] data i[13] -
PLACE PAD i 28 - - sample i port i[28] - opcode i[1] data i[14] -
PLACE PAD i 29 - - select i[0] port i[29] - opcode i[2] data i[15] -
PLACE PAD i 30 - - select i[1] port i[30] - - - -
PLACE PAD i 31 - - select i[2] port i[31] - - - -
PLACE PAD i 32 - - select i[3] port i[32] - - - -
PLACE PAD i 33 - - - - - - - OSC i
Table 6.2: GF5 chip input pads. Description of how input pads are shared among
all of the tested blocks.
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INPUT IFAT PLL ACM CID MORPHO VVM SRAM OSC
PLACE PAD o 0 data o[0] PLLOUTA o data o[0] port o[0] ready out bus o[0] data o[0] -
PLACE PAD o 1 data o[1] PLLOUTB o data o[1] port o[1] data out[0] bus o[1] data o[1] -
PLACE PAD o 2 data o[2] PLLSYNCA o data o[2] port o[2] data out[1] bus o[2] data o[2] -
PLACE PAD o 3 data o[3] PLLSYNCB o data o[3] port o[3] data out[2] bus o[3] data o[3] -
PLACE PAD o 4 data o[4] OBSERVE0 o data o[4] port o[4] data out[3] bus o[4] data o[4] -
PLACE PAD o 5 data o[5] OBSERVE1 o data o[5] port o[5] data out[4] bus o[5] data o[5] -
PLACE PAD o 6 data o[6] TESTOUTFREQ odata o[6] port o[6] data out[5] bus o[6] data o[6] -
PLACE PAD o 7 data o[7] TESTOUTLOCK odata o[7] port o[7] data out[6] bus o[7] data o[7] -
PLACE PAD o 8 data o[8] CE0ASST o data o[8] port o[8] data out[7] bus o[8] data o[8] -
PLACE PAD o 9 data o[9] DIVA O data o[9] port o[9] - bus o[9] data o[9] -
PLACE PAD o 10data o[10] DIVB O data o[10] port o[10] - bus o[10] data o[10] -
PLACE PAD o 11data o[11] - data o[11] port o[11] - bus o[11] data o[11] -
PLACE PAD o 12RcvrAck o - data o[12] port o[12] - bus o[12] data o[12] -
PLACE PAD o 13 - - data o[13] port o[13] - bus o[13] data o[13] -
PLACE PAD o 14 - - data o[14] port o[14] - bus o[14] data o[14] -
PLACE PAD o 15 - - data o[15] port o[15] - bus o[15] data o[15] -
PLACE PAD o 16 - - - - - - - OSC o
Table 6.3: GF5 chip output pads. Description of how output pads are shared
among all of the tested blocks.
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INPUT IFAT PLL ACM CID MORPHO VVM SRAM OSC
PLACE PAD io 0 E io - - - - - - -
PLACE PAD io 1 Vrst io - - - - - - -
PLACE PAD io 2Vthresh io - - - - - - -
PLACE PAD io 3 - - vbf io - - - - -
PLACE PAD io 4 - - vcl io - - - - -
PLACE PAD io 5 - - vfb io bias i[2] - - - -
PLACE PAD io 6 - - - - - V inp io - -
PLACE PAD io 7 - - - - - V inm io - -
PLACE PAD io 8 - - - - - V fbp io - -
PLACE PAD io 9 - - - - - V fbm io - -
PLACE PAD io 10 - - - - - V cmi io - -
PLACE PAD io 11 - - - - - V cmo io - -
PLACE PAD io 12 - - - - - V b io - -
PLACE PAD io 13 - - - bias i[3] - - - -
PLACE PAD io 14 - - - bias i[4] - - - -
PLACE PAD io 15Vbn io - vb io bias i[1] - I amp io - -
PLACE PAD io 16 - - voa io bias i[0] - I cmp io - -
PLACE PAD io 17 - - - bias i[5] - - - -
Table 6.4: GF5 chip bias pads.
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synthesis was aimed to run at 1GHz considering the first four input pads in Table 6.2
as clocks, so that all of the cores could reach their maximum frequency of operation if
desired. As well as the pads, all of the cores are considered blocks for which the two
characterizations mentioned before had to be performed as well. Only the SRAM,
VVM and MORPH cores were accurately characterized in timing. The reason for
this is that each of these blocks were synthesized and then the Cadence Innovus tool
can provide the timing model automatically. For the other blocks, the designs were
all custom, and due to lack of time the timing characterization for them was not
performed.
Apart from all of the mentioned cores, one input and one output pad were utilized
for testing the maximum frequency of operation for the custom-designed pads. The
signal received from an input pad is inverted and fed to the output pad. By doing
this, when shorting at the bondpad level the input and output pads, an oscillation is
achieved, and the frequency of oscillation will determine the maximum frequency of
operation for the pads. These pads are PLACE PAD i 33 and PLACE PAD o 16.
The SRAM memory blocks tested in this chip were only the ones with a word size
of 16bits. The impossibility of placing all the other cells was due to the lack of space
and the lack of input pads. As it can be seen from Table 6.2 and 6.3, the input and
output word is 16 bits long. Input reset n i represents the inverted reset input, en i
is the input enabling a read or write operation, we i is the input determining the type
of operation, and clk i is the clock input. The maximum size SRAM memory block
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stores 512 words, and then nine bits would be required to address each of the words.
A 10-bit address input addr i was used in the design. The additional bit allowed to
address one of the four available SRAM memories. If addr i(9) = ‘1’, then the 512
words memory is addressed, if addr i(9 downto 8) = “01” the 256 words memory is
addressed, if addr i(9 downto 7) = “001” the 128 words memory is addressed, and
if finally addr i(9 downto 6) = “0001” then the 64 words memory is the one being
addressed.
All of the SRAM memories in GF5 were tested by Jonah Segupta, and the max-
imum successful clock speeds found are presented in Table 6.5. Because none of the
ORed outputs from the different tested blocks were pipelined in any way in their
way to the output pads, speeds for the SRAM memories are supposed to be faster
than the ones presented in Table 6.5. Tests on the SRAM memory blocks were done
lowering the power supply down to 600mV with a successful operation.





Table 6.5: SRAM memory maximum clock frequency. Maximum clock fre-
quency measured for the four tested SRAM memory blocks in GF5 chip.
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In the search of algorithms to perform background-foreground segmentation on
images as part of the CMPs’ image processing flow, different approaches were ana-
lyzed, like the ones presented in.45–47 One particular algorithm48 was found to be
extremely interesting as it recurrent nature, and simplicity of operations, allowed to
be ported into a novel way of performing computations known as stochastic comput-
ing. This approach will be seen later in this section with the fabrication of three test
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chips.
Change Point Analysis (CPA) also known as Change Point Detection (CPD) is
the identification of sudden and often small changes to the parameters at the output
of a system that is in the form of sequential data. Often CPA is employed for the
segmentation of a signal to facilitate the process of tracking, identification or recogni-
tion. The Bayesian49,50 version of a Change Point Analysis was originally described
in51 with online versions of the algorithm only recently formulated.48,52 BOCPD
a Bayesian Online Change Point Detection algorithm of Adams and McKay48 and
further advanced in53–55 allow for online inference with causal predictive filtering pro-
cessing necessary in real-time systems that interact with physical environments that
can change. One of the key challenges and critique of Bayesian approaches is the
high computational requirements that often necessitate high precision floating point
computations.
In the process to explain the CPD algorithm, let’s consider the case where a stream
of independent samples x1, x2, ..., xt is received. The parameters of the distribution
from which these samples are drawn can suddenly change over time. If one can
identify where that change of parameters occurred, then a point of change can be
established. To give an example of such signal, one can consider a simple stream of
zeros and ones from a serial line, where the received voltage values at the endpoint
can fluctuate due to channel noise. Considering that the noise is Gaussian with mean
equal to zero, the sampled signal will be distributed ∼ N(µ, σ2), where σ2 is the fixed
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variance of the channel noise, and µ is the actual transmitted value, for example 0V
or 5V . In this case, the only parameter changing over time is µ, but a model in which
σ2 changes as well, can be also considered. Samples can be distributed normally with
parameters µ and σ2, and additionally one can think that those parameters can also
be drawn from another prior distribution P (µ, σ2). For the transmission line example
mentioned before, σ2 can be considered fixed, but µ can be drawn from a Bernoulli
distribution, with a p probability of sending 5V , and a (1− p) probability of sending
0V .
The run-length concept is now introduced, which is the number of consecutive
samples that are contemplated to have been drawn from the same distribution (the
parameters’ values didn’t change for all of the samples in that run). At time t, the
run-length will be rt. If rt = k, then the samples that are considered to be part of
that run are xt−k, xt−(k+1), ..., xt. The number of samples from a run rt = k will be
addressed as x
(r=k)
t . In Figure 7.1 a graph capturing the ideas mentioned is shown.
The nodes P are the nodes that contain the parameters of the distribution from which
samples xt are taken. The change of the parameters’ values Pt−k will trigger a reset in
the count rt−k, setting it to 0. On the other hand, if the parameters Pt−k = Pt−(k+1)
then rt−k = rt−(k+1) + 1.
The objective of this algorithm is to be able to predict, based on history, what
is the probability density function P (rt|X1:t = x1:t). Note that for this algorithm, at
every time step, there is a distribution P (rt|X1:t = x1:t), where rt can take values from
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Figure 7.1: CPD algorithm graph. In this graph r represents the run-length,
which can increase one count if the parameters P do not change, or it can be reset to
0 is they do. Using parameters P , a sample x is withdrawn at every time step. The
current parameter value Pt can depend on all of its previous values.
0 to t−1. The variables r will be considered the hidden variables of this Markov chain
process. There is no access to those values, and it is for this reason that a probability
distribution is estimated for them. This is the probability distribution used in taking
the decision that a new run has started due to the change of the parameters’ values.
At the bottom of Figures 2, 3 and 4 from,48 one can see in gray-scale at each point
in time the distribution P (rt|X1:t = x1:t).
7.2 Algorithm Equation Development
A brief development of the general equation behind the CPD algorithm in48 is
presented here. The equations that will be shown are the key to understanding how
the algorithm works. Since P (rt|X1:t) ∝ P (rt, X1:t), one can first get an expression for
P (rt, X1:t) and then normalize. The following equation results can be easily obtained
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following Bayes rule.
P (rt, X1:t) =
∑
rt−1












P (rt|rt−1)P (Xt|rt−1, X(r)t−1)P (rt−1, X1:t−1) (7.1)
Notice that P (rt, X1:t) is a function of P (rt−1, X1:t−1). Every time a new sam-
ple arrives, by using P (rt−1, X1:t−1) from the previous time step, P (rt|rt−1) and
P (Xt|rt−1, X(r)t−1), one can obtain P (rt, X1:t). From,48 distribution P (rt|rt−1) will be
assumed to have the following form:
P (rt|rt−1) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
H(rt−1 + 1) if rt = 0
1−H(rt−1 + 1) if rt = rt−1 + 1
0 if otherwise
(7.2)
Where H(τ) is the hazard function.
H(τ) =
Pgap(g = τ)∑∞
t=τ Pgap(g = t)
(7.3)
There is a special case in which Pgap(g) is a discrete exponential (geometric)
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distribution with timescale λ, the process is memory-less and the hazard function is
constant at H(τ) = 1/λ. This is the case considered for the developments that follow.
The only thing left to do is to specify the distribution P (Xt|rt−1, X(r)t−1), which is a
problem that is addressed in the next subsection.
In,48 the framework presented in Section 7.2 is shown, but no development is
depicted for the different forms distribution P (Xt|rt−1, X(r)t−1) can take. Development
of cases in which Inverse Gamma and Normal are the forms the prior distributions
over the parameters will now be presented.
7.2.1 Case of the Inverse Gamma Prior
Let’s consider the following distribution:
P (Xt, µ, σ
2|Xt−k, Xt−(k−1)...Xt−1) = P (Xt, µ, σ2|Xt−k:t−1)
= P (Xt|µ, σ2, Xt−k:t−1)P (µ, σ2|Xt−k:t−1)
Given that Xt ∼ N(µ, σ2) and considering all the Xs independent and identically
distributes (iid), Xt depends uniquely on µ and σ
2, then:
P (Xt, µ, σ
2|Xt−k, Xt−(k−1)...Xt−1) = P (Xt|µ, σ2)P (µ, σ2|Xt−k:t−1)
= P (Xt|µ, σ2)P (µ|σ2, Xt−k:t−1)P (σ2|Xt−k:t−1)
For this distribution it is assumed that there is a random process that samples
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the values of the variance σ2 and the mean µ of the normal distribution P (Xt|µ, σ2).
Distribution P (µ|σ2, Xt−k:t−1) will now be considered to be a normal one with mean µo
and variance σ2ν. The value of µo and ν will be a function of Xt−k:t−1. Additionally,
P (σ2|Xt−k:t−1) will be considered an inverse gamma with parameters a and b, which
are also a function of Xt−k:t−1. Then:
P (Xt, µ, σ
2|µo(Xt−k:t−1), ν(Xt−k:t−1), a(Xt−k:t−1), b(Xt−k:t−1)) =
P (Xt|µ, σ2)P (µ|σ2, µo(Xt−k:t−1), ν(Xt−k:t−1))P (σ2|a(Xt−k:t−1), b(Xt−k:t−1)) =
P (Xt|µ, σ2)P (µ|σ2, µo, ν)P (σ2|a, b) (7.4)
Equation 7.4 hides the dependence of Xt, µ and σ
2 on Xt−k:t−1 through the pa-
rameters µo, ν, a and b. It is known from Bayes that:
P (θ⃗|X) = P (X|θ⃗)P (θ⃗)
P (X)
(7.5)
If θ⃗ = (µ, σ2), and P (θ⃗) is the product of a normal distribution with a gamma
inverse distribution, which is formally known as the normal inverse gamma (NIG),
then:
P (θ⃗) = P (µ, σ2) = P (µ|σ2)P (σ2) = N(µ|µo, σ2)Γ−1(σ2|a, b) (7.6)
P (X|θ⃗) = P (Xt|µ, σ2) = N(Xt, µ, σ2) (7.7)
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Since in this case P (X|θ⃗) is normal distributed and P (θ⃗) is NIG (Normal Inverse
Gamma) distributed, then P (θ⃗|X) is also a NIG, since the NIG distribution is the
conjugate prior for the normal distribution.
For a particular value of Xt P (Xt = xt, µ, σ
2|Xt−k:t−1) ∝ P (µ, σ2|Xt−k:t−1, Xt =
xt), then it can be said that P (Xt = xt, µ, σ
2|Xt−k:t−1) ∝ NIG(µo′, ν′, a′, b′), where
µo′, ν′, a′ and b′ are the updated parameters depending on the history of samples
Xt−k:t−1. For the next drawn sample, a way of updating the parameters of the prior
P (µ|σ2, µo, ν)P (σ2|a, b) is now derived, considering P (θ|X) ∼ P (X|θ)P (θ) (see Equa-
tion 7.5).
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a′ = a+ 1
b′ = b+ 1
2(ν + 1)
(xt − µo)2
The expression in Equation 7.8 does not look exactly like a NIG because it is not
normalized, but by doing:
P (µ, σ2|Xt−k:t−1, Xt = xt) =
P (Xt = xt, µ, σ
2|Xt−k:t−1)∫
µ,σ2
P (Xt = xt, µ, σ2|Xt−k:t−1)
the expression of a NIG distribution can be found.
A way of updating the parameters µo, ν, a and b was found, but no mention
was done to how to obtain their values depending on Xt−k:t−1. Now, returning to
Equation 7.1: ∫
µ,σ2
P (Xt, µ, σ
2|Xt−k:t−1) = P (Xt|Xt−k:t−1) (7.9)
And considering k to be the run length at t− 1, this relationship can be found:
P (Xt|Xt−k:t−1) = P (Xt|X(r=k)t−1 ) = P (Xt|rt−1 = k,X1:t−1) (7.10)
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Equation 7.10 is exactly what one was originally looking for in 7.4. In order to





















































































x dx = δβα+1Γ(−α− 1)
Then:













Equation 7.11 is the generalized t-Student distribution.
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7.2.2 Case of the Normal Prior
The assumption now is that the distribution from where Xt is drawn, is a Gaussian
with a fixed variance and a moving mean. Then:
P (Xt, µ|Xt−k, Xt−(k−1)...Xt−1) = P (Xt, µ|Xt−k:t−1)
= P (Xt|µ,Xt−k:t−1)P (µ|Xt−k:t−1)
Given that Xt ∼ N(µ, σ2) and all the Xs are considered iid, Xt depends uniquely
on µ and σ2, then:
P (Xt, µ|Xt−k, Xt−(k−1)...Xt−1) = P (Xt|µ)P (µ|Xt−k:t−1)
Distribution P (µ|Xt−k:t−1) is now a normal distribution with mean µo and variance
σ2o . The value of µo will be a function of Xt−k:t−1. Then:
P (Xt, µ|µo(Xt−k:t−1), σo(Xt−k:t−1)) = P (Xt|µ)P (µ|µo(Xt−k:t−1), σo(Xt−k:t−1))
= P (Xt|µ)P (µ|µo, σo) (7.12)
Equation 7.12 again hides the dependence of Xt and µ on Xt−k:t−1 through the
parameters µo and σo. In this case the moving parameters are θ⃗ = (µ), and P (θ⃗)
is a normal distribution with mean µo and standard deviation σo. From Bayes in
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Equation 7.5:
P (θ⃗) = P (µ) = N(µ|µo, σ2o)
P (X|θ⃗) = P (Xt|µ) = N(Xt, µ, σ2)
Since in this case P (X|θ⃗) is normally distributed and P (θ⃗) is also normally dis-
tributed, then P (θ⃗|X) will also be a normal, since the normal distribution is the
conjugate prior for itself.
For a particular value of Xt P (Xt = xt, µ|Xt−k:t−1) ∝ P (µ|Xt−k:t−1, Xt = xt), then
it can be said that P (Xt = xt, µ|Xt−k:t−1) ∝ N(µo′, σo′), where now µo′, σo′ are the
updated parameters. For the next drawn sample, a way of updating the parameters
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The expression in Equation 7.13 does not look exactly like a normal distribution
because it is not normalized. Then by doing:
P (µ|Xt−k:t−1, Xt = xt) =
P (Xt = xt, µ|Xt−k:t−1)∫
µ
P (Xt = xt, µ|Xt−k:t−1)
the expression of a normal distribution can be found. Now, returning to Equation
7.1: ∫
µ
P (Xt, µ|Xt−k:t−1) = P (Xt|Xt−k:t−1) (7.14)
And considering k to be the run length at t− 1, then the following relationship is
found:
P (Xt|Xt−k:t−1) = P (Xt|X(r=k)t−1 ) = P (Xt|rt−1 = k,X1:t−1) (7.15)
Equation 7.15 is again what one was originally looking for in 7.1. In order to
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It can now be said that:








7.2.3 Step by Step Algorithm Computation
All the different terms in Equation 7.1 have been defined. The steps taken to
perform this algorithm in an online fashion are presented. These steps can be found
in,48 but here a more clear explanation is provided.
1. Initialize. r(t=0) can only take one value, 0, and then P (rt=0 = 0) = 1. If
somehow information about the previous state of the process is available, then
distribution P (rt=0) can start off that provided distribution. The case used here
is the one in which nothing is known about the process for time before t = 0.
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At every time step, r will have the possibility of being different values, and since
the whole last subsection was developed for a particular value of r = k, then
for every value of r a different set of values for µo, ν, a and b for the case of
the gamma inverse prior, and µo and σo for the case of the normal prior will be
found for every time step. Variable θ⃗ will be considered to be µo, ν, a and b for
the case of the gamma inverse prior, and µo and σo for the normal prior. The
initial values for θ⃗ are set to θ⃗o, which are considered to be the best guess for
when nothing is known.
2. Observe New Datum xt.
3. Evaluate the predictive probability.





4. Calculate Growth Probabilities.
P (rt = rt−1 + 1, X1:t = x1:t) = P (rt−1, X1:t−1 = x1:t−1)π
(r)
t (1−H(rt−1)) (7.17)
5. Calculate Change-Point Probabilities. In this step, if the probability is
considered to be high enough, it can be considered that a Change-Point has
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been found.
P (rt = 0, X1:t = x1:t) =
∑
rt−1




P (X1:t = x1:t) =
∑
rt
P (rt, X1:t = x1:t) (7.19)
7. Determine Run Length Distribution.
P (rt|X1:t = x1:t) = P (rt, X1:t = x1:t)/P (X1:t = x1:t) (7.20)
8. Update the parameters. In understanding this step, an example is given. At
time t = 1, r can be either 0 or 1, so two are the number of sets of parameters.
The second set of parameters, for which r = 1, will be updated using the
parameters corresponding to the previous time step for r = 0. This happens for
all the values of r, except r = 0, for which one starts with the parameters from
step 1.
(θ⃗)r+1t = f(Xt = xt, (θ⃗)
r
(t−1)) (7.21)
9. Return to step 2.
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7.3 Stochastic Computing
7.3.1 Introduction
A detailed mathematical explanation of the ChangePoint Detection algorithm was
presented. Two options were considered for the prior distribution P (θ⃗|X1:t−1), where
the first one was the Inverse Gamma distribution, and the second one was a Normal
distribution. The first one considers both variance and mean to be changing over time,
and the second one considers only the mean to change. The first option would result in
P (Xt|rt−1 = k,X1:t−1) being a t-Student distribution, which needs to be evaluated for
every new drawn sample. On the other hand, the second approach involves evaluating
a simpler Normal distribution. The CPD algorithm is very convenient from a parallel
computation point of view, as each of the pixels in an image can be evaluated with
this algorithm completely independent from any other pixel. Because of the large size
of the images processed by the CMPs, the second approach was the one considered
for this project.
The program funding this project was UPSIDE from DARPA, which stands for
Unconventional Processing of Signals for Intelligent Data Exploitation. One of the
main objectives in this program was the research of new unconventional ways of per-
forming computations. It is for this reason that stochastic computing was considered,
as it allowed in its compact representation of signals as one-bit streams to achieve
digital architectures much smaller than the ones that would result from the conven-
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tional use of binary coded values. With the reduction of silicon area, a decrease in the
operating power would also be seen. A careful review of some of the basic stochastic
operational units were studied in.56–60 These elements would allow, for instance, the
calculation of multiplications by using only an AND gate, or the calculation of a low
precision division by using a simple JK flip-flop. Further architectures using these
type of computational units can be seen in.61–63
One very important aspect to take into account when considering stochastic com-
puting, is that the representation domain for these operations is not the binary coded
one. The domain of operation for these computing elements is inherently stochas-
tic, meaning that the numbers used in the calculations are probability values. Every
number is represented as a stationary random process, where each time step can be
assigned either a ‘0’ or a ‘1’, making each of these time steps Bernoulli distributed.
Conventional computing uses numbers x ∈ R for the domain of the input and output
arguments in a computational unit. On the other hand, for the case of stochastic
computing, input and output arguments are bounded by R ∈ [0; 1]. In using this rep-
resentation, one needs to apply a linear transformation T : R ⇒ R ∈ [0; 1], for every
single input argument. Let’s consider the case of a simple multiplication, were both
multiplicand and multiplier are two 4-bit numbers 4 and 9. Because the maximum
number represented in four bits is 15, 16 will be mapped to a Bernoulli probability
p = 1, and the minimum represented number 0 will be encoded with p = 0. When now
4 and 9 need to be represented in probabilities, one can obtain these probabilities by
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doing p4 = 4/16 and p9 = 9/16. When looking at an AND gate, one can say that the
probability of ‘1’ at the output of that gate is the probability of both inputs being ‘1’,
which is the multiplication of probabilities. Now if two stationary Bernoulli processes
can be generated with probabilities 4/16 and 9/16, then the output of the AND gate
will be a stationary Bernoulli process with probability p = (4/15)(9/15) = 36/256.
Because each of the inputs is represented as a 4-bit number, the multiplication will
generate an 8-bit number, and then if one wants to convert the output probability to
conventional binary representation, a multiplication by 256 needs to take place.
When dealing with stochastic computing two major transformations are involved.
The first transformation is the translation of a probability value into a random stream
of zeros and ones. This first transformation is what it’s usually called Encoding
transformation. An example of an encoder is presented in Figure 7.2. This encoder
requires the usage of a uniform random number source and a comparator to perform
the stochastic encoding.
The second transformation is the Decoding of a stochastic representation of num-
bers into binary coded. This translation can be easily done by using an estimator








where X(t) are samples from the stochastic stream one wants to decode. A very
important thing needs to be kept in mind for the decoding transformation, and that
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Figure 7.2: Stochastic Encoder. This example shows the change of the encoded
number every 16 time slots. A 4-bit uniform random number generator is used in the
encoding. At the output of the comparator, for the encoded values 13, 2 and 8, 13,
2 and 9 were the number of ‘1’s found on each number period. Number 8 does not
translate into eight ‘1’s because the numbers used for the encoding are random.
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Figure 7.3: Stochastic computation elements. Example of four stochastic com-
putational elements, the OR gate, AND gate, two-input multiplexer gate and JK flip
flop. At the inputs and output of these gates the probability conversion is presented.
it is done through the usage of an estimator. Any kind of estimation is done with
certain accuracy, meaning that errors are inherent to the estimation. This means that
the decoding mechanism is not a loss-less transformation, and then it is recommended
to be performed in a stochastic processor as few times as possible. For N > 30, using
the Central limit theorem the distribution of estimator p̂ is approximated as Gaussian
and can be expressed as:
p̂ ∼ N (µ = p, σ =
√
N) (7.23)
The estimation error can be calculated with certain confidence using the expression
in Equation 7.23. The effect of this error can be seen in Figure 7.2, where the number
8 can be estimated at the output of the comparator for N = 16 as 9. Figure 7.3
presents four different stochastic elements used when building stochastic machines.
As one can observe, due to the decoding error found in Equation 7.23, it is to
expect that stochastic computation should not be performed when high accuracy is
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needed. The increase of the time needed to perform the decoding increases quadrat-
ically with a linear decrease of the error in the estimation. The advantage of this
stochastic approach to computations is that not only the silicon area required to per-
form very complicated computational operations such as a multiplication or division
are reduced dramatically, but it also allows to perform accuracy on demand. Depend-
ing on the task at hand, more or less time can be used in the decoding of signals,
allowing power to be more efficiently managed.
7.3.2 Stochastic Architecture for the Online CPD
Algorithm
In order to perform background-foreground segmentation on images, a stochastic
architecture was built for the CPD Equation 7.1, using the recurring steps presented in
7.2.3. In the implementation presented in this work, from Equation 7.2, H(rt−1+1) =


















The value k represents a possible run-length value. The parameters for run-length
k will then depend on the current received sample, and the parameters for run-length
k − 1.
In contrast with the original CPD formulation, the proposed CPD implementation
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will have the run-length distribution trimmed, meaning that run-lengths higher than
Nwin − 1 will not be considered for the run-length distribution P (rt|X1:t). If no
information of the time before the algorithm starts is provided, then the default
distribution for P (rt|X1:t) will have all of its weight in P (r0 = 0|X1:t) = 1. At time
t = (Nwin-1), distribution P (rt|X1:t) will have been populated with values different
than zero for run-lengths up to Nwin− 1, and parameters ϕ⃗k k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., Nwin−
1} corresponding to run-lengths r = k will have already been generated. At this
point, distribution P (rt|X1:t) can then be already evaluated for Nwin different values
(0 to Nwin-1 ). Since up to Nwin values are stored for the run-length distribution
P (rt|X1:t), the moment the following Xt=Nwin sample arrives, the parameters ϕ⃗k =
(σ2ok, µok) for k = Nwin will not be generated, and the probability value assigned for
rNwin = Nwin, will be added to the probability calculated for rNwin = Nwin-1 . This
way rt is always limited to a constant number of Nwin values over time. Furthermore,
the value P (rt = Nwin-1 |ϕ⃗(Nwin-1 ))+P (rt = Nwin|ϕ⃗(Nwin)) will have to be assigned to
P (rt = Nwin-1 |ϕ⃗(Nwin-1 )). By doing this, P (rt = Nwin-1 |ϕ⃗(Nwin-1 )) can be intepreted
as the probability of Change-Point not only for rt = Nwin − 1 but for all rt ≥
Nwin− 1.
A diagram of the designed architecture for the CPD algorithm is presented in
Figure 7.4. At time t, registers Ro(0) to Ro(Nwin−1) found in Figure 7.4 (1) will hold
the probability distribution values for P (rt−1|X1:t−1). These registers simply contain
count values (integer values), and they do not necessarily represent the normalized
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version of P (rt−1|X1:t−1). Register Wo will contain the sum of all the values of the
R⃗o registers, so this can be thought of as the normalizing constant.
When a new sample value arrives, all of the values in the R⃗o registers need to
be encoded stochastically, so several comparators and random number generators are
necessary to generate the stochastic streams (see Figure 7.4 (2)). In order to perform
a normalization on the stochastically encoded R⃗o values, the statistical character-
istics at the output of a JK flipflop will help do that (see Figure 7.3). By using
stochastic adders/subtractors, binary comparators and JK flip flops, the sum of all
the Bernoulli probabilities at the output of the JK flip flops will add to one, making
the normalization of P (rt−1|X1:t−1) possible without involving complicated division
algorithms. The stochastic adder/subtractor mentioned is the one represented by a
circle in Figure 7.4 (2). This unit will contain a counter that will increase its count
by the difference of its inputs, where that difference can be -1, 0 or 1. After adding
that step to the local counter, if the local counter holds a value greater than 0, then
a ‘1’ is forwarded to the output, and the counter is decreased by a count.
The length of these stochastic streams can be changed depending on the accu-
racy required from the algorithm. If a higher accuracy is required, more computa-
tional time has to be provided. On the right side of registers R⃗o, registers Ri(0)
to Ri(Nwin-1 ) and Wi will contain the updated probability distribution P (rt|X1:t)
by the end of the chosen computational time. Every time a new sample Xt arrives,
registers R⃗o and Wo are loaded with P (rt−1|X1:t−1) held by registers R⃗i and Wi.
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Figure 7.4: Stochastic architecture for the CPD algorithm. All the values
with a star represent the independent uniform random number streams required.
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After this transference, R⃗i and Wi registers are set to zero. Registers R⃗i and Wi will
integrate the ones from their stochastic inputs, acting as stochastic decoders. After
the computation time chosen, the resulting count values in registers R⃗i will represent
the non-necessarily normalized version of the P (rt|X1:t) distribution. The resulting
distribution will not be necessarily normalized because of the nature of this type of
stochastic computation. The decoding process has a mean and a variance, and it is
because of that variance that the distribution might not add to one.
With a similar structure, the parameters from Equation 7.24 are updated. In fact,
notice that the expression for σ2ok′ ∀k does not depend on the value of the current
Xt sample, and as a result, they are constants. That makes it possible not having




2) constant values, and after being stochastically encoded, will
be used in the update of the mean parameters µok for k ∈ [1 : Nwin−1]. The default
mean for the prior does not change, and then it is added as one of the inputs in
Figure 7.5. The value for this default mean will generally be set to 0.5 for the most
uninformed guess. One can estimate the mean of the analyzed random process over
a long period of time, and add that estimation as the default mean. Input Xt will be
encoded stochastically and will be used with two input multiplexers to perform the
necessary weighted sum in the update of the mean parameters (see Equation 7.24).
The way in which registers m⃗uo and m⃗ui are reset and loaded is similar to the R⃗o
and R⃗i registers. It can be also observed in 7.5 how the arrows from the multiplexers
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Figure 7.5: Stochastic update of the mean parameters. The means are up-
dated with a weighted sum performed by the two-input multiplexers.
to the m⃗ui registers go down one level, meaning that µok′ depends on µo(k−1), as
expected. Each of the m⃗uo register values is encoded in n-1 different independent
streams. One of those streams is used for the updates in the µok parameters, and at
the same time all of those streams are sent out to the blocks that will compute the
Gaussian distributions P (Xt|rt−1, X(rt−1)t−1 ) for the different values of rt−1.
Going back to Figure 7.4 three different types of stochastic streams can be seen,
the ones for the encoded Xt value (4), the ones corresponding to the mean parameters
µok coming out of theMU UPDATES block, and the Bernstein coefficients streams (3)
that will be used to generate the required Gaussian function P (Xt|ϕ⃗k). The Bernstein
polynomials64 are polynomials that can be used to approximate any function f(x) =
y with x ∈ [0; 1] and y ∈ [0; 1], and they rely on the weigthed sum of Bernoulli
probabilities. Considering n independent stochastic streams representing the number
p, if at every time step all of the ones from the different stochastic streams are added,
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pq(1− p)n−q = f̂(p) (7.26)
In order to make this approximation stochastically feasible, one needs the weights
wi to be values ∈ [0; 1]. The architecture for this Bernstein polynomial function ap-
proximation can be found in Figure 7.6. By chosing among the different Bernstein
coefficient streams with a multiplexer, the desired weighted effect is obtained. The
distribution P (Xt|ϕ⃗k) is Gaussian, and its parameters are (µk = µok, σ2k = σ2 + σ2ok).
The block ABS performs the stochastic absolute value of the difference between the
inputs, so that only half of the Gaussian bell needs to be approximated by the Bern-
stein polynomials. The problem that now arises is that Nwin different Gaussians with
Nwin possibly different variances need to be approximated. This would mean that
Nwin different sets of Bernstein coefficients are needed, incrementing significantly
the number of coefficients supplied to the architecture that need to be stochastically
encoded. As a solution to this problem, the concept of a bursting neuron was applied.
If a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 0.2 was approximated with certain
coefficients, how can these same coefficients be used to approximate a Gaussian with
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standard deviation 0.2j/i with i, j ∈ N? Some neurons when excited, they generate
a train of impulses at their output instead of a single spike. This same idea will
be applied to the BURST UP blocks in Figure 7.6. For every spike at the input,
NU(∗) spikes will be generated at the output. If the original Gaussian has a stan-
dard deviation of 0.2, and i spikes are generated at the output of these blocks, then
the approximated half Gaussian will decrease its standard deviation to 0.2/i. On the
other hand for blocks BURST DOWN, if only every j spikes, one spike is generated
at the output, then the effect is the opposite. By concatenating these two blocks, a
more accurate approximation for the standard deviations in 7.24 can be obtained, as
two different degrees or freedom can be used in such approximation.
In the scaling of the streams going to the Bernstein approximation blocks there
is a caveat. Even if it seems that the use of two consecutive blocks that multiply
and divide by constants stochastically can help to achieve a better accuracy for the
required standard deviations in Equation 7.24, there is a problem involved. For the
case of the Burstdown block, a spike is sent to the output every time j spikes were
received at the input, and for Burstup block, i spikes are sent at the output every
time a spike is received at the input. When processing a new sample Xt, during
the processing time N , K ones may be received at the input of the Bernstein blocks,
meaning that the signal value is approximately K/N . When the division is performed
on this value, a remainder rem could be left in the calculation. This value is < j/N ,
and when scaling by i, a maximum accuracy error of (j − 1)i/N is suffered. This
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Figure 7.6: Bernstein polynomials block. Architecture used in the approxima-
tion of a half Gaussian bell.
error wouldn’t exist if Burstdown block was disabled by setting j = 1, but a lower
accuracy would be obtained for the standard deviations in 7.24. Additionally, when
encoding small probability values, the relative error could become high. Overall,
simulations performed showed that even in this case, the behavior of the system
improved compared to the disabling of the Burst down blocks.
The combinatorial circuit placed after the Bernstein blocks can be easily explained
considering that the AND gate performs the multiplication operation, and the NOT
gate performs 1 − p, where p is the value encoded at the input. To understand the
reason of all of the connections that go to the input of the counters R⃗i and Wi one
can go back to equations 7.17 and 7.18.
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The total number of uncorrelated uniform random numbers used in this design is
3n + Nwin + 1. Many of these numbers are used more than one time because the
generated stochastic streams are not crossing their paths. If they do cross their paths
it is only at the input of the R⃗i and Wi registers, which is not a problem because
there are no more stochastic computations performed for which correlation could be
a problem.
7.4 Stochastic CPD Test Chips GF1 &
GF2
Two chips were fabricated implementing the presented CPD stochastic architec-
ture. Both chips are functionally identical, but the first one (GF1) was implemented
using the original IBM standard cell library in 65nm GF process, and the second one
(GF2) was implemented using the new redesigned standard cell library mentioned in
Chapter 6. For the case of the second design, this one was fabricated in 55nm GF
process. Any gds designed in 65nm, for the case of Global Foundries, can be used
for the 55nm process, because a 10% optical shrink is performed on 65nm designs to
convert them into 55nm process compatible.
In these fabricated chips, a programmable version of the stochastic CPD was
implemented. Four of the structures in Figure 7.4 were put together, using a basic
serial interface to program all of the parameters on-chip. The programmability of all
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of the cores on-chip is limited as all of the cores have to be programmed in the same
way, meaning that all of their parameters have to be equal. This signifies that the
four different analyzed signals by the four cores will have to be of the same nature,
meaning, for instance, that noise and signal strengths will have to be similar.
In the previous FPGA synthesized versions of the CPD core, computational time
was not programmable. For the case of the presented chips, this computational time
can actually be programmed, not only allowing precision on demand but also to
control power dissipation through that precision. The random number generators
used in these chips are programmable LFSRs, meaning that they can change their
period depending on the computational time required. An alternative could have
been to just have a single free-running LFSR for each of the programmable LFSR,
and taking the random numbers from it, even when the computation time required
is less than its period. The problem with this scenario is that uniformity of the
samples taken over the computational time cannot be ensured, making programmable
LFSRs a better option. The LFSR size can be changed from 3 to 20 bits, achieving
maximum length for all cases. Also, a maximum size for the time window Nwin
was set to 16, as well as the maximum number of coefficients that can be used to
approximate half of the Gaussian bell with the Bernstein approximation, which was
set to 8. The versatility in programming these CPD cores allow to perform tests,
where one can find the optimum numbers for parameters like the time window, or
the computational time. This would allow to achieve non-programmable, but much
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more compact designs for specific applications.
Figure 7.7 shows the chips’ layout and pinout. A simple protocol is used for
writing data to the chips, consisting of mainly five signals, an input clock, an enable
signal, the serial data input, a reset input and an acknowledge output. First a pulse
is sent through the reset input to reset an internal counter. After this, the enable
signal will determine when the serial data input is valid, and after a whole word
was received, the chip will acknowledge by sending a pulse through the acknowledge
output. The chip is aware of the length of the words being written, so it will know
when to acknowledge.
The left bank of pins is used to load the parameters into the CPD cores. In this
bank, the signals involved in this process are par ack o, par i, par en i, par reset i,
and par type i, which is 4 bits. This last input identifies which parameter is being
written. There are nine different parameters and they are briefly explained in table
7.1.
On the top bank, signals required to write the current sample Xt to the CPD
cores are found. These signals are x reset i, x en i, x i and x ack o. On the bottom
bank signals necessary to write the m⃗uo registers in each of the CPD cores are found.
These signals are muo reset i, muo en i, muo i and muo ack o. On the right bank
signals responsible to write the Wo and R⃗o registers can be found. These signals are
woro reset i, woro en i, woro i and woro ack o. All of the interfaces mentioned use
the same clock input clk i.
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Figure 7.7: GF1 & GF2 layout and pinout. Only one layout is presented as
both of them are very similar. On the bottom the pinout and on the top the layout.
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Parameters # of words # of bits
(type 0) Seeds for the LFSRs 40 20
(type 1) Length of the LFSRs (from 3 to 20) 1 5
(type 2) CPD time window size (from 1 to 16) 1 4
(type 3) Number of Bernstein coefficients (from 1 to 8) 1 3
(type 4) Weight values used in recalculating the means 15 20
(type 5) H value 1 20
(type 6) Bernstein coefficients 8 20
(type 7) Nburst coefficients Up 16 5
(type 8) Nburst coefficients Down 16 5
Table 7.1: Parameters in the GF1 & GF2 test chips. List of the different
parameters with the expected number of bits for each one.
At the end of each computational cycle the values from the registers mui, Wi and
R⃗i need to be extracted. The extraction of Wi and R⃗i allow to see the evolution of the
run-length probability distribution. In reading the mui registers, signals mui reset i,
mui en i and mui o from the bottom bank of pins are used. For the read of registers
Wi and R⃗i signals wiri o, wiri en i and wiri reset i from the right bank of pins are
used. Another two-bit signal input CPD addr i is provided to address the CPD core
of interest from which one desires to read. The way in which the reading protocol
works is very simple, a reset pulse is first sent to the chip, and, with a one clock cycle
delay and using the enable signal, the registers’ values can be read out serially.
In addition to all of the previously mentioned signals, four more signals need to be
addressed. At the top of the chip, VDD and GND are the power supply and ground
pins for the chip. For the case of the power supply, its nominal value is 1.2V, but
because of the usage of low voltage standard cells, operation down to 400mV was
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possible for GF2. The last two signals to mention are reset i and clk en i. Before
starting the computation of the next cycle a pulse should be sent through reset i.
When the next sample value Xt is already loaded, as well as registers m⃗uo, Wo and
R⃗o, signal clk en i needs to be asserted for a number of clock cycles corresponding
to the ones specified by parameter type 1 (see Table 7.1).
The chips tested were mounted on a custom designed board that communicates
with an OpalKelly board featuring a Xilinx Spartan3 FPGA. The communication
between the FPGA and the chip was done through two high-dense connectors. All
the signals driving the chip were provided by the FPGA, even the clock signal, giving
the versatility of programming the chip clock frequency very easily from the computer.
The pads for both GF1 and GF2 chips were custom designed, and due to problems
in the design of the output pads, only frequencies lower than 12Mhz were functional.
Unfortunately, GF2 chip was submitted before these issues were fixed. In spite of this
problem, both chips are functional.
AMatlab program and VHDL code was written for testing the chip. This program,
depending on the statistical parameters of the signals to be analyzed, calculates all
the parameters for the CPD chip. Those parameters are translated into values that
are sent to the chip serially. Both GF1 and GF2 were tested successfully. The
same sequence of samples was sent to all of the cores simultaneously so that the
same behavior (or similar behavior, since computations are done stochastically) is
confirmed. Figure 7.8 shows the results extracted from the chip using Nwin = 8 and
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a computational time of 2048 clock cycles. Two of the cores worked just perfectly,
showing results almost equal to the ones found in the non-stochastic implementation of
the algorithm in Matlab. The other two cores did not work exactly the way expected.
The data received from the chip showed that the sent samples are being taken by those
cores scaled down, meaning that the samples received by the cores were interpreted
as divided by a constant. This behavior seen in cores 2 and 3, even if it is undesired,
shows that they are still creating an output probability density function similar to
the ones the fully functional cores generate.
The way in which ChangePoints are found in Figure 7.8 will now be explained.
The run-length distribution P (rt|X1:t) is the one used to decide when a change is
considered to have happened. If at time t = 0 a ChangePoint has been found,




P (rt = k|X1:t) > threshold, γ = min(t− talarm − 1, Nwin− 2) (7.27)
This means that, considering the last alarm was i time steps ago, if the summation
of the run-length probability up to i − 1 is higher than a threshold, it is considered
that a ChangePoint was suffered in the last i− 1 time steps. If last alarm was more
than Nwin − 1 time steps ago, then the summation in the run-length distribution
goes up to Nwin− 2.
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Figure 7.8: GF1 & GF2 chip test results. Same input is sent to the four CPD
cores. The input signals is analyzed with the traditional CPD algorithm using a
time window of eight time steps (Nwin = 8) and a computational time of 2048 clock
cycles. The outputs of the four cores are shown. In red, the points of change are
remarked. The identification of the points of change is done online.
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7.5 Stochastic CPD Test Chip GF3
7.5.1 Changes in GF3
For GF1 and GF2 chips, the area used for each CPD core, seen in Figure 7.4,
was considerably larger than in the design being presented here, 468µm by 468µm
compared to less than 200µm by 200µm. The reason for this, is that the new GF3 chip
is not as programmable as its previous two versions. The idea behind these first two
chips was to explore different parameter values when processing real signals, so that a
new CPD chip could be tailored accordingly. Two of the most important parameters
that were decided to be fixed were, the maximum run-length rmax, fixed to 5 after
analyzing up to a value of 10, and the computational time, for which 4096 clock cycles
was found to be sufficient for each cycle processing a new incoming sample.
In deciding what run-length was the most suitable one, testing signals were gener-
ated and the CPD algorithm was applied to them. In doing so, the decision threshold
values triggering alarms were spanned from 0.3 to 0.95, using 0.05 steps, testing run-
lengths from 3 to 10. For each threshold and run-lengths value, a probability of hit
and miss was found, as well as the number of false alarms with respect to the real
number of transitions in the mean of the signals. In choosing a threshold, so that the
number of false alarms was not more than 10% of the number of real mean transitions
for input signal Xt, the numbers in Table 7.2 were obtained. For the false alarms, a
number of 1.0 would mean that the number of false alarms is equal to the number
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Maximum run-lengths (Nwin) false alarms Phit Pmiss
3 0.100 0.4704 0.5296
4 0.100 0.6796 0.3204
5 0.1046 0.8173 0.1827
6 0.1028 0.9053 0.0947
7 0.0992 0.9454 0.0546
8 0.1032 0.9704 0.0296
9 0.0958 0.9775 0.0225
10 0.1063 0.9866 0.0134
Table 7.2: Choosing the maximum run-length for the stochastic CPD.
Number of false alarms, probability of hit and probability of miss for when the max-
imum run-length is varied.
of real transitions in the mean of the signals. Keeping in mind that the maximum
run-length is desired to be as small as possible because the chip area scales propor-
tionally to it (see Figure 7.4), a 0.8173 probability of hit was considered to be enough
for the case of rmax = 5, and considering that this algorithm will be used for image
processing, spatial median filters would take care of the misses.
Additionally, a maximum computational time for the stochastic processing of each
incoming sample Xt had to be chosen. Chips GF1 and GF2 were then used to test
the accuracy of the stochastic CPD processor using different computational times.
The results are presented in Table 7.3. For both 2048 and 4096, less than 10% of false
alarms was found, and a higher than 0.75 probability of hit. These two processing
times were the ones considered more attractive. Finally, 4096 was chosen, but this
choice did not mean that less computational time cannot be used if desired, in fact
GF3 chip has the capability of choosing among four different computational times,
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Computational Time false alarms Phit Pmiss
512 0.0676 0.7056 0.2944
1024 0.1028 0.7169 0.2831
2048 0.0944 0.7549 0.2451
4096 0.0972 0.7732 0.2268
8192 0.1366 0.7845 0.2155
16384 0.1338 0.8000 0.2000
32768 0.1437 0.8113 0.1887
65536 0.1408 0.7986 0.2014
Table 7.3: Choosing the maximum computational time for the stochastic
CPD. Number of false alarms, probability of hit and probability of miss for when
the maximum computational time is varied. Chips GF1 and GF2 were used in the
generation of these values.
512, 1024, 2048 and 4096. All the registers used in the stochastic encoding such as
R⃗o, Wo and m⃗uo from Figure 7.4, and decoding registers R⃗i, Wi and m⃗ui will then
be 12 bits wide.
In the first two CPD chips GF1 and GF2, the state variables for each of the ana-
lyzed signal streams needed to be read and written from the chip for each new given
sample Xt. This made the throughput of the chip very low (392 processed samples
per second at 12Mhz). The read/write operation through an USB 2.0 interface would
take ≈ 96.65% of the used time at 12Mhz. On the other hand now, with this new
chip version, it was considered a good idea to store all the internal states on-chip so
that higher number of samples could be processed per time unit, and lower power con-
sumption could be achieved by limiting the I/O activity. In storing all of the internal
states (R⃗o, Wo and m⃗uo registers from Figure 7.4), the SRAM memory blocks dis-
cussed in Chapter 6 were used. The usage of only up to metal 3 in the internal routing
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400mV 500mV 600mV 700mV 1200mV
Min Period 4063.126ns 559.403ns 123.531ns 43.686ns 9.26ns
Max Frequency ≈ 246kHz ≈ 1.8MHz ≈ 8.1MHz ≈ 22.9MHz ≈ 108MHz
Table 7.4: Maximum operating frequencies for GF5. Different voltages sup-
plies are used at 27C.
of these SRAMs, and the possibility of lowering the voltage supply down to 400mV,
made these SRAM memories very tempting to incorporate in the design. This new
chip was then synthesized for a voltage supply of 500mV running at 1.8Mhz. With
a design already synthesized, from which a netlist has been extracted, the maximum
frequency of operation can be calculated for different voltage supplies by changing
the timing files of the standard cell library. Table 7.4 shows the maximum frequency
of operation obtained for the CPD architecture in GF3 for different voltage supplies
at 27C.
Two more features were added to this new chip. In GF1 and GF2, with each
processed sample Xt, an updated run-length probability distribution would be calcu-
lated, and it is off-chip that this probability distribution is analyzed for making the
decision if an alarm should trigger or not. For GF3, access to the run-length distri-
bution was not an option, and the decision of a Change-Point is performed on-chip
in a stochastic manner. Additionally, a pre-normalizing unit was incorporated to the
design, giving the option of pre-conditioning the signal that goes into the CPD cores.
In GF1 and GF2, 1mm2 of area was available in 65nm and 55nm GF process
respectively. For GF3, 55nm process was used, with a chip size of 3.5mm by 3.5mm,
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increasing the area to 12.25mm2. With so much more area available, flat Place &
Route was not an option any more. Chips GF1 and GF2 would take 4 hours for their
Place & Route, and now with 12.25mm2 available, 12.25 x 4 hours was considered too
much time for designs that had to be iterated several times. Consequently, hierarchical
synthesis, also known as chip partitioning, had to be performed for this chip for the
first time, where a unit in the design (in this case CPD cluster block) was built
separately, and then many copies of it were placed and interconnected in the final
design.
For this chip, power consumption was a concern, and so it was decided to share
the random number generators with as many CPD processing units as possible. The
number of random number generators needed for each of the CPD cores is 17, and
with a computational time of 4096 clock cycles, 17.log2(4096) = 204 signals needed to
be routed to each CPD core. A reduction to the number of random number generators
was attempted by analyzing correlation between signals in the architecture. A more
in-depth explanation of the architecture will be addressed later, but at this point it is
worth mentioning that there are 48 CPD cores in the design, so 48x204 = 9792 wires
would have to be routed all over the chip if the same random numbers were decided to
be used for all of the cores. This is one of the reasons the decision of partitioning the
design into clusters was made, where each of the clusters contains four CPD cores,
and they locally share the same random number generators. Another reason for not
sharing the same random numbers among all of the CPD cores, was that all of the
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cores would not be necessarily processing all at the same time. Consequently, having
all of those random numbers shared would mean that the LFSRs would have to be
running all the time even if only one CPD core is used. This would make these high
fanout lines distributing the LFSRs’ constantly switch, increasing power dissipation.
A previous run with testing structures for the ultra-low voltage SRAM was not
available (GF5 from Chapter 6 was actually fabricated after GF1, GF2 and GF3), and
so it was decided to sacrifice a very small portion of the chip area to do this. Not all
the memory blocks were placed to be tested in this area, only the SRAM blocks with
a word size equal to 8 bits. The SRAM memory sizes used were 64x8, 128x8, 256x8
and 512x8. The main reason for exploring different row sizes and not different word
sizes was that the change in the word size does not impact in the memory speed as
much as the number of rows does. The SRAM memory blocks used in this chip were
the first iteration, GF5 was actually the second iteration, where some of the internal
drivers were resized for a better speed performance. In testing these memory blocks
access to all of the ports of the four placed SRAMs was given, and an additional
signal that permits the selection of one of the four memory blocks. In Table 7.5 the
ports for testing the memory blocks are listed. Figure 7.9 presents the whole GF3
chip layout. The amount of area used for the SRAM testing represents only 2.35%
of the synthesized area (not considering pads).
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Figure 7.9: GF3 chip layout with pinout. This chip was fabricated in 55nm
GF with 3.5mmx3.5mm in size. Pins connected to ground are named GND, pins
connected to 2.5V are named VDD25, pins connected to 1.2V are named VDD12
and pins connected to a voltage lower than 1.2V are named VDD LV.
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Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk sram i 1 I Clock input for the SRAM blocks.
sel sram i 2 I This two-bit signal selects one of the four SRAM blocks.
reset n sram i 1 I
Synchronous reset for the asynchronous controller inside of each of
the SRAM blocks.
en sram i 1 I
Chip enable signal. If it is low, then no read or write operations can
be performed. When it is high and we sram i is low, a read operation
is performed.
we sram i 1 I
SRAM write enable. In order to write en sram i needs to be also
high.
addr sram i 9 I
Input address for the SRAM blocks. The 512-row memory block will
use all the bits, but the other blocks will just use the LSBs.
data sram i 8 I
Data input for the memory blocks. This signals goes to all of the
SRAM blocks.
data sram o 8 O Data output.
Table 7.5: Signals used for testing the SRAM blocks is GF3.
7.5.2 Architecture Description
Twelve CPD clusters were placed in the design as seen in Figure 7.10, where the
input and output signals communicating to the chip are also shown. Each of the
clusters in the system has an address to which they answer when data is sent to the
chip. This address value is set by the cluster block’s hardwired input clus cur addr i.
All the parameters stored on chip, as well as addresses and sample values, are sent
through the input signal bus i. The signal clus addr i determines the destination
cluster for the data in bus i, bus type i determines its purpose and bus en i enables
the reception of data in the bus. All the programmable parameters in the system are
local to the clusters. In Table 7.6 a brief explanation of all the interface signals for
this block is shown. Only two single bit signals are received from the chip, decision o
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Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk i 1 I Clock signal.
reset i 1 I Reset for the asynchronous controller in the SRAM.
clus addr i 4 I Destination cluster for the data in bus i.
bus i 25 I
Input bus through which samples, addresses and parameter values are
sent to each cluster.
bus en i 1 I Enable for signal bus i.
bus type i 6 I Purpose for the data in bus i.
decision en o 1 O Flag that indicates when data in decision o is valid.
decision o 1 O Change-Point decision output.
Table 7.6: Description of the CPD block NORM CPD top interface sig-
nals.
that indicates the Change-Point decision value, and decision en o that determines
when the decision value is valid.
Due to the fact that samples are sent to the chip sequentially, and by knowing the
amount of time spent processing by the chip, results will be received in a first-in-first-
out basis. This makes redundant the need of an identifier for the events coming out
of the chip. This processing methodology allows to OR together all of the decision o
and decision en o signals from each of the clusters in Figure 7.10.
Figure 7.11 shows that each cluster is composed of four NORM CPD unit blocks,
where each of those units has a single NORM and CPD processing unit. The first one
corresponds to the unit that normalizes the input signal (mainly using a subsampled
second order IIR filter), which can be bypassed, and the second one is the CPD
architecture unit based on Figure 7.4. Detailed explanation of input and output
signals is not provided because there is practically no difference between this block’s
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Figure 7.10: CPD cluster division for GF3. CPD block NORM CPD top was
composed of 12 clusters of 4 CPD cores each. The cluster division can be visually
mapped to the layout seen in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.11: Block NORM CPD cluster is composed of four different
NORM CPD unit blocks.
interface and the NORM CPD top block. It is at this level that the programmable
parameters and random number generators are shared among the four units. As it
will be seen later, each of the NORM CPD unit blocks will contain enough SRAM
to keep in memory the states of up to 64 independent signals each, allowing a total
of 64x12x4 = 3072 independent analyzed signals that can now be used to process a
small patch in a sequence of images. In Table 7.7 each address bus type i with the
expected variable is shown.
The different areas for the blocks in the GF3 chip are presented in Table 7.8.
Figure 7.12 presents a more visual comparison of the areas involved. The comparison
is done between a single cluster in GF3 to the four CPD cores present in both GF1
and GF2 chips. The previous chips did not have a normalizing unit for each of its
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Variable Bits Address Description
LFSR seeds 12 0 to 16 Seeds for the 17 LFSRs present in each of the clusters.
int time 2 17
Register that configures the computational time among 512, 1024, 2048
and 4096 clock cycles.
mu0 val 12 18
This is the mean µ0 for the Gaussian prior used for the mean of the input
signal streams in the CPD algorithm.
w val 12 19 to 22
Weights used for updating the mean variable states in the CPD algo-
rithm.
b val 12 23 to 27 Bernstein coefficients used for approximating the Gaussian distribution.
NburstDown 3 28 to 32
Scaling value applied to the input of the Bernstein polynomials approx-
imator for the Gaussian distribution.
Nburst 4 33 to 37
Scaling value applied after the NburstDown scaling to the input of the
Bernstein polynomials approximator for the Gaussian distribution.
h val 12 38 Parameter in the CPD algorithm (see Equation 7.2)
t val 12 39 Threshold used in the decision-making process for finding Change-Points.
accum 3 40 NORM processing unit parameter.
filterCoeff 10 41 to 46 NORM processing unit parameter.
Gain 9 47 NORM processing unit parameter.
norm mean 1 48 NORM processing unit parameter.
use norm 1 49
Value that determines the usage of the pre-conditioning of the input
signals.
signal address 10 50
Address that targets one of the 64x4 signals that the four
NORM CPD unit block can process.
sample 1 51
Sample from one of the 64 independent streams a NORM CPD unit
block processes.
Table 7.7: Expected values at the input bus bus i for each address in
bus type i.
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Block Area
NORM CPD cluster 575090 µm2
CPD unit LOGIC 29537.32 µm2
CPD unit SRAM 68899.68 µm2
NORM unit LOGIC 4553.62 µm2
NORM unit SRAM 40781.88 µm2
CPD processor 810483 µm2 (GF1 & GF2)
Table 7.8: Comparison of block areas in GF3. The last value in the table
corresponds to the area of the GF1 and GF2 chips without considering the pads’
area.
CPD cores, so a fair comparison would be between a CPD processor from GF1 or
GF2, and the CPD unit LOGIC from GF3, which shows a reduction of 6.85 times
in area. In the decrease from 16 to 5 in the maximum run-lengths from chips GF1
and GF2 to GF3, a reduction to 100x5/16% = 31.25% from the previous chips is
accomplished. If additionally it is considered that a maximum computational time in
GF1 and GF2 of 224 was reduced to 212, an additional cut in the area used by half is
achieved when going from 24 bit registers to 12 bit registers. The reduction estimate
in area for each CPD core for this new chip is 31.25/2 = 15.625%, which corresponds
to a reduction of 6.4 times, which is pretty close to the previously obtained empirical
values.
As seen in Figure 7.13, each of these units has its corresponding CPD core commu-
nicating to a local SRAM. All of the SRAMs in this chip will have 64 rows, meaning
that each of the NORM and CPD cores is multi-tasked among 64 independent sig-
nal streams. This makes it possible to process and keep all the internal states of
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Figure 7.12: Area comparison for chips GF1 & GF2 vs GF3. On the left
GF3, and on the right GF1 & GF2. A cluster containing four of the CPD cores in
GF3 is compared to GF1 & GF2 chips. The areas presented do not consider the area
from the pads.
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64x4x12 = 3072 signal streams, or one can think of it as a 64x48 pixel images.
Considering the chip running at 1.8Mhz for 500mV , approximately ≈ 7fps can be
accomplished for 64 x 48 pixel images. Keeping in mind that the amount of data to
be sent and retrieved from the chip is dramatically less than in the previous versions
(only the single bit Change-Point decisions are streamed out of the chip), one can es-
timate that this design will process approximately 360 times faster than the previous
versions at the same clock frequency. In the top left corner of Figure 7.13, four signals
are responsible of the processing of a sample Xt. For each sample transaction, first
an address through input bus i will point to one of the 64 independent streams to
which the incoming sample corresponds, along with a write enable signal addr we i.
Input use norm i will determine if the processed signals are pre-conditioned or not,
routing the sample to either the CPD or NORM unit. If the sample if routed to the
normalizing block, after the normalizing process takes place, the output of this block
(signal y) is sent through a mux to the CPD unit. A new sample is accepted through
bus i when signal x we i is asserted.
A block diagram of the CPD unit is presented in Figure 7.14. Two main blocks
can be distinguished, the memory block, where all the state variables are stored, and
the CPD core block. The shown LOGIC coordinates the communication between
these two blocks. The memory block is built up out of four 64x32 SRAMs simulating
a 64x128 SRAM.
The previous CPD chip versions had the capability of programming the amount
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Figure 7.13: Internal division of the NORM CPD unit block.
of time used for processing each new sample, and for each choice, all LFSRs were
reprogrammed accordingly so that their period was equal to the chosen processing
time. For this chip, LFSRs were fixed to 12 bits, with a period of 4095 clock cycles.
Changing the computational time is still a capability of this chip, but in a more
constrained way. The input signal int time i is a two-bit signal that can configure
the processing time to be 4096, 2048, 1024 or 512 clock cycles, but the choice of this
processing time does not change the fixed-size 12 bits LFSRs. This signal programs
an internal counter that generates a processing enable signal.
It is through the input bus signal bus i that the address and the sample value for
one of the 64 independent signals is sent. For both the address and sample value, two
enable signals are provided x we i and addr we i. An address is first received through
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the bus bus i with an enable pulse through addr we i. This operation reads from the
SRAMs the state variables for the address provided, and makes these values available
for the CPD core block. After this, when a sample is received through the same bus
accompanied by a pulse through the x we i input, an internal counter resets and the
block begins to process for the amount of time set by the input signal int time i.
When processing finishes, a decision is taken on weather a change in the mean value
of the signal happened or not (a Change-Point). The decision is signaled with a pulse
through decision en o, and the decision value in decision o. It is through a feedback
of the pulse in decision en o that the new state variables are written in memory. The
state variables held in memory are the run-lengths probability distribution Ro (five
12 bits values) with the normalizing constant Wo (12 bit value), the mean values Muo
(four 12 bits values) and the variable last alarm that is used in the decision-making
of a Change-Point. In Table 7.9 a brief description of the input and output signals is
provided.
An updated CPD architecture is shown in Figure 7.15 considering a maximum
computational time of 4096, a maximum run-lengths of 5, and a maximum number
of Bernstein coefficients of 5 as well. It can be observed that on the top right corner
a few changes were made to the architecture. That change is due to the on-chip
decision calculation for Change-Points. When a Change-Point is detected, a counter
called last alarm is set to zero, and with every new arriving sample Xt, that counter
is increased until a new Change-Point is reached. When this counter reaches the
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Figure 7.14: CPD unit block diagram.
value corresponding to the maximum run-length minus 2 (in this case 3), with each
new sample that doesn’t trigger a Change-Point decision, the counter value remains
unchanged. The run-length probability distribution P (rt|X1:t) for the case of the




P (rt = i|X1:t) (7.28)
corresponds to the probability that the Change-Point happened between the previous
positive decision of Change-Point and the present time. It is that probability the one
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Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk i 1 I Clock inout.
reset i 1 I Reset for the SRAM asynchronous controller.
LFSR x i 12 I Random numbers used for encoding samples.
LFSR ro i 12 I
Random numbers used for encoding the run-lengths probability val-
ues.
LFSR wo i 12 I
Random numbers used for encoding the run-lengths probability nor-
malizing constant.
LFSR mu i 12 I Random numbers used for encoding the mean values.
bus i 12 I Bus for sending addresses and samples into the unit.
x we i 1 I Write enable for an input sample.
addr we i 1 I Write enable for the input address.
int time i 2 I
Signal that determines the processing time spent for each new sam-
ple. For int time i = 0 the processing time is 512 clock cycles, for
int time i = 1 1024 clock cycles, for int time i = 2 2048 clock cycles
and for int time i = 3 4096 clock cycles.
mu0 i 1 I
This is the mean µ0 for the Gaussian prior used for the mean of the
input signal streams in the CPD algorithm. This is a signal that has
already been encoded sthocastically.
w i 4 I
Weights used for updating the mean variable states in the CPD algo-
rithm. These signals have been already encoded stochastically.
b i 1 I
Stochastically encoded Bernstein coefficients used for calculating the
Gaussian distribution.
N1 i 3 I Burst down value for the Bernstein blocks in CPD core.
N2 i 3 I Burst value for the Bernstein blocks in CPD core.
h i 1 I
Stochastically encoded value for h in the CPD algorithm (see Equa-
tion 7.2).
t i 1 I
Stochastically encoded threshold for the decision-making algorithm
applied on the run-lengths distribution.
decision o 1 O Change-Point decision value.
decision en o 1 O Enable for the Change-Point decision value.
Table 7.9: Description of the CPD unit signals.
used in the comparison with a threshold to make the decision of a Change-Point. Since
there is a maximum run-length, meaning that the distribution from the original CPD
algorithm has been truncated, the probability P (rt = rmax − 1|X1:t) represents the
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P ′(rt = i|X1:t) = P (rt = rmax − 1|X1:t) (7.29)
where P ′ is the non-truncated CPD run-length distribution. If track was not kept
for the previous Change-Points with the register last alarm, a trigger decision of a
Change-Point could be set for several consecutive samples, even if there was only one
real change in the mean of the analyzed signal.
Finding the probability of Change-Point would consist of adding up the corre-
sponding values from the R⃗i registers after the incoming sample was processed based
on the last alarm value. This is done by masking the stochastic streams going to
block probability of change in Figure 7.15. After this, a division by the value found
in register Wi needs to take place. It was shown before how the division performed
by JK flip flops, which is a low precision one, worked well in the normalization done
in Figure 7.15. These flip flops not only help in normalizing, but they also prevent
R⃗i and Wi registers from slowly converging to all zeros as the run-length probability
distribution is updated every time a new sample arrives. These JK flip flops were
analyzed, but they were found not good enough to perform the accurate division
required for the decision-making process. Architectures using Bernstein polynomial
approximations for exponential and logarithmic functions were then explored, where
a good accuracy was acquired using the logarithmic properties of the division. This
architecture would work perfectly fine, but there was a substantial amount of logic
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Figure 7.15: Updated architecture for the CPD processing unit in GF3.
At the top right corner the part of the circuit calculating the generation of alarms
(Change-Points).
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Figure 7.16: Plot of functions log(x) and Mlog(x) + 1.
added to the architecture.
The division x/y is desired to be performed, where x ∈ [xi; 1] and y ∈ [yi; 1]. One
can do log(x/y) = log(x)− log(y) = (log(x) + 1)− (log(y) + 1). Let’s observe curve
M.log(X)+1 from Figure 7.16, where X ∈ [A′; 1] Y ∈ [0; 1]. Depending on the range
desired for x and y, one can move point A′ by introducing a scaling factor to the
logarithmic function so that a Bernstein approximation can be used on it on the area
defined by (0, 0) and (1, 1). In this design, for x, A′ would be xi, and for y, A
′ would
be yi. Let’s find the coefficients M for x and for y:
Mxlog(xi) + 1 = 0 ⇒ Mx = −
1
log(xi)
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If instead of log, one could use loga−1 , then log(x/y) = loga−1(x)+1− (loga−1(y)+
1), and both p1 = loga−1(x) + 1 and p2 = loga−1(y) + 1 can be approximated using
Bernstein polynomials. Assuming that in the x/y calculation x < y, Figure 7.17
presents the block diagram for a stochastic divider. For this architecture an additional
Bernstein approximation was done on the exponential function (a−1)−w for w ∈ [0; 1].
In this case w = p2− p1, which belongs to [0; 1].
Very accurate results were found utilizing the approach in Figure 7.17, but now
many more random number generators would be required to perform the approxi-
mated calculation of the division. A much simpler solution was found, requiring little
logic to be added to the original CPD stochastic architecture in Figure 7.4. This solu-
tion takes advantage of the stochastically encoded streams going into the R⃗i and Wi
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Figure 7.17: Division based on Bernstein approximations. Block diagram
for a stochastic divider using Bernstein polynomial approximators on logarithms and
exponential functions.
registers. The problem being addressed here is the division by the normalizing con-
stantWi, but what if instead of scaling the probability value
∑last alarm
i=0 P (rt = i|X1:t),
one scaled the chosen threshold? This is the reason the input t i was added to
the block. This input provides an already stochastically encoded value for the pro-
grammed threshold. By just performing the AND operation between the incoming
stream for Wi and the threshold stream, a scaled value for the threshold is decoded
in the register T vali. The register prob change will accumulate the probability of
Change-Point by masking the input streams for the registers R⃗i depending on the
last alarm value. After this, a simple comparison for values in registers T vali and
prob change takes place for making the decision.
The number of coefficients used for the Bernstein approximations was fixed to
five. In Figure 7.18 three different numbers of Bernstein coefficients were used to
approximate half of a Gaussian bell with standard deviation 0.33. The search for the
Bernstein coefficients was made taking into account that the Bernstein coefficients
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Nber needed to be between zero and one, meaning that the best approximation could
be found inside an Nber-dimensional hypercube where for each dimension only values
∈ [0, 1] are considered. From Figure 7.18, the most area-efficient number of coefficients
for the Gaussian approximation was found to be 5.
Figure 7.19 presents the block diagram for the NORM unit block. At the core
of the normalizing process are two filters, a downsampling filter and a second order
IIR filter. Three 64x24 SRAM blocks were used, and they were divided into two
main blocks. The main reason for doing this division instead of using a single SRAM
memory block, is for saving power. State variables stored in one of the SRAM blocks
are updated with every new sample Xt, but the state variables of the other one are
not.
Just like in CPD core an address identifying the signal stream is first received in
bus i with an enable pulse at the input addr we i. This updates the output of the
SRAM blocks that provide the state variables for the current sample to process. This
address is also registered so that at the end of the processing, one still knows where
to send the updated state variables. The state variables are the ones connected to the
data i and data o ports in both of the SRAM blocks. At the end of the normalizing
process of a sample, a pulse is sent through y en o and/or state en o and the new
state variables are written in memory. For the case of the 2x(64x24SRAMs) there
is a feedback from data o to data i, and that is because this SRAM block stores the
sample values x(n−1), x(n−2), y(n−1) and y(n−2) from a second order IIR filter,
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Figure 7.18: Approximation of the Gaussian bell using the Bernstein ap-
proach. Approximations for half a Gaussian bell of standard deviation 0.33 using
different number of Bernstein coefficients. For 4, the area in between the two curves
is 0.0022, for 5, 3.2411e−5 and for 6, 2.8694e−5.
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Figure 7.19: NORM unit block diagram.
and when the new states are written, x(n − 1) is updated with state x o, x(n − 2)
with x(n− 1), y(n− 1) with y state o and y(n− 2) with y(n− 1).
In this chip version capability of normalizing the input signals coming off-chip
was introduced. This normalizing block, as mentioned before, can be bypassed if
desired. The main reason for introducing this block is that sometimes the input
signal suffers very small changes, and, in order to track those changes using the CPD
algorithm, a normalization process needs to take place. An example of a normalization
process is shown in Figure 7.20. The normalization block is conceptually explained in
Figure 7.21. The computation of the normalizing block uses traditional computation
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.20: Example of the normalizing process in GF3. On the left an
example of a signal without normalizing. On the right we see the signal on the left
after the normalization process.
Figure 7.21: Conceptual block diagram for the NORM core block.
structures, in comparison with the CPD unit block.
When normalizing the input signal Xt, a long-term mean needs to be extracted.
The original idea was to use FIR filters because of their very convenient characteristic
of being linear in phase, but for the case at hand where a very slow converging filter
is required, thousands of coefficients would be needed, making it non-viable. IIR
filters were then considered, where even if one would suffer in the phase domain, the
required filter characteristics would be achieved with just a few coefficients. A very
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simple second order IIR filter was used in the architecture (general form for second
order IIR filters in Equation 7.30), but it was noted that when talking about low-
pass filters with such low converging rates, very high precision coefficients need to be
stored. This would increase considerably the amount of logic allocated for this block,
especially considering that a multiplier block had to be synthesized. A very high
precision multiplier, even in the case of adding pipelining stages, would be the speed
bottleneck of the whole system. A pre-filtering stage was then added to the design.
In Figure 7.21, an accumulator would add N acc number of consecutive samples, and
a scaled down version of this value would be the one used as an input for the IIR
filter. The combination of these two filters can provide the slow converging behavior
desired. This first filter would just filter and subsample the input signal by N acc,
and this subsampled signal is then processed by the IIR filter. The output of the IIR
filter would get resampled to the original frequency with a sample-and-hold, and this
is the signal subtracted to the original signal x i. After this, a gain stage is applied
and the desired mean for the final signal output is added. This final addition of a
desired mean was used because in the CPD algorithm one needs to supply the mean
of the prior distribution, µo. The usage of a sample and hold to resample the filtered
signal is not the best technique since it introduces frequency artifacts, but it is very
simple and easy to implement, and it has proven to be effective. A brief description
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Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk i 1 I Clock input.
reset i 1 I Reset input.
mean i 12 I
Programmable value. Mean for the output of the normalizing block
NORM core.
Gain i 9 I
Programmable value. Gain applied to the difference of the input signal
stream xt and the low-pass filtered signal coming out of the IIR filter.
filterCoeff i(0 to 5) 10 I
Programmable values. Coefficients a0, a1, a2, b0, b1 and b2 from
Equation .
y o 12 O Normalized signal.
accum i 3 I
Number of samples added together to generate the first low frequency
downsampled signal in Figure 7.21.
x we i 1 I Enable signal for the new arriving sample Xt.
bus i 12 I Bus for sending addresses and samples into the unit.
y o 1 O Enable signal for the y o output.
addr we i 1 I Write enable for the input address.
Table 7.10: Description of the NORM unit signals.
of the inputs and outputs of the NORM unit block is provided in table 7.10.








b0 + b1z−1 + b2z−2
(7.31)
Table 7.11 shows the maximum measured operating frequencies for the chip, along
with the maximum frames per second obtained at different voltage supply values. A
video corresponding to a traffic intersection was processed by the GF3 chip. The
video is 720x640 pixels in size, and it broken down to small 48x64 pixel patches to
be processed by the GF3 CPD chip. The video was taken from a drone hovering
on top of that intersection, where vibrations in the set up would create the effect
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400mV 500mV 600mV 700mV 1200mV
Max Frequency 200kHz 1.75MHz 7.9MHz 20.1MHz 95MHz
Frames per second 2.38fps 6.8fps 30.7 78.1fps 370fps
Table 7.11: Measured clock speeds for GF3. Maximum clock operating fre-
quency along with the number of frames per second for an image patch of 48x64 pixels
for different voltage supplies.
of unwanted Change-Points from the algorithmic point of view. Even considering
these vibrations, the processing of this video shows in Figures 7.22, 7.23 and 7.24 the
successful recognition of cars moving in that intersection. Along an image processing
pipeline, some filters, such as median ones, can be easily used to get rid of all of the
salt and pepper noise.
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Figure 7.22: Video processed by the GF3 CPD chip (figure 1). For each time
step, the top image is the greyscale image used as the input for the CPD processing
algorithm.
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Figure 7.23: Video processed by the GF3 CPD chip (figure 2). For each time
step, the top image is the greyscale image used as the input for the CPD processing
algorithm.
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Figure 7.24: Video processed by the GF3 CPD chip (figure 3). For each time




Design of a True Random Number
Generator using RTN noise
8.1 Introduction
As seen in Chapter 7, and in also other processing units that will be shown later
as well, random numbers are necessary when processing in the stochastic domain.
For the case of the CPD processor presented in test chip GF3, the number of random
numbers required for each core was 17, with a computational time of 4096 clock
cycles. The reality is that, when performing decoding, the number of random numbers
generators (RNGs) and the amount of time used in the processing do not need to be
maintained for the same level of accuracy to be obtained. Actually one only needs to
maintain constant the multiplication NRN .Ptime, where NRN is the number of random
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numbers and Ptime the computational time. As an example, let’s take a look at Figure
8.1. In this figure, a trade-off between frequency of operation and number of RNGs
and silicon area is exemplified. Sequences A = [A1A2] and B = [B1B2]. The first two
streams A and B are running at frequency F , and the other four ones are running
at F/2. For the last four streams one can see the silicon area and the number of
RNGs running at half the speed is doubled. Results obtained by the Decoder blocks
are exactly the same. This deserialization process can be conveniently linked to
neural networks.65 The brain is massively parallel in its processing, and, neuron-
wise, frequencies of operation are in the KHz range. These low frequencies are only
obtained if massive replication is applied, like in the example in Figure 8.1. If one
could afford increasing parallelism and reduction of frequencies in the KHz range,
ASICs could be designed to run with power supplies down to 100mV ,37 reaching ultra-
low power dissipation. This approach becomes very interesting for machine learning
classifiers such as convolutional neural networks.66
Flipping a coin or drawing numbered marbles from a bag are some examples of
how random numbers can be generated, but what if millions of random numbers per
second are required? There is no viable approach that would allow these daily life
examples achieve this task. It is for this reason that LFSRs are really useful, as
they provide pseudo random numbers at very high rates. The problem with LFSRs
is that they look random, but they are actually completely deterministic, and so if
one required very large number of RNGs, at some point correlation between numbers
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Figure 8.1: Tradeoff between computational time and silicon area. Streams
A and B are processed by the AND gate at frequency F . Streams A1 is ANDed
with B1, and streams A2 is ANDed with B2 at frequency F/2. A = [A1A2] and
B = [B1B2]. The decoder reaches the same answer, but for the second approach
frequency is halved, with an increase to double in silicon area and the number of
random number generators working at half the speed.
will show up. All the analysis done in Chapter 7 assumes the independence of all of
the random number generators (RNG). If correlation between RNGs is found, then
all the computing elements shown in Figure 7.3 would cease to work. It is for this
reason that the generation of a true random number source is of most importance for
processors working stochastically.
Many applications such as stochastic processors and random sampling ICs require
the generation of large quantity of random numbers. In these cases, an ideal Bernoulli
RNG source with probability p = 0.5 is required, but designing a true RNG source
with this characteristic, while maintaining area efficiency, is a challenging problem.
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Randomness based on physical variations and imperfections of circuits is generally
combined with other deterministic factors. True randomness requires the separation
of these two sources and the elimination, or at least minimization, of the deterministic
sources. One of the main deterministic sources of variation in integrated circuits is
device mismatch. A technique that can reduce the impact of mismatch is the use
of feedback techniques,67–72 but the results rely strongly on a precise modeling of
mismatch. When a feedback loop is implemented, the Bernoulli probability p used
in the generation of the random numbers changes over time, and can be actually
considered a random variable itself, namely P , from which samples are taken. Based
on this observation, it was established that constraint that the true mean of the
Bernoulli probability p produced by the feedback loop must be E(P (n)) = 0.5.
Three main approaches can be found in the literature for the design of true random
number generators (TRNGs): direct amplification, oscillator sampling and discrete
time chaos. Approach in67 proposes the design of a TRNG that uses amplified thermal
noise added to the output of an A/D-based discrete chaos generator that drives an-
other oscillator sampled at a lower user-defined frequency; the system occupies a total
chip area of 1.5mm2 in a 2µm process.68 shows experimentally a TRNG based on the
combination of thermal noise amplification and chaos, which occupies 0.21mm2 in a
65nm technology. More recently, several small circuits have been proposed, mainly
driven by the need present in RFID ICs. On the other hand,69 presents a meta-stable
latch-based TRNG with a bias adjustment based on the decision time; the full circuit
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was fabricated in a 0.13µm bulk CMOS technology with an area of 0.145mm2. In70
a ”DC-nulling” circuit is presented in a 0.35µm process that uses 0.031mm2 based
on floating gates; a maximum operating frequency of 100Khz is claimed along with
power estimates of 9.39µW @ 5kbps. The approach presented in7172 relies on a cross-
coupled pair of inverters, with correction mechanisms. The circuit occupies 4004µm2
in a 45nm technology process with a power efficiency of 3µW/MHz.
Unfortunately, no system model is provided in the previously mentioned work
which justifies the design of the feedback loop. In this work, a novel design of a
TRNG that achieves a true E(P (n)) = 0.5 is presented, something that none of
the cited papers achieve. The architecture proposed in this work73 is based on the
perturbation of a Sigma-Delta modulator using random telegraph noise (RTN).74–79
8.2 Closed-Loop Controlled RNG
8.2.1 Architectural Description
In the work presented here, the change in current a small transistor suffers due to
random telegraph noise (RTN) is exploited in the generation of a Bernoulli stochastic
process with probability p = 0.5. Transistors are not fabricated perfectly and elec-
trons can get trapped in their gate. The occupancy of these electron traps is random,
randomly an electron gets trapped and randomly it is released, and this occupancy
generates a change in the threshold voltage of the transistor. This is the RTN phe-
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nomenon that will be used in the system to generate uniform random samples that
will be presented in this work. The usage of a Sigma-Delta modulator80–82 with an
output randomly affected by RTN will help achieve this goal, and by introducing
a DAC at the input of it, the probability of the generated random number will be
controlled.
Stochastic processors usually require numbers to be encoded into stochastic streams
of zeros and ones, where the Bernoulli probability of one p encodes the desired num-
ber, as seen in Figure 7.2. In doing this, a source of uniform random numbers is
required, and for each drawn sample, if this value is lower than the value one wants
to encode, a ‘1’ is sent at the output of the encoder, otherwise a ‘0’. In this com-
parison, both the encoded number and the random source are represented as N-bit
numbers. The probability distribution of the random numbers in the range 0 to 2N−1
has to be uniform for the encoding process to work correctly. In an N-bit number, the
probability of one for bit i will be pi, and so Equation 8.1 will show the probability




pbii (1− pi)1−bi (8.1)
If a N-bit random number source is desired to be distributed uniformly, then the
probability of any of the 2N numbers has to be PN−bit = 1/N . For this to happen
it can be shown that pi = 0.5. The problem that needs to be faced is that even if
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one designed a random number source to output a specific probability p, in reality
mismatch in the fabrication process will make the desired value of p to deviate.
Because of the very specific p = 0.5 desired probability, a digital analog converter
(DAC) was decided to be placed at the input of a Sigma-Delta modulator so that the
output probability value can be controlled.
The requirement of a vast quantity of random number sources for many appli-
cations prevented the option of performing the feedback control loop off-chip from
moving forward. When thousands of random sources are necessary, individual tweak-
ing for each source becomes an impossible task. The best option would be to come up
with a design performing self-control automatically no matter what the mismatches
encountered in the fabrication process are. The first system approach is shown in
Figure 8.2, where the control is now done on-chip for each of the RNGs.
Enclosed by the dotted line the Sigma-Delta random number generator is defined.
Here three blocks are identified, a gain A, an input B(z) and the Encoder block. The
Encoder block translates a number into a stochastic stream as mentioned before. The
Decoder block estimates the mean value of a stochastic stream, which in this case is
the Bernoulli probability P (n) at the input of the Encoder block. Here the Sigma-
Delta is being modeled as a linear function, where its output value is y = Ax + B.
In theory B should be zero, and then for a input ctrl i = 0, the Encoder block would
generate a probability value of P (n) = 0.5 at its output. The problem is that B
could be not zero, and then one needs to correct for this value with the input ctrl i.
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Figure 8.2: First approach to a feedback controlled Sigma-Delta based
TRNG.
So that a transfer function can be obtained for the system, B(z) is defined as a
system input. The input N(z) corresponds to the noise input for the system. In this
case H1(z) = z−M , meaning its just a M steps delay line, and H2(z) is the control
feedback. Considering Y (z) the output of the system, the transfer function for the
system in Figure 8.2 is extracted.
(Y (z)H2(z)A+B(z))z−M = Y (z) (8.2)






In order for the whole system to work, two different frequencies needed to be de-
fined, Fsys and Frand. Frequency Fsys defines the rate at which samples are generated
at the output of the Decoder block. Frand is the frequency at which the Encoder
outputs random bits. The Decoder block will integrate the output coming from the
Encoder for Frand/Fsys = Kint clock cycles, and with this decoding process, a noisy
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decoded sample is generated. The output of the Decoder block P̂ (n) is interpreted
as a number ∈ [0; 1], then this noisy sample, following the Central Limit Theorem,
is Gaussian distributed with σ2 = P (n)(1 − P (n))/Kint and mean equal to P (n).
The value P (n), as mentioned before, is the Bernoulli probability at the input of the
Encoder block. This is where the first source of noise for the system is found, and
this noise displays no mean due to the fact that the decoder estimator mean, is the
true mean of the decoded stochastic process.
Independently of the values A and B(z) have, the output Y (z) needs to always
converge to zero. This implies that the output of the Decoder block needs to converge
to 0.5, meaning that the output of the Encoder block is a Bernoulli random variable
with probability that converges to p = 0.5. The simplest way to satisfy this condition
is making sure that H2(z) has a pole in 1, so that this pole becomes a zero for the
overall system. Let’s then propose H2(z) = L0/(1 − z−1), and then one can obtain
the resulting expression in Equation 8.3. The value for AL0 has to make the system






(1− z−1 − z−MAL0)
(8.3)
The number of bits that represent the input ctrl i in the Sigma-Delta RNG block
is very limited. The reason for this is that it is desired to keep the area for this
random number generator architecture as small as possible, and high resolution DACs
can take a considerable amount of area. With this reduction in the number of bits
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from log2(Kint) to Kdac (number of bits for the DAC) the second source of noise is
introduced, the quantization noise.
If the input N(z) is now considered, the noise transfer function can be extracted
(considering B(z) = 0). The transfer function is presented in Equation 8.4. This
transfer function presents a problem, it does not filter out the mean of the noise. One
of the requirements for H2(z) is to have a pole in 1, so that it could be translated
into a zero in 1 for Equation 8.3. But in this case, for the noise transfer function 8.4,










(1− z−1 − z−MAL0)
(8.4)
Using the superposition property of LTI systems, three cases are analyzed:
1. Case 1 No noise present in the system, meaning N(n) = 0.
2. Case 2 Only Gaussian noise is present in the system, meaning B(n) = 0 and
N(n) ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = P (n)(1− P (n))/Nint).
3. Case 3 Only quantization noise is present in the system, meaning B(n) = 0
and N(n) ∼ Q(µ ̸= 0).





(1− z−1 − z−MAL0)
(8.5)
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In Case 1, when the system settles, using the final value theorem for the Z-
transform, the signal ctrl i(n) will converge to the value:
lim
n→+∞
ctrl i(n) = lim
z→1
(z − 1)B(z) z
−ML0




(z − 1) B
1− z−1
z−ML0
(1− z−1 − z−MAL0)
= −B
A
And this makes the Encoder ’s input value P (n) = 0.5. For Case 2 and Case 3
one needs to calculate the expected value of ctrl i(n) when N(n) is a random input.
Assuming that the random process N(n) is stationary and each sample is independent






1− z−1 − AL0z−M
⇒ E(ctrl i(n)) = −E(N(n))
A
(8.7)
It can be immediately seen that in Case 2, where the noise mean is zero, signal
ctrl i will have a mean value of zero as well. This makes the output probability of the
Encoder not change when superposition of the first and second cases are considered.
The situation is different for Case 3, where E(N(n)) ̸= 0. If the quantization is done
by truncating to the Kdac most significant bits, the mean for the quantization noise
will not necessarily be zero. Consequently another way of performing a reduction
from log2Kint to Kdac bits precision needs to be considered. This is the reason why
a log2Kint bits to Kdac bits digital Sigma-Delta converter is introduced here for the
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quantization process.
Figure 8.3 shows the updated design for the system in Figure 8.2, where the
Decoder block has been updated with a one step delay which is necessary for the
decoding process. The two sources of noise are shown in the system, where GN(z) is
the Gaussian noise from the decoding process, and QN(z) is the quantization noise
due to the digital Sigma-Delta. The transfer function shown in Equation 8.3 and the
transfer function for the Gaussian noise do not change. Only the one corresponding
to the quantization noise QN(z) changes, which is shown in Equation 8.8. In this
equation the mean of the noise is being rejected, which is exactly what is needed.
The requirements on L0A for making the system in Equation 8.7 stable are the same
ones as before, and they are that AL0 ∈ [−1; 0]. The gain L0 has been moved all
the way to the Sigma-Delta RNG input, this is because the value for L0 will depend
jointly with the value of A. If a division or multiplication had to be performed for
L0, this will take a significant amount of logic to perform it in digital, where on the
other hand changing the gain in the Sigma-Delta RNG DAC will be much easier and
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Figure 8.3: Second approach to a feedback controlled Sigma-Delta based
TRNG.
8.2.2 Modeling the System Noise
Input P (n) to the Encoder block is a random variable with a mean µP and variance
σ2P . For the designed system µP = 0.5. For every time in n, a new sample p(n) is
drawn from P (n)’s distribution. A probability density function is difficult to obtain
for P (n) and then the assumption will be that this distribution is normal with the
before mentioned parameters µP and σ
2
P . The following equation shows the decoding







In this equation X⃗ = [X1, X2, ..., XKint ] is a vector of Kint random variables dis-
tributed according to P (n)’s distribution. When drawing a sample from the random
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variable P (n), this sample p(n) will not necessarily be 0.5 for those Kint bits, but one
knows that P (n) distribution has a mean of 0.5 because of the quatization error mean
rejection seen in Equation 8.8. The statistic in Equation 8.9 has its own distribution,
and one can then proceed to calculate its mean µP̂ and variance σ
2
P̂
. From now on

















P (n) = P (n) = µP̂ (8.10)




































P (n)(1− P (n)) = 1
Kint
P (n)(1− P (n)) = σ2
P̂
(8.11)
Equation 8.10 confirms that the Encoder block plus the Decoder block can be
thought as just a cable. Equation 8.11 additionally tells that it is not just a cable,
but a noisy cable that adds a variance equal to P (n)(1 − P (n))/Kint. If now one
considers that P (n) to be a random variable as well, from which samples p(n) can be
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(µP (1− µP )− σ2P ) (8.12)
If random variable P (n) was not random but deterministic, meaning P (n) ∼
δ(P (n) − µP )µP , and σ2P = 0 then the variance E((P̂ (X⃗) − µP )2) will just be
µP (1 − µP )/Kint as it is known from Bernoulli distributions. Equation 8.11 shows
that the variance is inversely proportional to the number of samples chosen for the
decoding process. This is one of the reasons why Kint is required to be a large number.
It can now be concluded that the Gaussian noise added to the system is distributed
GN(n) ∼ N (0, 1
Kint
(µP (1− µP )− σ2P )).
Now three different transfer functions are now defined for the signal P (n) depend-
ing on the system input:
HP,B =
(1− z−1)









(1− z−1 − z−2AL0)
= 1− 1− (AL0 + 1)z
−1
(1− z−1 − z−2AL0)
With these transfer functions one can define the auto-correlation function for
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P (n), where ∗ is the convolution operator:
RPP = hP,B(n) ∗ hP,B(−n) ∗RBB (8.14)
+ hP,GN(n) ∗ hP,GN(−n) ∗RGNGN
+ hP,QN(n) ∗ hP,QN(−n) ∗RQNQN
RBB, RGNGN andRQNQN are the auto-correlation functions for inputs B(n), Gaus-
sian noise GN(n) and quantization noise QN(n). Input B(n) is being considered a
step function, for which its value will be deterministic, so no auto-correlation function
can be defined for it, thus RBB = 0. Gaussian noise GN(n) will be considered not
correlated, and then RGNGN (k) = δ(k)σ
2
GN = δ(k)(µP (1 − µP ) − σ2P )/Kint due to
Equation 8.12. Finally it is assumed that the quantization noise is not correlated,






(µP (1−µP )−σ2P )+hP,QN(n)∗hP,QN(−n)σ2QN (8.15)
An expression for the impulse responses for the different transfer functions need




a2z−2 + a1z−1 + a0
(8.16)
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One now needs to calculate the impulse response hP,GN(n) and hP,QN(n) if the
auto-correlation and variance for P (n) is desired to be calculated. Here δ(n) is the
unitary impulse, and u(n) the unitary step, and Γ =
√
1 + 4AL0:
hp,GN (n) = u(n)












hctrl i,QN(n) = δ(n)− u(n)












One can now calculate the whole correlation function by using 8.15 and 8.20.
What is more important right now is to obtain an expression for the variance of
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(1 + Γ)2 − 4(AL0)2
+
(1− Γ)2
(1− Γ)2 − 4(AL0)2
− 2 (1 + Γ)(1− Γ)




h2p,QN (n) =− 1 +
(1 + Γ)2(1− Γ)2
(4ΓAL0)2
(
(3AL0 + 1 + Γ(AL0 + 1))
2
(1 + Γ)2 − 4(AL0)2
+
(3AL0 + 1− Γ(AL0 + 1))2
(1− Γ)2 − 4(AL0)2
− 2(3AL0 + 1 + Γ(AL0 + 1))(3AL0 + 1− Γ(AL0 + 1))
(1 + Γ)(1− Γ)− 4(AL0)2
)
For the signal P (n), in Equation 8.21, an expression for variance σ2P was found
as a function of the quantization noise variance σ2QN . Simulations were run using
Matlab’s Simulink varying the quantization bits Kdac from 2 to 6, integration time
Kint from 2
6 to 213, and four different values for the gain AL0 −0.1, −0.2, −0.4 and
−0.8. For each of the simulations runs, once the system stabilizes, 1024 samples were
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Figure 8.4: P (n) standard deviation for when quantization noise is uniform.
The solid line corresponds to the standard deviation for the case quantization noise is
uniform. For each of the quantization bits values Kdac, simulations were run changing
integration times Kint and gain AL0 and estimations of σQN were found as the dots.
used to calculate σQN . Figure 8.4 shows the results found from these simulations that
were used to estimate the quantization noise σQN . Quantization noise is represented
with the variable QN(n). The difference between the maximum and minimum value
this variable can take is 1/2Kdac . In assuming QN(n) as uniform, then its standard
deviation would be 1/
√
22Kdac12. In Figure 8.4, the points joined with lines correspond
to the standard deviation for the case the distribution of QN(n) was uniform. With
these results, it is reasonable to assume that quantization noise is uniform, and then,
from now on, the variance σ2QN will be changed to 1/2
2Kdac12.
Considering uniformity in quantization noise QN(n), Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4
present the different values for the standard deviation σP for the variation of gain
AL0, integration time Kint and quantization bits Kdac. In these tables, as Kint and
Kdac increase, σP decreases as it is expected. Additionally, one can see that if one
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Kint
Kdac 2 3 4 5 6
64 0.1453 0.1119 0.1018 0.0992 0.0985
128 0.1288 0.0885 0.0752 0.0715 0.0705
256 0.1195 0.0737 0.0568 0.0517 0.0503
512 0.1144 0.0649 0.0446 0.0379 0.0360
1024 0.1118 0.0600 0.0370 0.0285 0.0259
2048 0.1105 0.0573 0.0325 0.0223 0.0190
4096 0.1098 0.0560 0.0300 0.0185 0.0143
8192 0.1095 0.0553 0.0287 0.0163 0.0112
Table 8.1: Standard deviation σP calculation. Calculation of σP for P (n) for
the case AL0 = −0.8, varying Kdac and Kint.
Kint
Kdac 2 3 4 5 6
64 0.0516 0.0424 0.0398 0.0391 0.0389
128 0.0437 0.0323 0.0288 0.0278 0.0276
256 0.0392 0.0258 0.0212 0.0199 0.0196
512 0.0367 0.0219 0.0162 0.0144 0.0139
1024 0.0354 0.0196 0.0129 0.0106 0.0100
2048 0.0347 0.0184 0.0109 0.0081 0.0072
4096 0.0344 0.0177 0.0098 0.0065 0.0053
8192 0.0342 0.0174 0.0092 0.0055 0.0040
Table 8.2: Standard deviation σP calculation. Calculation of σP for P (n) for
the case AL0 = −0.4, varying Kdac and Kint.
already has a value for Kdac in mind, the reduction in σP as one increases Kint has
an asymptotic behavior, and then increasing Kint might not be that beneficial when
considering the amount of area that will be used to synthesize the digital blocks of
the system.
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Kint
Kdac 2 3 4 5 6
64 0.0277 0.0243 0.0234 0.0231 0.0231
128 0.0224 0.0180 0.0168 0.0164 0.0163
256 0.0192 0.0139 0.0122 0.0117 0.0116
512 0.0174 0.0112 0.0090 0.0084 0.0082
1024 0.0164 0.0096 0.0069 0.0061 0.0058
2048 0.0159 0.0087 0.0056 0.0045 0.0042
4096 0.0157 0.0082 0.0048 0.0035 0.0030
8192 0.0155 0.0080 0.0044 0.0028 0.0023
Table 8.3: Standard deviation σP calculation. Calculation of σP for P (n) for
the case AL0 = −0.2, varying Kdac and Kint.
Kint
Kdac 2 3 4 5 6
64 0.0168 0.0155 0.0152 0.0151 0.0151
128 0.0130 0.0113 0.0108 0.0107 0.0107
256 0.0106 0.0084 0.0078 0.0076 0.0076
512 0.0091 0.0065 0.0056 0.0054 0.0054
1024 0.0083 0.0053 0.0042 0.0039 0.0038
2048 0.0079 0.0046 0.0032 0.0028 0.0027
4096 0.0077 0.0042 0.0026 0.0021 0.0019
8192 0.0075 0.0039 0.0023 0.0016 0.0014
Table 8.4: Standard deviation σP calculation. Calculation of σP for P (n) for
the case AL0 = −0.1, varying Kdac and Kint.
8.2.3 Considerations for this TRNG
The focus will now be shifted to the stochastic processing units that use these
random number generators. As mentioned before, P (n) can be considered a random
variable distributed as P (n) ∼ N (µP = 0.5, σ2 = σ2P ). A sample from this distribu-
tion will be generated every Kint samples at Frand frequency. This behavior can be
observed in Figure 8.5. The sampled probability p(n) will be fixed for Kint samples
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Figure 8.5: Encoder’s output. The probability p(n) is drawn from the distribution
P (n) ∼ N (µP = 0.5, σ2 = σ2P ) every Kint samples at Frand frequency.
at frequency Frand. This setup might be a problem for applications that require a
processing time Proctime close to Kint/Frand because the encoded probability p(n)
might not be 0.5 for a particular time slot. If, on the other hand, applications where
Proctime = K.Kint/Frand with K ∈ N, and K >> 1, then this problem is averaged
out. On the side of the stochastic processing unit, if the streamed probability value








bij, bij ∈ {0; 1} (8.22)
The mean and variance for the estimator P̂K are now calculated. In their deriva-




















EP (i)(P (i)) = µP = 0.5 (8.23)
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(σ2P + µP )
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= KKintµP + (K
2K2int −KKint)µ2P +KKint(Kint − 1)σ2P (8.25)
The last term in Equation 8.25 is used in the last term in Equation 8.24, then:
EbP ((P̂K − µP )2) =






For a random number generator that perceives no variance in the value of P (n),
when using the mean estimator like in Equation 8.23, the variance in that estimator
using N samples will be µP (1−µP )/N . For the case of this random number generator,
N is equal to K.Kint, but since the drawn probability p(n) is fixed over Kint samples,
the expression in 8.26 deviates from µP (1− µP )/N . One cannot use a small number
forKint because of the need to use a large number of samples to decode the probability
value set by the Encoder block. On the other hand, if one did Kint = 1, for which
the drawn probability p(n) does not stay fixed for more than a sample, then one can
observe that the expression in Equation 8.26 falls into the one for a ideal random
number generator.
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In solving the fact that a sample for the random variable P (n) remains fixed
for Kint time slots at frequency Frand, a few approaches can be taken. One could
always take only one sample from every Kint samples generated at the output of the
encoder block. This approach would solve this problem, but the random numbers
will be generated at the Fsys frequency which may be too slow for some applications.
Another approach can be the one presented in Figure 8.6. In this figure N random
number generators have been placed along with a NxN matrix of 1-bit registers and
N N -input multiplexers. The multiplexers’ control signal in this case are free running
0 to (N−1) counter. This architecture will generate N 1-bit random number streams,
but the multiplexers will additionally scramble the outputs from the RNG blocks.
If this scenario is thought in terms of the first scenario presented in Equation 8.22,
then the number K and Kint will be updated with KN and Kint/N . The statistic in
Equation 8.22 will have the same expression, the mean will be equal, but the variance
will be updated with the following expression:
EbP ((P̂K−µP )2) =













In the case of Figure 8.6, the probability P (n) translated to the outputs rng1, ...,
rngN will present the same mean as before, µP = 0.5. This is because bits are being
sampled randomly in an uniform way from N RNGs, and each of these individual
means will be µP = 0.5 as well.
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Figure 8.6: Scrambling architecture for the outputs of N random number
generators.
The gain in this scrambling process is in time correlation. Let’s calculate the
correlation of two bits at the output of any of the RNG blocks from Figure 8.6, dis-
tanced by z time steps at Frand, where z ∈ [0, ..., Kint]. For calculating the correlation
E((B(n+ z)− µP )(B(n)− µP )) where B(n) and B(n+ z) are the two random vari-
able mentioned bits, one needs to have an expression for the probability distribution
P (B(n), B(n + z)). For obtaining this distribution one can first calculate the distri-
bution P (B(n), B(n+ z), P (n) = p(n), P (n+ z) = p(n+ z)), where in this case p(n)
and p(n+ z) are the probability of one for each of the samples from random variables
B(n) and B(n + z), and marginalization over P (n) and P (n + z) will provide the
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distribution one is looking for. Then:
pval(B(n), B(n+ z), p(n), p(n+ z)) (8.28)
= pval(B(n+ z)|p(n), p(n+ z), B(n)).pval(p(n), p(n+ z), B(n))
= pval(B(n+ z)|p(n+ z)).Pval(B(n)|p(n+ z), p(n))
= pval(B(n+ z)|p(n+ z)).Pval(B(n)|p(n)).pval(p(n+ z)|p(n)).pval(p(n))
An expression for each of the multiplying terms in Equation 8.28 is found now:
pval(B(n+ z) = 0|P (n+ z) = p(n+ z)) = p(n+ z)
pval(B(n+ z) = 1|P (n+ z) = p(n+ z)) = 1− p(n+ z)
⇒pval(B(n+ z) = b(n+ z)|P (n+ z) = p(n+ z))
= p(n+ z)b(n+z)(1− p(n+ z))1−b(n+z) (8.29)
⇒ pval(B(n) = b(n)|P (n) = p(n)) = p(n)b(n)(1− p(n))1−b(n) (8.30)
P (n) ∼ N (µ = µP , σ2P ) (8.31)
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pval(P (n+ z) = p(n+ z)|P (n) = p(n)) =
Kint − z
Kint
δ(p(n+ z)− p(n)) + z
Kint
N (p(n+ z), µ = µP , σ2p) (8.32)
In Equation 8.32, every Kint samples the underlying probability p(n) changes, so
with a probability (Kint − z)/Kint one can say that probability p(n) doesn’t change.
In order to make the equations not that long, the assumption that all the normal
distributions N have a mean µP and variance σ2P will be taken. Additionally all the
values corresponding to n will be replaced with an subscript 1 and the ones from time

























































(1− p2)N (p2)dp2, if b2 = 0
∫
p2














pb11 (1− p1)1−b1N (p1)((1− µP )(1− b2) + µP b2)dp1
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The combinations of all of the values for b1 and b2 need to be considered. In doing
that, one obtains the joint distribution pval(b1, b2).





















σ2P + (µP − 1)2














(µP − (σ2P + µ2P )) +
z
Kint
µP (1− µP )
=− Kint − z
Kint
σ2P + µP (1− µP )














(µP − (σ2P + µ2P )) +
z
Kint
µP (1− µP )
=− Kint − z
Kint
σ2P + µP (1− µP )

























When adding all the cases for pval(b1, b2), the obtained value is 1, confirming that
the distribution was calculated correctly. One can finally proceed to the calculation
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of the correlation:









− Kint − z
Kint




− Kint − z
Kint

















σ2p if |z| < Kint
0 if |z| ≥ Kint
The result in Equation 8.35 makes sense because if Kint = 1 and by setting
z = 1, it means that a new p(n) value is drawn with every bit sample, and then the
correlation goes to zero. As expected correlation goes to zero if z = Kint because for
sure the two samples will have been generated using two different p(n) drawn from
the distribution of P (n). Additionally, if the distribution P (n) didn’t have variance,
meaning that the output of the random number generators encodes always a fixed
probability µP , and therefore σ
2
P = 0, then correlation between any random bits will
also be zero. If one now considered the case depicted in Figure 8.6, where the random
number outputs rng are obtained by cycling through all the outputs from the N
RNGs, only bits distanced by a multiple of N samples will have correlation, so the
correlation in 8.35 can be multiplied by a train of deltas spaced by N samples, and
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Figure 8.7: Auto-correlation. On the top left corner the auto-correlation of the
random number stream from Figure 8.3. On the bottom left corner the train of deltas
spaced by N is presented. It is the multiplication of both functions on the left that
gives rise to the auto-correlation suffered by any of the scrambled streams in Figure
8.6.
then:




σ2p if (|z| < Kint) ∩ (|z| = kN), k ∈ Z
0 otherwise
(8.36)
Equation 8.36 has been plotted in Figure 8.7. On the left, the correlation of one
of the RNG blocks on top of the train of deltas spaced by N time slots. On the right
the multiplication of both the auto-correlation of a single RNG block and the train
of deltas. The resulting plot shows the auto-correlation of one of the random streams
resulting in the scrambling process shown in Figure 8.6. If N ≥ Kint, then each of
the resulting random streams from Figure 8.6 will present no correlation.
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8.3 Analog Sigma-Delta Random Number
Generator
8.3.1 Architectural Description
Figure 8.8 presents the architecture for the Sigma-Delta random number genera-
tor. Depending on the charge added to the capacitor’s node from the current source
I1, and the charge subtracted from it through the current source I2, the mean value
at the output y(n) will change. The size of the pfet and nfet transistors from these
current sources can be tweaked in simulations so that the desired output mean can
be achieved, but relying on this would presume the non-existence of process varia-
tions during fabrication. One way to reduce these fabrication variations would be to
increase the size of these transistors. This would seem to be a good idea, but actually
it is not. Randomness at the output of this random number generator will come from
random telegraph noise (RTN), and RTN is sensitive to transistor sizes. As these
sizes are reduced, the effect of this noise is more evident. It is for this reason that
transistor sizes for these current sources will be preferably minimum so that one can
exploit the randomness of this noise in generating random numbers. In Figure 8.8 it
is assumed that current source I1 is made out of N1 transistors in parallel, and I2
is made out N2 transistors in parallel. From now the charge provided by I1 will be
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Figure 8.8: Analog Sigma-Delta circuit model.












In Figure 8.9 an equivalent block diagram in the Z domain is presented. In this
diagram quantization noise has been again called QN(z), and now RTN1(z) is the
RTN in the I1 current source transistors and RTN2(z) is the RTN in the I2 current
source transistors. Additionally, a constant offset is added with ∆Vref . This offset
corresponds to the case of a comparator that does not have the threshold voltage set
at V DD/2, but slightly off.
As one can see in Figure 8.9, all the signals X(z), QN(z), RTN1(z), RTN2(z),
Y (z) and ∆Vref have been normalized by V DD. One needs to now analyze this LTI
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Figure 8.9: Block diagram in the Z-transform domain for the Analog
Sigma-Delta.
system using superposition for the cases of the different inputs.
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The first condition for this system is to be stable. In doing so, the system pole
needs to be inside of the unitary circle in the Z domain. The following condition
needs to be satisfied:
|1− Q1
V DDC
| < 1 ⇒ 2 > Q1
V DDC
> 0 ⇒ 2 > Q1
V DDC
(8.41)
For the cases of the comparator offset ∆Vref (z) and QN(z), one can see that
their contribution to the mean of y(n) output is none due to the presence of a zero
at 1 in their transfer function. Let’s now consider RTN1 ∼ R1(µ = µRTN1 , σ2RTN1),
RTN2 ∼ R2(µ = µRTN2 , σ2RTN2). When the system settles, it then can be said that:
µy = E(y(n)) =
Q2
Q1
(1 + µRTN2) + µRTN1 (8.42)
Random telegraph noise comes from electrons that get trapped at the gate of a
transistor, and then they change its Vt. This process can be modeled as a Markov
chain, where a maximum number of traps at the gate is Ntraps and transition matrix
Pπ can be defined. The noise RTN1 and RTN2 can be modeled to be proportional to









Auto-correlation Rrtn1rtn1 andRrtn2rtn2 will be a scaled version of the auto-correlation
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of the individual X1 and X2 variables. Consequently, if one can model the whole sys-
tem and obtain data from the fabricated chip, parameters such as the number of traps
Ntraps, the probability of getting an electron trapped and the probability of it being
released could be estimated. Due to the lack of this type of information at this point,
the assumption that the noise inputs RTN1 and RTN2 are WSS signals is made.
Auto-correlation Ryy is now calculated for the output sequence y(n). x(n) will be
a step function, and as a deterministic signal, Rxx(k) = E((X(n)−E(X))(X(n+k)−
E(X))) = 0. The offset ∆vref (n) even if it is unknown, after fabrication, it will be
a fixed value that will not change over time. This will also make R∆vref∆vref (k) = 0.
One can then obtain:
Ryy = h1(−n) ∗ h1(n) ∗Rrtn2rtn2 + h2(−n) ∗ h2(n) ∗Rqnqn (8.44)
+ h3(−n) ∗ h3(n) ∗Rrtn1rtn1
One can now do:


































































































The impulse response for the before mentioned auto-correlation transfer functions
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can now be obtained:















































Expression for the auto-correlation Ryy(n) is now obtained, assuming the noise



















Let’s now replace Q1 = CVDDX1 and Q2 = CVDDX2, where now X1 and X2
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(1−X1)X22σ2rtn2 −X21σ2qn +X21 (1−X1)σ2rtn1
X1(2−X1)(1−X1)
(u(n)(1−X1)n + u(−n+ 1)(1−X1)−n) (8.55)
Let’s look at Equation 8.42. The mean µy cannot be controlled very well if both the
variance in Q1 and Q2 due to fabrication are both high. There is a linear dependency
of µy on Q2, but the dependency is inversely proportional for the case of Q1. One
would want the variance of Q1 to be low, so that a better control on µy can be applied.
Variance of Q1 low means big transistors, and then this means that no RTN noise
will be present for the current source I1 in Figure 8.9. One can then conclude that















If a long stream of bits coming from the chip could be recorded, then all the




rtn2 in Ryy(n) could be estimated.
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8.3.2 Circuit Description
A description of the analog Sigma-Delta architecture was presented in Subsec-
tion 8.2.1, but a schematic for it was not shown. The schematics for the different
components in the analog Sigma-Delta are presented here, along with the reasoning
behind the choice of the different transistor sizes. From Figure 8.8, the feedback will
provide Q1 of charge in ∆t time, and the RTN current source will withdraw Q2 of
charge from the integrating node. In the previous subsection the current provided
by the DAC was not mentioned, since it can be considered to be part of Q2 as an
offset. A choice of three bits was made for the DAC, where these three bits could
represent signed numbers. A DAC that could inject and withdraw current was then
designed where a positive number would inject current into the integrating node, and
a negative number would withdraw current. Numbers from −4 to 3 can then be the
input to the DAC, and then three selectable pfet current sources and four selectable
nfet current sources needed to be used. An additional selectable pfet current source
is needed for the feedback, and another selectable nfet current source is needed for
the RTN noise. The different components involved in the injection of current into the
integrating node are shown in Figure 8.10. Figure 8.11 shows the general schematic
for the analog Sigma-Delta.
The blocks presented in Figure 8.10 with the pin c node io, connect to the in-
tegrating node as seen in Figure 8.11, and the other blocks are the ones to which
a bias current will be provided externally. These biases are provided through the
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Figure 8.10: Components used in the Sigma-Delta based RNG.
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Figure 8.11: General structure for the analog Sigma-Delta based RNG.
The circuits for some of the different components can be seen in Figure 8.10.
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ref1 io inputs in Figure 8.10. In Figure 8.11 the four biases corresponding to the
RTN transistor current, feedback current, and the two biases for the positive and
negative numbers in the DAC are provided through the pins ref1 rtn io, ref1 fb io,
ref1 dacn io and ref1 dacp io. The choice of cascoded current sources was done con-
sidering that the effect of channel modulation was really pronounced. For operating
conditions in which the integrating node is kept between 0.3V and 0.9V , and cur-
rents are kept below 250nA, currents would not change more than 5% for the case of
cascoded current sources, but up to a 40% change in current was found when using
simple current mirrors. When running MonteCarlo on the mirrored current for the
RTN transistor, currents were found to be distributed as Gamma, and the standard
deviation would go from 1.8nA to 129nA for when a current from 1nA to 250nA was
being mirrored. The distribution for the current can be seen in Figure 8.12. This
shows how little control one has over the current mirrored in the transistor that will
provide RTN noise. This is the reason why 32 RTN transistors were decided to be
placed in each RNG unit from which one can choose, so that the probability of finding
a RTN transistor with a better current matching is higher. This is why a select input
is found in the block RTN nmos. This block is replicated 32 times in Figure 8.11,
and the user will be given the possibility of choosing one among them. Once the
best RTN transistor choice is taken, there is no reason for changing the usage of that
transistor for generating random numbers, and then this is the reason the control over
the current in RTN nmos is done with just a simple control transistor placed in series
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Figure 8.12: Distribution for the mirrored current in the RTN transis-
tor structure. In red the standard deviation and the mean of this current. After
applying the choice of one in 32 available RTN transistors, the distribution of cur-
rents becomes Gaussian and in blue the new standard deviation is presented, which
is observed to be considerable less.
with the cascoded structure. Figure 8.12 shows in red the mean and standard devi-
ation of the current through an RTN transistor, and in blue the standard deviation
and mean after applying the choice of one in 32 transistors. It can be observed that
the control over the current a RTN transistor provides can be improved dramatically
without having to increase the size of the transistors, which would make the RTN
noise inherent in small transistors disappear.
For the feedback and DAC current sources, a different approach was taken. In the
case of the RTN current sources minimum size transistors were chosen, but for the
case of the other current sources, it was found that a better current matching with
less variance was achieved when, while maintaining the transistor area, the single
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transistor used was square, with dimensions L = 120nm and W = 120nm. For the
case of these current sources it was not affordable replicating structures and choosing
among the ones that work better. Transistor sizing needed to be used to accomplish
certain control over the provided current. For applying control over the current, a
simple transistor in series with the cascoded current mirror was not a good choice
because these current sources are pulsed. If a transistor in series was used, a high
amount of charge would build up in the internal nodes of the cascoded structure and
the current provided by this current source, for when finally current is allowed to flow,
is much more than the desired one. By controlling the gate voltage of the current
mirror transistors, this effect is avoided, but unfortunately more power is burnt since
the gates of these transistors need to be charged and discharged quite often. This
can be seen in both PMOS curr and NMOS curr blocks from Figure 8.10.
For all of the MonteCarlo simulations run for all the currents, the number of
transistors in parallel for the transistors in blocks RTN nmos mirr, PMOS curr mirr
and NMOS curr mirr was considered to be at least rtn m = 1024, dacp m1 = 4096
and dacn m1 = 4096. This seems to be a pretty large number of transistors in
parallel for just one RNG, but if one observes in Figure 8.11, both ref1 and ref2
nodes for all of the current sources are pins, meaning that one can reach these high
numbers by just sharing the transistors of the before mentioned blocks among all of
the RNGs that will be fabricated in a chip. Just as an example, if one decided to
fabricate 64 of these controlled RNGs, then, for a single RNG rtn m = 1024/64 = 16,
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dacp m1 = 4096/64 = 64 and dacn m1 = 4096/64 = 64, which is definitely more
reasonable. This allows to explain an additional feature added to the PMOS curr and
NMOS curr blocks. There is not only one select input, there are actually two sel i and
sel fake i. If sel i is ‘1’, then sel fake i will be ‘0’ and vice versa. The way of selecting
a current source by controlling the gate of the mirroring transistor makes usage of
the bias current to charge the gate of that mirroring transistor. The problem is that
since the selection of the feedback or DAC current sources is random, this charging
is done randomly, making the two voltages ref1 and ref2 not necessarily steady over
time. If on the other hand one could select every single current source every time,
then the mentioned voltages would be steady. This is the reason the fake select input
is introduced. If a PMOS curr or NMOS curr block was not selected, charge would
still be drawn to charge the ”fake” current source, making the voltages ref1 fb io,
ref2 fb io, ref1 dacp io, ref2 dacp io, ref1 dacn io and ref2 dacn io in Figure 8.11
steady over time.
In Figure 8.13 different values for the parameters pdac m2 and ndac m2 were
consider for NMOS curr and PMOS curr blocks. These figures show the probability
distribution of the mirrored currents for both the before-mentioned blocks. These
distributions were obtained fitting data from MonteCarlo simulations into Gaussian
and gamma distributions in steady state. Bigger numbers for pdac m2 and ndac m2
are accompanied by a lower variance in the mirrored current, but it also comes with
more current leakage through the substrate. This leakage current is additionally
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showed in the third column in Figure 8.13. One can observe that the nfet transistors,
due to the fact that triple well is not being used, present considerable more leakage
than the pfet transistors. For all of these figures, the leakage current has been removed
from the first and second column distributions. With these distributions, a more
informed decision can be taken when deciding the values for pdac m2 and ndac m2.
Due to the fact that the bias current is used to charge in every clock cycle internal
nodes from blocks PMOS curr and NMOS curr and that the MonteCarlo simulations
were done in steady state, bias currents (except for the RTN one) will have to be scaled
up.
In the previous subsection a few conditions were set to make sure the RNGs
would work. First of all one needs to make sure that the DAC can compensate for
any current offset so that a probability of 0.5 can be achieved. In Equation 8.58
this condition is presented, where IRTN is the current through the RTN transistor,
Ileak is the total leakage current from all the structures in the analog Sigma Delta,
IDACP is the maximum current provided by the pfet branch of the DAC, IDACN is
the maximum current provided by the nfet branch of the DAC, and finally IFB is
the feedback current. For the case of the feedback and DAC current sources, it was
decided to allow them to provide current only for half clock period. Let’s give a quick
example for why this is important. Assume during 6 clock cycles we need to allow
current to flow only in 3 of them. If the three ones were placed in the first three-time
slots or if they were placed in slots 2, 4 and 6, a different total amount of charge
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Figure 8.13: Current distributions for PMOS curr and NMOS curr
blocks. The first column corresponds to the distribution of current for block
PMOS curr, the second column the one for NMOS curr, and finally the third col-
umn shows the distribution of leakage current for the pfet in red and nfet in blue.
These distributions are normalized to 1. Every row corresponds to a different value
for pdac m2 and ndac m2.
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would be provided if the high and low transitions for the control signal take different
time. This is the reason the DAC and feedback currents in Equation 8.58 are divided
by two.
IRTN + Ileak − IDACP/2
IFB/2
< 0.5 <
IRTN + Ileak + IDACN/2
IFB/2
(8.58)
Condition in Equation 8.58 is strict, but a more relaxed set of conditions can
be set. One needs to make sure that if without applying current from the DAC
the probability output is greater than 0.5, then when applying IDACP it is desired to
obtain an output probability lower than 0.5. The opposite case needs to be considered
for current IDACN . In Equation 8.59 these new set of conditions are presented.
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With the conditions in 8.59 and 8.60 random sampling was applied for when the
different bias currents in steps of 5nA up to 250nA are changed. Considering the
different cases for the values of pdac m2 and ndac m2, feasible current configurations
that would have more than 0.95 probability of satisfying the conditions was found.
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A high threshold was set because these conditions need to be satisfied for a RNG to
work at all. We found 689, 898, 907, 802 and 619 feasible configurations for the case
of 512, 256, 128, 64 and 32 for pdac m2 and ndac m2. Based on these numbers we
decided to go for pdac m2 = ndac m2 = 128.
Another set of conditions needs to be applied so that one can make sure that the
voltage Vint at the integrating node remains in a certain range. These conditions are
dependent on the frequency of operation F and the capacitance Cint in the integrating
node. Two situations need to be considered, the cases in which the highest and lowest
voltage in Vint are achieved. The highest voltage is achieved when at the end of a clock
cycle the voltage is close to Vref but is slightly lower, meaning that in the following
clock cycle feedback current will be injected. The second case is when one is also
close to Vref but slightly above it, meaning that no feedback current will be applied
in the following clock cycle. The conditions are now showed in Equation 8.61 and
8.62. Depending on the desired values for the autocorrelation and variance (Equation
8.56 and 8.57) and the probability of satisfying all of the constraints, currents can be
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chosen for when the chip is ready to be tested.
VrefFC − Ileak − IRTN − IDACN/2 > VminFC
⇒ FC > Ileak + IRTN + IDACN/2
Vref − Vmin
(8.61)
VrefFC − Ileak − IRTN + IFB/2 + IDACN/2 < VmaxFC
⇒ FC > −Ileak − IRTN + IFB/2 + IDACP/2
Vmax − Vref
(8.62)
A comparator needed to be designed. A few alternatives were analyzed, but many
of them involved sensing the integrating node by extracting some charge from it or
involved supplying an additional bias. The sensing method where the sensed value is
modified would introduce an additional source of noise, and the whole system would
have to be reviewed. Additionally, another bias was not desirable. This is the reason
why a bias-less comparator that does not modify the integrating node was designed.
Figure 8.14 presents the comparator architecture. For this comparator, feedback had
to be used because the voltage at the integrating node is always close to V DD/2,
and for the two inverter-like structures connected to vin i, short circuit current would
be present for most of the time. It is through V up and V down that feedback was
provided. Two similar structures can be seen in Figure 8.14. At the beginning of
the comparison (during the time the clock is low) internal nodes V up1, V up2 and
V up3 are set high, and nodes V down1, V down2 and V down3 are set low. After the
precharge of these nodes, the NAND gate in the circuit will set the node V up high,
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and the NOR gate will set the node V down down. This makes the current through the
first two inverter-like structure be shut. It is at the transition in which the clock goes
low-high that the comparison is made. When this happens, depending on the voltage
value in vin i, if it is lower or higher than the threshold Vref (which should be close
to V DD/2), either V up2 will transition lower than Vref or V down2 will transition
higher than Vref . When one of these cases happen the inverter chain applied to V up2
and V down2 will regenerate a digital value and either V up will go low or V down will
go high, cutting the short-circuit current. After this, two D flip flops are used to feed
the decision taken to the feedback current source through the output out o, and to
send out the random number signal outd o. The first of the two flip-flops uses the
negated clock so that only one clock cycle delay is applied when feeding the feedback
decision for the analog Sigma-Delta. pfet transistors with their gate connected to
VDD and nfet transistors with their gate connected to VSS are present in the node
precharge logic. The reason for this is just matching purposes when drawing the
layout for the comparator. Two transistors can be seen at the top and at the bottom
of the comparator schematic. These two have their sources and drains connected, and
their sole purpose is to reduce charge injection in the integrating node vin i. So that
a closer voltage to V DD/2 can be achieved for Vref , pfet and nfet transistors were
scaled appropriately. MonteCarlo simulations were run for this comparator so that a
probability distribution for the Vref could be obtained. In Figure 8.15 the results that
were fitted to a Gaussian distribution N (µ = 0.5957V, σ = 0.0149) are presented.
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Figure 8.14: Architecture for the comparator used in the analog Sigma-
Delta. If the input vin i is lower than the threshold voltage Vref (which is close to
V DD/2) then a logic one will be sent through out o and a logic zero will be sent
through outd o.
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Figure 8.15: Histogram for the comparator threshold voltage Vref . 512
samples were considered. The data was fitted to a Gaussian distribution N (µ =
0.5957V, σ = 0.0149)
For each bit the comparator generates, 169.2fJ is used, which is equivalent to us-
ing 169.2nW @ 1Mhz. After running simulations at different speeds, it was found that
the complete analog Sigma-Delta uses 432nW (40% corresponds to the comparator)
per Mhz.
8.4 TRNG Test Chip GF4
Just like GF2, GF3 and GF5, GF4 was fabricated in 55nm GF. For the test chip
GF4, as we previously mentioned, three bits were chosen for the RNG’s DAC. This
means that the standard deviation of the probability value encoded at the output of
a RNG is restricted to the second column from Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4. With
the choice of a value for Kint, it was finally decided to submit an array of RNG’s
with different values for Kint instead of just one. The eight different Kint values from
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Kint 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192
Area (µm2) 2245.3 2305.4 2367.0 2426.8 2485.4 2543.4 2603.2 2661.8
Table 8.5: Areas for RNG units with different values of Kint.
Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 were used for testing purposes. The number of RNGs with
the same Kint is 18, making the RNG array 18x8 = 144 units. Eight different designs
where synthesized for each of the controlled RNGs displaying the same Kint. In Figure
8.16 a block diagram of the whole chip is presented. One can observe that the number
of biases supplied to the chip is just four. The other four biases corresponding to the
ref2 signals are shared among all of the RNGs so that a better current matching
can be achieved. The values from Figure 8.10 chosen for the parameters ndac m2,
pdac m2, rtn m, ndac m1 and pdac m1 were 128, 128, 22, 128, 128. For all inputs
and outputs, shift registers of Npipe = 4 stages were used allowing to achieve higher
frequencies of operation. Table 8.5 shows the areas required for RNGs with different
Kint value. The increase in area due to an increase in the integration time when
decoding can be seen is not much.
Table 8.6 present the description of all the input/output in the chip. In Figure
8.17 the layout for the analog Sigma-Delta is displayed. Figure 8.18 shows the layout
for the whole chip.
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Signal name Bits O/I Description
clk i 1 I Clock input.
dis DAC i 1 I This input disables the DAC present in each of the RNG units.
dis FB i 1 I This input disables the feedback in the RNG units.
ref1 fb io 1 IO Current bias input for the feedback.
ref1 dacp io 1 IO Current bias input for the PMOS DAC.
ref1 dacn io 1 IO Current bias input for the NMOS DAC.
ref1 rtn io 1 IO Current bias input for the RTN transistors.
rng sel i 8 I This input selects one of the 144 RNGs.
sel rtn i 5 I
This 5 bits input addresses one of the 32 RTN transistors present in
each RNG unit. With the use of the rng sel i input a RTN transistor
from a particular RNG unit is targeted.
sel rtn en i 1 I
This input stores locally in the targeted RNG unit, the selection of
the RTN transistor. This is like a write enable signal.
sd o 1 O
This is the output of the chip. This output is configured using rng sel i
input that selects from which RNG unit the output is taken.
Table 8.6: Interface signals to the GF4 test chip.
Figure 8.16: Overall diagram of the GF4 test chip.
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Figure 8.17: Layout for the analog Sigma-Delta based TRNG. Each of the
major blocks belonging to this block are showed on the layout.
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Figure 8.18: GF4 chip layout. The position of each of the pins and the phisical




An energy efficient 2.5D chiplet-based architecture for real-time probabilistic pro-
cessing of high-velocity sensor data from an autonomous real-time ubiquitous surveil-
lance imaging system has been presented in this dissertation. The work addresses
problems at all levels of description.
At the lowest level, not only custom CMOS standard cell libraries were explored
and developed, characterizing them at different corners and very different voltage
supply values, but also custom cells such as custom SRAM blocks featuring different
sizes, asynchronous cells used in the self-diagnosis in the NoCs, monotonically in-
creasing programmable delay lines, double data rate cells, clock tree cells and custom
C4/bondpad hybrid pads were designed as well. Furthermore, true random num-
ber generator units achieving a Bernoulli probability p = 0.5, used in the stochastic
encoding of numbers for stochastic processors, were developed exploiting random tele-
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graph noise (RTN), intrinsic to single transistor devices. A completely new clock tree
distribution network was designed allowing to achieve ultra-low clock skews, ensuring
synchronicity over the entire CMP area, which is a characteristic difficult to achieve
for chips of this caliber and modularity. An innovative methodology was presented
for the design of large scale chips, where the conjunction of modularity and this new
clock tree architecture allowed to provide an infrastructure of “half baked” chips,
where the designer can radically change the functionality of a chip by modifying the
content of the processing units in a matter of minutes. The designer needs to only
follow certain guidelines regarding the physical position of power supplies, and the
distribution of the pins connecting a processing unit to the mesh of processors.
At the level of the chip architecture, a completely new compact buffer-less switched-
circuit mesh network on chip (NoC) capable of reaching very high throughputs (1.6Tbps),
finite packet delay delivery, free from packet dropping, and free from dead-locks and
live-locks was theorized, and finally fabricated for this chiplet-based solution. Addi-
tionally, a second NoC connecting processors in the network, was implemented based
on token-rings, allowing access to the external DDR memory. Furthermore, a wide
bandwidth DRAM physical interface has been designed to address the data flow re-
quirements within and across chiplets. The high speed NoC and physical interface
to the DRAM incorporates sub-systems for self-calibration, fault detection, and self-
configuration. While no experimental results are available from these sub-systems,
extensive simulations using state of the CAD tools show NoC performance in excess
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of 300MHz, and pin performance at the physical interface in excess of 1.2 Gbps per
each of the 64 bit lines going, and 64 bits coming from the external DDR memory.
At the algorithm and representation levels, the Online Change Point Detection
(OCPD) algorithm has been implemented for on-line learning of background-foreground
segmentation. Instead of using traditional binary representation of numbers, this ar-
chitecture relies on unconventional processing of signals using a bio-inspired (spike
based) unary representation of numbers. These numbers are represented in a stochas-
tic stream of Bernoulli random variables. By using this representation, probabilistic
algorithms can be executed in a native architecture with precision on demand, where if
more accuracy is required, more computational time is used. The system architecture
has been extensively simulated and validated using state of the art CAD methodology
and has been submitted to fabrication in the 55nm CMOS technology. Experimental
results from fabricated test chips in the same technology are also presented demon-
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